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Bruce lams with

Mountain men
Exclusive review by Caroline Boucher
FIRST recordings by the new West Bruce and Laing band (Jack
Bruce and Mountain guitarist, Leslie West, and drummer Corky
Laing) were exclusively previewed to Disc this week.

The recordings were made at Island studios where the group rehearses
and were recorded by producer Andrew Johns (brother of Stones' pro-
ducer Glyn Johns) who just went along primarily to hear them, and
ended up setting up equipment, taping and everything else.

Because of contractual commit-
ments on the part of all three, there
are no immediate plans for an album;
but the tapes are of inestimable value
as a record of the band's first ever
jam together. Altogether, Andrew
Johns got down 18 numbers, which
the group may turn into album form
later on.

Undoubtedly the most astounding track
is an 11 -minute version of the Rolling
Stones' "Play With Fire," which was the
very first thing that the three musicians
played together. As such, it is an astound-
ing landmark for its naturalness, flow,
excitement and ferocity.

For three people to play so well to-
gether for the first time is without doubt,
exceptional. From the very line-up and
the fact that Jack Bruce is m the line-up,
a "new Cream" will immediately spring
to a lot of minds. And indeed the trio
functions much in the way early Cream
did, each goading the other into ex-
ceptional improvisation.

Leslie West plays one of the best
guitars around today, with speed, clarity,
and a variety of ideas which can only
increase with this new line-up. He re-
sponds well to Bruce's viciously driving
bass guitar, which he plays more like
lead most of the time.

Bruce also does most of the vocals, and
his voice has matured a lot; although
Leslie's vocals on the Mountain song

Breakfast
with
Melanie
Exclusive - page 22

MELEE
BELL . 
Blue and no mink !

Page 21

"Don't Look Around" are very similar
in sense of urgency. Probably the most
surprising force is drummer Corky Laing,
who played well with Mountain but
never so excitingly as he does now.

West, Bruce and Laing start an
American tour at New Orleans' Ware-
house in mid -March, and should tour
here before the end of the
 Bruce talks on page 28.

year.

STILLS
SET FOR
UK TOUR
STEPHEN STILLS makes his debut
British concert appearances next
month.

Disc understands that the short
tour involves three shows at Lon-
don's Rainbow Theatre - probably
the Easter weekend, March 31 and
April 1/2-plus a provincial date and
bookings in Europe.

Stills, one quarter of the Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young combine,
owns a home in Surrey and has spent
a lot of time in this country record-
ing. He has had two albums released
here, and several singles-the most
popular being "Love The One You're
With." Musicians with whom he has
recorded here include the late Jimi

ROD

STEWART

face
of
1971

T. REX become the first group
in the history of Disc's Music
Poll Awards to replace the
Beatles, as Top British Group.
Beatles in fact, are at last ack-
nowledged as existing no more.

Rod Stewart topples Cliff
Richard's almost perennial crown in
just one of many changes revealed
in Disc's 1972 Poll Awards.

Rod replaces Cliff as Britain's Top
Male Singer, while his solo single,
"Maggie. May," gets the award for
Best Single of 1971.

But some familiar faces remain.
Who are still the Best Live Group,
Cilia Black returns as Britain's Top
Female Singer, Elvis Presley keeps
his legendary World Male Singer
title, and still there at the top are
John Peel, Top Of The Pops and
Led Zeppelin.

John Lennon scoops the award in
a new category Best Singer/Song-
writer, while fellow ex-Beatle
George Harrison is voted Top
Musician.

Our Brightest Hope for 1972 is
Newcastle's super -talented Lindis-
farne, and the stark and moving
"Soldier Blue" takes the award for
Best Film.

These and other awards will be
presented today (Thursday) at a
special reception in London's West
End.

Turn to Page Three for all the
results and details. Poll features are
an pages 9-20.

Hendrix, Eric Clapton, Ringo Starr
and Billy Preston.

On his summer tour of the States
last year, Stills appeared with Dallas
Taylor (drums), Fuzzy Samuels
(bass), Stephen Fromholz (guitar),
backed by the Memphis Horns.
Prior to CSN & Y, Stills was a mem-
ber of 'Buffalo Springfield, whose
splinter band, Poco, were in the UK
recently.

.WISTIONPlarr

IVINGS SINGLE DATE
THE New Wings single, "Give Ireland Back To The Irish," is due next Friday,
February 18. Inspired by Ireland's "Bloody Sunday," Paul McCartney wrote the song
last Tuesday (February 1), recording it the same day at London's Abbey Road Studios
with his wife Linda on organ, Henry McCulloch (lead guitar), Denny Laine (rhythm)
and Denny Seiwell (drums).

B-side is an instrumental version and the single is on Apple priced 50p and carry-
ing a special shamrock label design.

The BBC told Disc that a ban on the song, which calls for British troops to leave
Ireland, is unlikely, although they haven't yet received copies of the single.

"We have banned seven records since 1964. We won't ban this one unless we have
to," said a spokesman.

"11111111111.11no
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HAPPENING
These three smiling ladies are
the Honey Cone, top
American female group who
last year scored two million
sellers with "Want Ads" and
"Stick Up" and are headed
for Britain for the first time
next week.

They arrive February 18
but sadly their only personal
appearances will be restricted
to USAF bases -Laken
Heath and Milden Hall (18),
Alconbury (19), and
Chicksands (20). However
there's some consolation in
the fact they might just do
Top Of The Pops so we'll
all get to look at them during
their brief stay.
To coincide with the visit

there's a new single, which
couples their last two USA
top sides, "One Monkey
Don't Stop No Show" and
"Stick Up." After seeing this
picture we'll be sorely
disappointed if they don't
get a chance to promote the
single on TV.

Honey Cone are: (left to
right) Edna Wright, Carolyn
Willis,Shellie Clark.

Live
THURSDAY (10)
Trowbridge Town Hall, Steeleye

Span, Diz Disley, and Ross
folk group. 7.30 p.m. 65p.

London Rainbow, Faces. 8 p.m.
f1.50, £1.25, £1, '75p.

Croydon Fairfield Hall, Stan Ken-
ton and his Orchestra. 6.45 p.m.
and 9.10 p.m. £1.30, £1.10, 90p,
70p, 50p.

Tolworth Toby Jug, David Bowie.
8 p.m. 50p.

FRIDAY (11)
High Wycombe Town Hall, David

Bowie. 9 p.m. 60p.
Ayr Caledonia Hotel, Slade. 8 p.m.

75p.
London Polytechnic, New Caven-

dish Street. If and Uncle Dirty.
7.30 p.m. 60p.

London New Cross Goldsmith's
College, Hawkwind, Pink
Fairies, Michael Chapman,
Sweet, Thunderclap Newman.
10 p.m. -6 a.m. £1.

Birmingham Odeon, Richard Har-
ris. 8.45 p.m. £1.50, £1.25, £1,
75p, 50p.

West Bromwich Steering Wheel
Club, Searchers. 9 p.m. £1 gents,
50p ladies.

SATURDAY (12)
Barry Memorial Hall, Audience,

Spreadeagle, Gordon Haskell. 8
p.m. 50p.

Oxford Town Hall, Medicine
Head. 8 p.m. 60p.

Leeds University, Mountain. 8
p.m. 50p.

London Imperial College, David
Bowie. 8 p.m. 50p.

Strathclyde University, Super -
tramp. 9 p.m. 50p.

Birmingham Town Hall, Third

Ear Band. 7.30 p.m. 50p.
Glasgow College of Technology,

Slade. 8 p.m. 60p.:
London Hammersmith Odeon,

Stan Kenton and his Orchestra.
6.45 p.m. and 9.15 p.m. £1.50,
£1.30, £1.10, 90p, 70p, 50p.

Chelmsford Magnet Club, House -
shakers, Screaming Lord Sutch,
Heinz and the Magic Rock
Band. 7.30 p.m. Members 80p,
guests £1.

SUNDAY (13)
Guildford Civic Hall, Audience,

Spreadeagle, Gordon Haskell. 8
p.m. 50p.

Croydon Greyhound, MC5 plus
Barrabas. 7 p.m. 50p.

Reading Top Rank, Desmond
Dekker. 7 p.m. 50p, 60p.

Kenilworth Kinetic, Heads, Hands
and Feet. 8 p.m. 60p.

MONDAY (14)
London Royal Festival Hall,

Strawbs, Jonathan Kelly. 8 p.m.
£1.20, £1, 80p, 60p, 50p.

London Hammersmith Odeon,
Jose Feliciano, and Mick Green-
wood. 6.45 p.m. and 9 p.m.
£1.50, £1.30, £1.10, 90p, 70p.

TUESDAY (15)
Cambridge Lady Mitchell Hall,

Roy Harper. 8 p.m. 50p.
Bristol Colston Hall, Third Ear

Band. 8 p.m. 50p.
Bristol Top Rank, Eddie Floyd.

10 p.m. 50p.
Cardiff Top Rank, Eddie Floyd.

GUIDE TO THE WEEK'S EVENTS BY PHIL SYMES

10 p.m. 50p.
Birmingham Town Hall, Strawbs,

7.45 p.m. 60p, 50p, 40p.

WEDNESDAY (16)
Watford Top Rank, Desmond

Dekker. 8 p.m. 60p.

View
Grisly and gruesome murder and
plenty of chills in Edgar Allan
Poe's classic horror tale "Phan-
tom Of The Rue Morgue" Friday
night on Scottish television.
11. 05 p.m.

New Seekers sing all six of the
songs for Europe in "It's Cliff
Richard" Saturday night (BBC 1
- 6.15 p.m.). There's also the
regular gang -Una Stubbs, Olivia
Newton -John and the Flirtations.

Frank Sinatra and Dean Mar-
tin in one of the funnier 'clan'
movies, "4 For Texas" on Satur-
day night. (LWT-6.30 p.m). Also
good to look at for appearances
by Anita Ekberg and Ursula An-
dress.

Saturday Matinee movie is "On
The Avenue," thirties musical set
against the background of a
broadway show, with Dick Pow-
ell and the lovely Alice Faye.
(BBC 2-2 p.m.)

Bob Copper, writer of the re-
cently published and much prais-
ed "A Song For Every Season"
featured Saturday night in Aquar-
ius. Bob, one of the best known
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folk musicians in Britain, visits
some of his favourite traditional
sights and the famous Lewes bon-
fire night. (LWT-10.40 p.m.)

Drifters group profiled in Mon-
day night's "Sounding Out."
Members Bill Fredericks and
Johnny Moore piece together the
story of the group's vanous sing-
ers -Clyde McPhatter, Rudy
Lewis etc., and group is seen in
concert at Orchid Purley Ball-
room. (BBC 1-11.10 p.m.)

Mick Greenwood Band and
Jimmy and Vella featured in "Old
Grey Whistle Test," introduced
Tuesday night as usual by Rich-
ard Williams. (BBC 2-10.50 p.m.)

New sounds
New singles next Friday (18) from
Cliff Richard, Olivia Newton -
John, Cher, Ray Stevens, and re-
releases from Little Anthony and
the Imperials, Jerry Butler and
Bobby Sheen.

New Cliff Richard single is
"Jesus" song he's done on his
show and had plenty of requests
for. Olivia Newton -John comes
up with her version of George
Harrison's "What Is Life." Cher's
follow up to "Gypsies, Tramps
and Thieves" is "The Way Of
Love" from her recent MCA al-
bum, and new from Ray Stevens
is "Turn Your Radio On."

Re -issued next Friday due to
`popular demand' -Little Anthony
and the Imperials "Gonna Fix
You Good" from 1966, Bobby
Sheen "Doctor Love" from 1966,
and Jerry Butler "Moody Woman"
from 1969.

Also out next week: Honey
Cone 'One Monkey Don't Stop
No Show"/"Stick Up," Hot
Chocolate "Mary -Anne," Steve
Miller Band "My Dark Hour,"
B. J. Thomas "Rock and Roll
Lullabye," Dionne Warwicke
"Amanda," Chrystal Generation
"Wanted Dead Or Alive" and
Johnny Nash "Stir It Up."

Right on
700 people disappointed at Well-
ingborough Rock Street Youth
Centre last weekend when Mott
The Hoople failed to make the
gig because Ian Hunter had been
struck down with food poisoning.
However club has issued those
there, with vouchers assuring them
free entry for another Mott the
Hoople show to be fixed up
pretty soon.
After one appearance on Hughie

Green's Opportunity Knocks 21
year old Newcastle singer/instru-
mentalist/composer John Miles has
signed a recording and publishing
deal with Orange Records worth
£17,000! His first single, "Come
Away Melinda" is released next
Friday (18). An album is being re-
corded for late March release.
Obviously a name to watch. Look
what that programme did for Neil
Reid!

Too bad
Bachelors holding one of their
twice yearly fan club parties Wed-
nesday (16) at the Birmingham
Theatre where they're currently
appearing in Jack and the Bean-
stalk. Party will be at 5 p.m., be-
tween houses, in the Theatre Bar.
Fan Club members all welcome -
non members who wish to join
up should get in contact with Pat
Williams at Dorothy Solomons
Enterprises, Piccadilly House, 33
Lower Regent Street, S.W.1.
Phone 01-734 9786.

Hip
"GODSPELL." Now at London

Charing Cross Road Wyndham's
Theatre.

An American rock musical
compared frequently to "Hair"
and "Catch My Soul" but in
fact has much more depth and
honesty than either of those. To
say it's a musical based on The
Gospel According to St. Mat-
thew might just put you off but
you really have to see it to
appreciate the Teachings can
make good theatre. You can
either treat it as pure entertain-
ment or derive something much
more from it, and it's likely if
you are a thinking person you'll
come away pondering as to why
you didn't seethe sense in those
Sunday school lessons.

The cast is superb -most of
the strength of the show lies in
the ability of each of the ten
players to do anything their part
calls for. They all tackle a bit
of vaudeville, some serious act-
ing, and a lot of clever clown-
ing. David Essex as Christ is
magnificent, an excellent all
rounder. His stamina is enviable.

In fact the complete cast must
be the most energetic in any
London theatre at the moment.
On top of all that there's some
tremendous music -not a dull
song in the show. I guarantee
you'll leave anxious to see the
show again as soon as possible.
And probably with a tear in
each eye. P.S.

Oh really?
Middle Of The Road who fly out
to Singapore this week for a two
month Middle East tour have
been told that owing to a clamp-
down by the Singapore Govern-
ment they will all have to get
their hair cut. As the group is
rushing around madly at the
moment preparing for the tour it
looks like the boys will have to
have their hair cropped at the
airport just before they leap
aboard the plane!

Folk
Caretakers, a Sunday night
weekly folk club, opens this week-
end on the premises of Unit One,
a youth centre in Uxbridge, with
Tir Na Nog. Future programmes
include Jo -Ann Kelly (20), Sam
Mitchell (27), Bridget St. John
(March 5), Mike Chapman (12).

ST. VALENTINE KISS IN
JOIN IN THE FUN AND GAMES AT THE

TOP RANK SUITE, BIRMINGHAM
Dance to JOE WARD and His Band

JOHN LEES Disco Show
SPECIAL GUEST ARTIST
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Enjoy exciting CARIBBEAN NIGHTS
at the WHISKY A GOGO 33-37 Wardoiir St. Piccadilly

Where ALL NATIONS meet. DANCE & DINE with CABARET.
8 p.m. -3.30 a.m. EVERY NIGHT. Discotheque and Live Groups.

Apply for Membership Now. Tel. 437 7676
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MJSIC: POLL
AWARDS

1972 resu
Top Group Top Singer Top Singer Top Group Top Singer Top Singer

World (Male) World (Female) World Britain (Male) Britain (Female) Britain

I. LED ZEPPELIN
2. Faces
3. Four Tops
4. T. Rex
5. Beach Boys
6. Who
7. Crosby, Stills, Nash and

Young
8. Rolling Stones
9, Carpenters

10. Creedence Clearwater
Revival

Best Live
Group

I. WHO
2. T. Rex
3. Faces
4. Rolling Stones
5. Four Tops
6. Emerson, Lake and Palmer
7. Led Zeppelin
8. Moody Blues
9. Mungo Jerry

10. Slade

Best 1971
Single

I. MAGGIE MAY -
Rod Stewart

2. My Sweet Lord -
George Harrison

3. Get It On -T. Rex
4. Hot Love -T. Rex
5. Won't Get Fooled Again -

Who
6. I'm Still Waiting -Diana Ross
7. Brown Sugar -Rolling

Stones
8. You've Got A Friend -

James Taylor
9. I'm Leaving -Elvis Presley

10. Till -Tom Jones

I. ELVIS PRESLEY
2. James Taylor
3. Tom Jones
4. Rod Stewart
5. Robert Plant
6. Neil Diamond
7. Cliff Richard
8. John Lennon
9. Cat Stevens
10. Paul McCartney

Best Musician

I. GEORGE
HARRISON

2. Hank Marvin
3. Keith Emerson
4. Eric Clapton
5. Jimi Hendrix
6. Marc Bolan
7. Pete Townshend
8. Jimmy Page
9. Elton John

10. Paul McCartney

Best 1971
Album

I. IMAGINE -
John Lennon

2. Every Picture Tells A
Story -Rod Stewart

3. Electric Warrior -
T. Rex

4. Who's Next -Who
5. Tapestry -Carole King
6. Teaser And The Firecat-

Cat Stevens
7. That's The Way It Is -Elvis

Presley
8. Tarkus-Emerson, Lake and

Palmer
9. Ram -Paul McCartney

10. Every Good Boy Deserves
Favour -Moody Blues

I. DIANA ROSS I. T. REX I. ROD STEWART I. CILLA BLACK
2. Carole King 2. Who 2. Cliff Richard 2. Olivia Newton -John
3. Melanie 3. Faces 3. Tom Jones 3. Sonja Kristina
4. Cilia Black 4. Moody Blues 4. Cat Stevens 4. Sandy Denny
5. Joan Baez 5. Rolling Stones 5. John Lennon 5. Maggie Bell
6. Cher 6. Led Zeppelin 6. Robert Plant 6. Shirley Bassey
7. Shirley Bassey 7. Beatles 7. Marc Bolan 7. Lulu
8. Joni Mitchell 8. Emerson, Lake and Palmer 8. Roger Daltrey 8. Clodagh Rodgers
9. Aretha Franklin 9. Deep Purple 9. Elton John 9. Mary Hopkin

10. Judy Collins 10. Black Sabbath 10. Paul McCartney 10. Dusty Springfield

The Winners featured
JOHN PEEL'S analysis P 9

LINDISFARNE p 10
ROD STEWART p 11
SOUNDS OF THE 70s p 11
DIANA ROSS p 12
SOLDIER BLUE p 12
T. REX p 14

WHO p 15
JOHN LENNON p 17
GEORGE HARRISON p 17
ELVIS PRESLEY p 18
-MLA BLACK p 18
JOHN PEEL analysed p 19
LED ZEPPELIN p 20
TOP OF THE POPS p 20

Best Disc
Jockey

I. JOHN PEEL
2. Jimmy Savile
3. Tony Blackburn
4. Dave Lee Travis
5. Johnnie Walker
6. Noel Edmonds
7. Rosko
8. Kid Jensen
9. Bob Harris

10. Johnny Moran

Top Radio
Show

I. SOUNDS OF
THE SEVENTIES

2. Scene And Heard
3. Pick Of The Pops
4. Tony Blackburn Show
5. Top Gear
6. Jensen's Dimensions
7. John Peel's In Concert
8. Dave Lee Travis Show
9. All Our Yesterplays
10. Savile's Travels

Best Singer/
Songwriter

Brightest
Hope for 1972

I. JOHN LENNON I. LINDISFARNE
2. Neil Diamond
3. Cat Stevens
4. James Taylor
5. Carole King
6. Paul McCartney
7. Marc Bolan
8. George Harrison
9. Elton John

10. Gilbert O'Sullivan

Top TV
Show

I. TOP OF THE
POPS

2. Monty Python's
Flying Circus

3. Old Grey Whistle
Test

4. In Concert...
5. Persuaders
6. Cilia Black Show
7. Star Trek
8. Alias Smith and Jones
9. Morecambe and Wise Show

10. It's Cliff Richard

2. Slade
3. Wishbone Ash
4. Rod Stewart
5. Olivia Newton -John
6. Labi Siffre
7. Wings
8. America
9. Gilbert O'Sullivan

10. New World

Top Film

soldier
blue

I. SOLDIER BLUE
2. Love Story
3. That's The Way It Is
4. Woodstock
5. And Now For Something

Completely Different
6. Mad Dogs And Englishman
7. The Go Between
8. Vanishing Point
9. Gimme Shelter

10. Little Big Man
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Jerry Lee

and New

Seekers dales
JERRY LEE LEWIS and New Seekers tours are set.
Jethro Tull's London venue is revealed. And Gene Pitney's
visit is arranged.

Jerry Lee, plus James Royal and Country Fever, kick off
UK dates for Mervyn Conn at Stockton ABC on April 22,
followed by London Palladium (23), Glasgow Kelvin Hall
(24), Gloucester ABC (26), Birmingham Theatre (27), Ipswich
ABC (28), Peterborough ABC (29), Manchester Free Trade
Hall (May 2), Hull ABC (4), Liverpool Empire (5 and 6), and
Coventry Theatre (7).

Afterwards the package
moves to the Continent for
three weeks of concerts, start-
ing Paris Olympia on May 8.
 NEW Seekers' month -long
tour starts immediately after their
"Eurovision Song Contest"
appearance next month. Dates
are: Newcastle Odeon (March 28),
Huddersfield ABC (29), Birming-
ham Odeon (30), Scarborough
Grand Hall (31), Preston Public
Hall (April 1), Oxford New
Theatre (2) Cardiff Capitol (3),
Hanley Victoria Hall (5), St
Albans City Hall (7), Chatham
Central Hall (8), Bournemouth
Winter Gardens (9), Folkestone
Leas Cliff Hall (11), London
Royal Albert Hall (12), Sheffield
City Hall (13), Hull ABC (14),
Manchester Free Trade Hall (15),
Liverpool Empire (16), Plymouth
ABC (21), and Northampton ABC
(22).

 JETHRO TULL'S tour, start-
ing March 2 (for which dates have
already been announced), now in-
cludes consecutive concerts at
London's Royal Albert Hall
(March 21/22).

The group returned from re-
cord -breaking European dates this
week, including Rome, where they
topped the figure set by the Roll-
ing Stories at the Palaid De Sport.
 GENE Pitney makes a 10 -city
UK concert tour next month,
opening at London's New Victoria
Theatre (26) and continuing
through April at venues to be set.
Pitney arrives February 15 to
finalise dates and record. He then
goes to the Continent and returns
for the tour on March 18. A new
single will be released to tie in
with the British dates.

EXTRA DRIFTERS
DRIFTERS have added four
dates to their UK tour -South-
ampton Adam and Eve Club
(March 2), Willesden Apollo
Club (4), Wolverhampton Caven-
dish Suite (5) and Peckham Mr
B's Club (19).
FOUR Seasons spend a month
in Britain this summer doing a
week of concerts and three caba-
ret stints, two of which are -
Sheffield Fiesta (week from June
4) and Stockton Fiesta (June 11).

 Creedence Clearwater's first
two albums -"Green River" and
"Bayou Country" -are out Feb-
ruary 18, shrink-wrapped together
and priced £2.99.

T. REX

BEGIN NEW

ALBUM
T. REX's follow-up album to
the chart -topping "Electric
Warrior" -and the first on their
own T. Rex Wax Company
label -was started in France
recently, for possibly May
release.

The group recorded at the
Chateau D'Herouville, a farm
mansion studio complex on the
outskirts of Paris, which has
also been used by the Grateful
Dead and Elton John. Pink
Floyd go there soon.

The first track finished is
titled "Ballrooms Of Mars."
Today (Thursday) the band
goes to America for a three-
week debut bill -topping tour,
taking in New York's Carnegie
Hall on February 27.

HUMP SINGLE
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
marks five years since his first hit
with a single based on the theme
from the movie "Nicholas and
Alexandra." Meanwhile, more
guests for his BBC -TV series are
set.

Humperdinck, launched on
"Palladium" TV five years ago
this month with "Release Me,"
has recorded "Too Beautiful To
Last," which he will sing on his
own series this Sunday (February
13), with Mary Travers and Gil-
bert O'Sullivan guesting.

Other names are: Jose Feliciano
and Wilma Reading (20), Rod
McKuen (27), Ray Stevens and
Dana (March 5), Randy Newman
(12), Nancy Wilson and Bobby
Darin (19) and Jack Jones (April
2).

 Dana's next single on Feb-
ruary 24 is "New Days, New
Ways." And ex -Move man Carl
Wayne has "covered" John Len -
non's "Imagine" as his debut solo
disc.

CATCH
THE
RUNNING
MAN!

DEEP PURPLES Ian Gillan

DISC

edited by
MIKE TiTIDGERWOOD

NELSON PLANS

TO RECORD

IN LONDON

RICK Nelson plans to record in
London during his visit for con-
certs with the Stone Canyon Band.
Rick, who arrives next week,
originally wanted to cut a "live"
LP -his first with the Stone Can-
yon Band was cut at the Los
Angeles "Troubadour" -but is
now hoping to book studio time
to put down a few tracks in Lon-
don before his first date at Bir-
mingham on February 25.

As well as the newly -released
"Rudy The Fifth" LP on MCA,
a maxi -single of four Nelson hits
is being reloase.d by United Artists
on February 18 -"'Hello, Mary
Lou," "Never Be Anyone Else
But You," "It's Late" and
"Young World."

Orchid new

'Rainbow"
DEEP PURPLE, Family,
Chuck Berry, John Mayall and
the Faces are among bookings
for another London rock venue
opening soon.

Purley's Orchid ballroom, re-
puted to have the largest cap-
acity in Europe, is being turned
into .the city's southern "Rain -
how" by a company called Fox
Enterprises. Says spokesman
Brian Mason: "There's a lot of
fans in South London who
can't get to the 'Rainbow' be-
cause it's too far away. The
Orchid will become our answer
to the 'Rainbow.' Whoever
they feature -we'll have the
same week virtually."

The Orchid opens February
22 with Deep Purple and plans
a regular major name rock at-
traction every two weeks. Ad-
mission will be 80p.

Also set are Family (March
16), Chuck Berry (23), John
Mayall (April 4) and Faces (11).
T. Rex and Sly and the Family
Stone are among artists being
arranged.

A charity concert for Greasy
Truckers, an organisation
started to acquire a London
warehouse as a concert and arts
lab venue, will be staged at the
Rundhouse on March 13, star-
ring Brinsley Schwarz, Man,
Hawkwind, Byzantium and the
Blackheath Foot and Deathmen,
and recorded by United Artists.

Another Marmalade man goes
ANOTHER member of the Marmalade has left.
concentrating on the band's business affairs.

Fairley follows in the foot-
steps of Junior Campbell and
Alan Whitehead, both of whom
left in the last six months. The
Marmalade will remain as a
four -piece -Dean Ford, Hughie
Nicholson, Dougie Henderson
and Graham Knight.

Vocalist Dean told Disc: "The
group is moving very quickly and
Pat decided he could be more use
handling the business side; which
he's always done anyway. We were
quite astounded when he first men-
tioned the idea, but realised it was
for the best after a while."

Fairley will handle the Marma-
lade's promotion, and three pub-
lishing companies. A Marmalade
maxi -single - "Radancer," "Just
One Woman," "Sarah" and
"Jody" -is due early March.

KINKS TO

ADD BRASS?
THE Kinks are considering ex-
panding their line-up for concerts
with a four -piece brass section.

Remarks Ray Davies: "This is
something I've wanted to do for
some time. In the past, I've al-
ways written a lot of material
which included the use of brass
on our records, as on `Muswell
Hillbillies,' when we used the Mike
Cotton- Sound. When we work
'live' minus the brass the songs

He is rhythm guitarist Pat

lose a lot of their character."
The new Kings line-up will be

launched later this month an a
three-week US tour opening Feb-
ruary 25 in Florida.

CAROL GRIMES' Uncle Dog has
been joined by Sam Mitchell on
slide guitar, while Terry Stannard
replaces John Mitchell on drums.
The group's LP, "Uncle Dog," is
due in April.

RADIO NEWS
TONY BLACKBURN will do his
Radio 1 morning show on March
2 - the day he marries Tessa
Wyatt. And David Gregory, who
made his BBC debut on the Satur-
day afternoon slot last autumn,
takes over the programme between
March 3-17, while Tony is on
honeymoon.

TERRY WOGAN takes a
week's holiday from February 28,
and/ is replaced on his weekday
afternoon slot by Ed Stewart.

TONY BENNETT'S London
Royal Festival Hall concert on
February 19 is to be transmitted
"live" by the BBC -between 7.30
and 10 p.m. on Radio 1, and
from 8.30 p.m. on Radio 2.

JIMMY SAVILE joins Radio
4's "It's Your Line" telephone
programme on February 15,
answering listeners' questions.

KID JENSEN interviews Paul
McCartney on Radio Luxembourg
this Saturday (February 12) be-
tween 10.30 and 11 p.m.

STACKRIDGE TO IRELAND
STACKR1DGE are to stage shows in Ireland later this month despite the recent violence. The four -day
college tour takes in both Eire and N. Ireland.

Group plays Dublin University College (February 24), Derry Magee College (25), Coleraine Ulster Uni-
versity (26) and Belfast Queen's University (27).

Stackridge's Andy Davies told Disc: "With the grave anti-British feeling last week we were naturally
concerned about going. But the respective social secretaries of the colleges have all assured us that we will
not be in any of the main trouble spots and there's no likelihood of any violence.

"Our aim will be just to get people to forget everything else for a couple of hours and have a good time.
We've been featuring Irish jigs in our act for a long time, so they should go down well."

Stackridge have a new single on MCA out March 3 titled "Flark," their most popular stage number.

Fairley, in future
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(
(8) EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY

Rod Stewart, Mercury
9 (9) TAPESTRY Carole King, A & M

10 (11) TAMLA MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS Vol. 6
Various Artists, Tamla Motown

11 (13) JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR MCA
12 (14) Carole King, A & M
13 (10) Gilbert O'Sullivan, MAM
14 (12) Isaac Hayes, Stax
15 (20) GATHER ME Melanie, Buddah
16 (16) FRAGILE Yes, Atlantic
17 (15) PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION

Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Island
(28) HENDRIX IN THE WEST Jimi Hendrix, Polydor

19 (-) FIREBALL Deep Purple, Harvest
20 (22) MORE BOB DYLAN'S GREATEST HITS CBS

(-) NEIL REID Decca
22 (17) MEATY BEATY BIG AND BOUNCY Who, Track
23 (-) FOG ON THE TYNE Lindisfarne, Charisma
24 (21) THE CARPENTERS A & M

(-) YOUNG AND COUNTRY Jim Reeves, RCA
26 (-) MEDDLE Pink Floyd, Harvest
27 (-) BEST OF T. REX Fly
28 (18) AMERICA America, Warner Bros.
29 (-) WOYAYA Osihisa MCA

(-) THE COMEDIANS Various Artists, Granada
Two titles "tied" for 17th, 20th, 24th and 29th positions.

1 (2) ELECTRIC WARRIOR T. Rex, Fly
2 (3) A NOD'S AS GOOD AS A WINK Faces, Warner Bros.
3 (1) TEASER AND THE FIRECAT Cat Stevens, Island
4 (5) BANGLA DESH George Harrison, Apple
5 (4) IMAGINE John Lennon, Apple
6 (6) BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER

v.; & 0 Simon and Garfunkel, CBS
Led Zeppelin, Atlantic

MUSIC
HIMSELF
SHAFT

BUBBLING UNDER in alphabetical order.
ANDY WILLIAMS GREATEST HITS CBS
BLACK MOSES Isaac Hayes, Stax
GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS Capitol
HOT HITS Vol 9 Various Artists, MFP
NON-STOP 13 James Last, Polydor
RAINBOW BRIDGE Jimi Hendrix, Reprise
STONES Neil Diamond, MCA
THE PERSUADERS John Barry, CBS
THE POINT Nilsson, RCA
WHO'S NEXT Who, Track

waive
A round -Britain survey guide to the
week's best-selling 15 progressive albums.

1 (1) BANGLA DESH Various Artists, Apple
2 (3) A NOD'S AS GOOD AS A WINK Faces, Warner Bros.

(6) HENDRIX IN THE WEST Jimi Hendrix, Polydor
4 (-) SPOTLIGHT KID Captain Beefheart, Reprise
5 (4) TEASER AND THE FIRECAT ... Cat Stevens, Island
6 (7) THERE'S A RIOT GOIN' ON

Sly and the Family Stone, Epic
7 (5) WOYAYA Osibisa, MCA
8 (2) IMAGINE John Lennon, Apple
9 (13) FARTHER ALONG Byrds, CBS

10 (8) TEN MAN MOP OR MR RESERVOIR BUTLER
RIDES AGAIN Steeleye Span, Pegasus

(12) ROUGH AND READY Jeff Beck, Epic
121(-) AMERICA America, Warner Bros.
13 (-) TAPESTRY Carole King, A & M
14 (15) MUSIC Carole King, A & M
15 (-) JAMMING WITH EDWARD

Various Artists, Rolling Stones Records
Two titles tied for 2nd and 10th positions.

Pro sssss eve album chart competed from returns by LONDON:- One Slop
Records. 40 South Molten Street, W1: Musecland, 44 Berwock Street. Wl:
PlosIcland. 230 Portobello Road. W11; Plasm Phonograph, 4 Soho 1111,
Imhols. 112 New Oxford Street. WC1. KINGSTON:- Plusecland, lla Church
Street. BRIGHTON:- Toyer Moth Records. 25 Metter,' Place Lane. CHESTER-
FIELD - Some Kende Mushroom, 7 Newbold Road. MANCHESTER:- Record
Rendezvous. 9 Blackfrears Street, lime and AdMson. 31 John Dalton Street.
LIVERPOOL.- Kerns Ltd,. Whetechapel. EDINBURGH,- Bruce's Record Shop.
Rose Street. FALKIRK:- Breen Ftndlay Ltd., 321 Callender Brays, Stirlenoshtre.

CHART
SERVICE

Si la
1 (2). TELEGRAM SAM T. Rex, T. Rex
2 (1) 0 I'D LIKE TO TEACH THE WORLD TO SING

New Seekers, Polydor
3 (3) . MOTHER OF MINE Neil Reid, Decca
4 (14) AL SON OF MY FATHER Chicory Tip, CBS
5 (10) AL. HAVE YOU SEEN HER Chi-Lites, MCA
6 (5) HORSE WITH NO NAME ... America, Warner Bros.
7 (4)  BRAND NEW KEY Melanie, Buddah
8 (6) STAY WITH ME Faces, Warner Bros.
9 (7) LET'S STAY TOGETHER Al Green, London

10 (8) WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO?
Donnie Elbert, London

11 (18) AMERICAN PIE Don McLean, United Artists
12 (9) I JUST CAN'T HELP BELIEVING

Elvis Presley, RCA
13 (13) MOON RIVER Greyhound, Trojan
14 (17) ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU Sonny and Cher, MCA
15 (11) MORNING HAS BROKEN Cat Stevens, Island
16 (19) FAMILY AFFAIR ... Sly and the Family Stone, Epic
17 (12) THE PERSUADERS John Barry, CBS
18 (20) BABY I'M A WANT YOU Bread, Elektra
19 (27) STORM IN A TEA CUP Fortunes, Capitol
20 (15) SLEEP SHORES ... Johnny Pearson, Penny Farthing
21 (26) MY WORLD Bee Gees, Polydor
22 (-) LOOK WOT YOU DUN Slade, Polydor
23 (23) IF YOU REALLY LOVE ME

Stevie Wonder, Tamla Motown
24 (16)  SOLEY SOLEY Middle of the Road, RCA
25 (-) DAY AFTER DAY Badfinger, Apple
26 (24) 0 SHAFT Isaac Hayes, Stax
27 (22) THE ONEDIN LINE

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Decca
28 (21)  SOFTLY WHISPERING I LOVE YOU

Congregation, Columbia
29 (25)  NO MATTER HOW I TRY Gilbert O'Sullivan, MAM
30 (-) DAY BY DAY Holly Sherwood, Bell

 Silver disc for 250,000 sales
 This week's fastest movers

PHIL SYMES TOP 30 TIPS

WITHOUT YOU Nilsson, RCA
GIVE AND TAKE Pioneers, Trojan
POPPA JOE Sweet, RCA
THE SPIRIT IS WILLING

Peter &raker and Hands of Doctor Teleney, RCA
FLIRT Jonathan King, Decca
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR Various Artists, MCA Maxi
IRON HORSE Christie, CBS
FREEDOM FOR THE STALLION Lee Dorsey, Mojo
MEET ME ON THE CORNER Lindisfarne, Charisma
I WROTE A SIMPLE SONG Billy Preston, A & M
SUPERSTAR Temptations, Tamla Motown
THE BABY Hollies, Polydor
WHITE LIES, BLUE EYES Bullet USA, Philips
HEY BIG BROTHER Rare Earth, Rare Earth
TOMORROW'S A NEW DAY Crabby Appleton, Elektra
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW/ABRAHAM MARTIN

AND JOHN Tom Clay, Tamla Motown
JUST ANOTHER MINUTE Norman Hitchcock, Polydor
MOTHER AND CHILD REUNION Paul Simon, CBS
SAY YOU DON'T MIND Colin Blunstone, Epic

Albums
1 (1) AMERICAN PIE

Don McLean, United Artists
2 (2) BANGLA DESH Various Artists, Apple
3 (3) MUSIC Carole King, Ode
4 (5) HOT ROCKS 1964-1971 Rolling Stones, London
5 (4) e*t 65 T Led Zeppelin, Atlantic
6 (8) TEASER AND THE FIRECAT ... Cat Stevens, A & M
7 (20) PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION

Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Cotillion
8 (7) A NOD'S AS GOOD AS A WINK Faces, Warner Bros.
9 (6) CHICAGO AT CARNEGIE HALL Columbia

10 (11) MADMAN ACROSS THE WATER ... Elton John, Uni
11 (14) JACKSON 5 GREATEST HITS Motown
12 (9) WILDLIFE Wings, Apple
13 (10) E PLURIBUS FUNK ... Grand Funk Railroad, Capitol
14 (13) KILLER Alice Cooper, Warner Bros.
15 (12) GATHER ME Melanie, Neighborhood
16 (18) TAPESTRY Carole King, Ode
17 (16) MORE BOB DYLAN GREATEST HITS Columbia
18 (15) BLACK MOSES Isaac Hayes, Enterprise
19 (17) SANTANA 3 Columbia
20 (25) CHEECH AND CHONG Ode
21 (23) THE STYLISTICS Avco
22 (26) THE LOW SPARK OF HIGH HEELED BOYS

, Islan
23 (19) ALL IN THE FAMILY

Traffic
Atlantic

d

24 (21) THERE'S A RIOT GOIN' ON
Sly and the Family Stone, Epic

25 (-) FRAGILE Yes, Atlantic
26 28) STRAIGHT UP Badfinger, Apple
27 (-) RARE EARTH IN CONCERT Rare Earth
28 (27) JONATHAN EDWARDS Capricorn
29 (-) PHASE 3 Osmond Brothers, MGM
30 (29) QUIET FIRE Roberta Flack, Atlantic

COURTESY OF "CASHBOX"

1 (2) LET'S STAY TOGETHER Al Green, Hi
2 (1) AMERICAN PIE Don McLean, United Artists
3 (3) DAY AFTER DAY Badfinger, Apple
4 (7) PRECIOUS AND FEW Climax, Rocky Road
5 (8) NEVER BEEN TO SPAIN ... Three Dog Night, Dunhill
6 (11) WITHOUT YOU Nilsson, RCA
7 (9) HURTING EACH OTHER Carpenters, A & M
8 (6) SUGAR DADDY Jackson 5, Motown
9 (16) DOWN BY THE LAZY RIVER Osmond Brothers, MGM

10 (14) ANTICIPATION Carly Simon, Elektra
11 (13) STAY WITH ME Faces, Warner Bros.
12 (4) CLEAN UP WOMAN Betty Wright, Alston
13 (18) BLACK DOG Led Zeppelin, Atlantic
14 (20) JOY Apollo 100, Mega
15 (30) SWEET SEASONS , Carole King, Ode
16 (5) SUNSHINE Jonathan Edwards, Capricorn
17 (12) BRAND NEW KEY Melanie, Neighborhood
18 (23) FIRE AND WATER Wilson Pickett, Atlantic
19 (25) EVERYTHING I OWN Bread, Elektra
20 (19) KISS AN ANGEL GOOD MORNING

Charley Pride, RCA
21 (21) THE WITCH QUEEN OF NEW ORLEANS

Redbone, Epic
22 (24) THAT'S THE WAY I FEEL ABOUT CHABomack, Unitd rtists
23 (-) LION SLEEPS TONIGHT

obby W
Robert John,e Atlantic

24 (28) DON'T SAY YOU DON'T REMEMBER ME
Beverly Bremers, Scepter

25 (22) MAKE ME THE WOMAN THAT YOU GO
HOME TO Gladys Knight and the Pips, Soul

26 (29) TOGETHER LET'S FIND LOVE 5th Dimension, Bell
27 (-) MY WORLD Bee Gees, Atco
28 (10) YOU ARE EVERYTHING Stylistics, Avco
29 (15) 'DROWNING IN THE SEA OF LOVE Joe Smith, Spring
30 (-) COUNTRY WINE Raiders, Columbia

COURTESY OF "CASHBOX"
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ENGELBERT
HUMPERDINCK
Too Beautiful To Last (Decca
F13281 -stereo).

Poor Engelbert is rapidly be-
coming the singing man's Tony
Blackburn. It's so easy to knock
him and thousands do, probably
in their minds with justification.
Certainly, like Tony he lays him-
self open to criticism, particularly
at the moment with The TV
series.

Perhaps he's better heard and
not seen, and 'this single cer-
tainly does him no discredit. The
theme, I'm told from the film
"Nicholas and Alexandra," it's
packed with a Mantovani-style
orchestra, silky and floating with
Hump singing the rather wistful
song with a moderate degree of
tenderness.

In fact it becomes quite catchy
after a bit, and if he sings it
often enough on TV, could be
a hit.

NEIL YOUNG
Heart Of Gold (Reprise K14140).

Stalwart readers will probably
remember that Neil Young's
voice has a strange and imme-
diate effect on me. I generally
find myself liking the songs but
hating the singer; that whiny
sheep's tone tends to turn me

The
Badfinger
Album

"Straight Up"
Sapcor 19 
is now
available

Hear it
on
247 6693
anytime

right off.
So you'll be intrigued to learn

that I've already grown very fond
of this song, taken from his
forthcoming "Harvest" album.
It's nothing special mind you-
a good simple (and commercial)
straight country song with
snatches of steel guitar, har-
monica and good steady rhythm
acoustic.

What has gone is that whine.
Here Neil is singing (to me any-
way) better than at any time pre-
vious. Also he's not leaving his
voice out there in the cold but
keeping it well accompanied so
that it blends in with the guitar.

It's a sad song-searching
everywhere for the heart of
gold "and gettin' old." Towards
the end the solo merges into
some nice close harmonies and
I see this very definitely as Neil
Young's first chant single.

CCS
Brother (RAK126).

In the past I've been a little
too hasty in dismissing CCS
singles-and have paid the price
by watching ahem climb the
chart (as, of course I still do with
Fortunes, Neil Reed, Al Green
and Chicory Tip,, to name just
four from this week's chart.
Though, to be fair to myself, I

am right sometimes too). The
fat brassy sound of Most's
musicians and the gruff big bad
wolf tones of Alexis Korner are
so alien to normal chart
material, the trap is an easy one.

Trouble is, John Cameron's
arrangements always catch you
unawares. As 'here, when I was
pen poised to describe it as a
big band jazz instrumental featur-
ing lots of solo flute, when in
comes Messrs Korner and
Thorup to do a raving Paul and
Paula type vocal refrain.

The brass really does pound
along here, bigger and fatter than
ever before and again I've got
to warn you to watch out. You
could be buying 'this shortly with-
out even knowing it, the effect
becomes that hypnotic.

IAN MATTHEWS
Da Doo Ron Ron (Philips 6006
197 -stereo).

And before you start thinking
falsely, as we did the other
week, that folk singers 'have
suddenly gone mad for the old
pop tunes, let me point out
that Steeleye Span's "Rave On"
is The only similar venture on
single.

But whereas that failed be-
cause the band took the
mickey out of themselves and
ruined the effect, Ian and friends
could succeed-and well.

This is the old Crystals' smash
of 1963, here sung totally un-
accompanied save for the com-
bined off -beat clapping of a
dozen or so friends. Many of
these join Ian (or maybe it's his
voice multi -tracked) for a com-
plete range happy harmony, in-
cluding some incredible bass
notes that even Mike Love
could not better.

Ian also produced The sound,
and it's one of which he can
be well proud.

CILLA BLACK
The World I Wish For You
(Parlophone R5938 -stereo).

How nice of Cilia, wishing us
all the nice things she does in
this song. As if she needed Ito
care! But she does.

I'm being flippant, but Cook
and Greenaway have managed
to capture the lass's character in
this fast accelerating number. I
always get The impression, true
OT false, that she does care about
each and every one of us.

This is a tricky song, one that
it's tempting to dismiss as being
too involved and too busy. It is
fast for Cilla and packs in a
lot of words, so there appears
to be 'little impact. But by the
end you realise there is a catchy
bit in there somewhere, and
you'll be buying the record to
discover where it was.

Fiendish clever this Cookaway
lad!

Reviewed oy DAVID I IGIES
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE WEEK'S RELEASES

PAUL SIMON . . . wins on quality

Paul v. the
Uniques for

chart honours
PAUL SIMON/UNIQUES-Mother and Child Reunion
(CBS 7793-stereo/Trojan TR 7852).

And maybe you bet you'd never see the day when Paul
Simon and the Trojans stable would be linked together.
On the other hand you've probably already heard, this, the
opening track from Simon's solo album debut and know
the reason.

Certainly this is reggae, real good down-home untampered
reggae, written by Paul of course and embodying as fine and
catchy a chorus as anything the Pioneers or Greyhound
have ever done. Which is also why the Pioneers and Grey-
hound have combined as the Uniques to cover it.

Simon wins on quality and vocals. His voice has that
appealing sad inflection to it which helped make his asso-
ciation with Art Garfunkel so successful. His is also the
more polished, with an excellent team of ladies helping out
in the chorus, good muted guitar and one -chord organ.
The Uniques substitute piano, speed up the already fast
beat and come up with what is probably a better dancing
record.

'Twill be an interesting race, this one.

COLIN
BLUNSTONE
Say You Don't Mind (Epic
EPC7765).

This has been a little late ar-
riving, but never mind. I shall
still wax lyrical about it, in the
pretext that someone, somewhere
may not yet have received the
message.

The message is that Colin
Blunstone, one-time lead singer
with the late Zombies, is the
most exciting British talent to
emerge during the past year. His

soft, almost icy cool voice and
the remarkable string quartet
treatment his songs have been
given by fellow Zombie and pro-
ducer Rod Argent are unique.
And that's a rare achievement
in our stereo -typed times.

Ironically this is not one of
Colin's songs but the old Denny
LaMe piece, which he in fact
had re-released a couple of
weeks ago to try and steal some
of the Blunstone thunder. It's a
trick that won't work, and it
must be said that any of Colin's
own songs from the "One Year"
album would have made an

equally good single. Turn this
over, for instance, and find "Let
Me Come Closer."

Without wishing to be slushy,
his is perhaps best described as
true lovers' music. By which I
mean that if you are in love, and
therefore feeling sentimental, it
will have a marked emotional
effect. And that's a good thing
to have!

JOE SIMON
Drowning In The Sea Of Love
(Mojo 2093 008).

The fate of America's top
soul men in Britain never fails
to surprise me. They are giants in
America yet here seem to mean
absolutely nothing. Then, just
when you least expect it, they
click and can do no wrong.
Latest example of this is Al
Green who, with two big hits in
a row, must create something of
a record for this kind of music.

Now it's Joe Simon's turn-
or at least it should be. For me
he is everything that Al Green
is, and some more. He has the
same lazy, but controlled ap-
proach and the same immaculate
way of phrasing a song.

This, a Gamble and Huff tune,
is surely the best he's recorded
since "Message To Maria," a
great melody, an impeccable
production where everything
happens just at the right
moment, and of course, a good
voice. My copy didn't sound
very hot, but I'll trust that was
a manufacturing slip-up. Like
Lee Dorsey's "Stallion" the other
week, this needs hearing. So
hear it.

Quick sons

STRANGE policy of Motown
to keep releasing tracks from

Marvin Gaye's "What's Going
On" album. The songs heard in
context are amazing, and we're
all agreed this was the best soul
album of 1971, if not of all
time. So why keep flogging it on
singles. The latest is "Mercy
Mercy Me (The Ecology)." Just
think, if you buy this and also
bought "Whets Going On" and
"Saiie The Children," you could
almost have bought the album
instead. False economy and a
bad move. (Tamla Motown TMG
802.)

EMI also trying to steal the
new Hollies' thunder by releas-
ing "Long Cool Woman In A
Black Dress" from their last
LP. Not a bad heavy rock song
but no competition for "The
Baby." (Parlophone R5939-
stereo.)

David McWilliams returns with
"Maggie's Coming Home," a
bcuncy folk/rock thing with nice
Floyd Cramer -like piano, but not
a very exciting melody (CBS
7782 -stereo.)

The enigma that is Lovelace

Watkins has a plummy mew
single "Angel She Was Love."
(York SYK 513 -stereo.)

Solid funky r -n -b from Buddy
Miles on "Give Away None Of
My Love." Written by Uncle
Otis, but not familiar to me.
(Mercury 6052 127 -stereo.)

Peter and Gordon live, dis-
guised as Gary and Stu for a
breathy love ballad "Sweet White
Dove." (Carnaby 6151 003 -
stereo.)

Very complex-Luther Gros-
venor's "All The People" has
far too much happening in it to
register. (Island WIP 6124 -
stereo.)

Nice rather sentimental melody
to "Friend Of Mine" from
Mick Greenwood. (MCA MKS
5082 -stereo.)

Jo Jo Gunne have a right
wailing rave up on "Run Run
Run." Good sound. (Asylum
AYM 501 -stereo.)

That infuriatingly catchy
"Dance Dance Dance" has
another treatment (a couple of
weeks ago it was by Cats) by
Fluff. It could bite. (Decca
F13273.)

A welcome return for Carla
Thomas on "Love Means You
Never Have To Say You're
Sorry," which has some nice
production touches. (Stax 2025
082.)

Fragile harmonies and very
gentle love song-"Watching
You Go" from Milkwood.
(Warner Brothers K16141 -
stereo.)

Jerry Lee Lewis latest to stab
with "Me and Bobby McGee."
(Mercury 6052 117 -stereo.)

Jackie Mittoo could get sued
by the Beatles for calling
"Carry That Weight" "Wish-
bone" and making out he wrote
it himself. Saucy sod! (London
HLU 10357.)

And Danta with a good mild
Afro -beat, a lady singer remin-
iscent of early Linda Lewis and
a good song "Freeway." (Epic
EPC7776-stereo.)

Lonnie Mack's `"Lay It
Down" was for me one of
1971's pearls. "Rings," his new
single does not match that
standard, but tends to sound
like Ray Stevens, both in voice
and words. (Elektra K12039.)

ALSO RECEIVED: Butterwick-My
Sweet Potato (MAM63); Gary Charles
-When You Run Out Of Breath
(B&C C8174); Crossbones-Shakin'
All Over (Penny Farthing PERM);
Free Movement-The Harder I Try
(The Bluer I Get) (CBS7768); Happy
Ending-To Be With Her (Decca
F13269); Jake Holmes-Trust Me
(CBS7767): Sammy Jones - Man-
docino (Sonia SI 002); Brian Mar -
&wino (Sioux SI 002); Brian Mar -
189); O'Jays-Working On Your
Case (United Artists UP35337);
Pamela Paterson-Finally (Theme
From Gumshoe) (Polydor 2001 270;
Putney Bridge-Oh Day Oh Day
(Chapter One SCH163); Rich Moun-
tain Tower-Thank You Maggie Mel -
don HLO 10359); Melody Smith-Do
What You Wanna Do (CBS7759);
Stoller's Team-Sapporo (Theme to
BBC Winter Olympics) (Decca
F13280); T. Man and T. Bones-True
Born African (Sioux SI 007); Jake
Trackray-Country Boy (Columbia
DB8858); Henry Turtle-Do You Be-
lieve (Columbia DB8859); Mike Ver-
non-Let's Try It Again (Blue Hori-
zon 2096 007); Alex Welsh and his
Band-Breathalyser Song (Polydor
2058 194); Robert Young-Love
Remembers (CBS7764).
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Black Moses (Double Album)

Shaft (Double Album)

Isaac Hayes ... To Be Continued

The Isaac Hayes Movement

Hot Buttered Soul
All available on Musicassettes
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ANDREW TYLER TRACKS

DOWN THE ELUSIVE PAUL

McCARTNEY AND SITS IN

ON THE RECORDING OF

WINGS' FIRST SINGLE

"Give Ireland Back To The Irish
Don't Make Them Have To Take It Away."
I started with a bellyful of courage in a pub round

the corner from E.M.I.'s Abbey Road Studios. It's 7.30.
A loose barman re -fills my glass with Scotch. An old
man is shaking violently and throwing -up on the carpet.
Collar up, head down and out into the snow.

"Studio 3, please."
"Who is it you wanted?"
"I've come for the Wings session."
The sleepy man at the desk waves me through. Studio 2,

where the Beatles made their magical sounds, is just down
the corridor but that's another story. A clean-shaven man,
about 30, his greasy hair pushed back behind the ears, looms
over and shakes my hand ecstatically. "Hello, Donald Disc."

I remember now. "Here, There And Everywhere," Yes-
terday," "Tomorrow." He's Paul McCartney, of course,
shorter than I expected and a little swollen around the mid-
riff. But I'd know him anywhere. The brilliant eyes and pout
give him away. He dashes off to fiddle with a speaker box
and Linda grabs her Ikon and points it at me. "I'm just
going to do this. For the record, you know."

Click. She's a blonde, slender creature, long delicate
fingers and equipped for London's winter in a green woollen
sweater, a long cotton dress that reaches her ankles, black
woollen socks and basketball shoes.

I can see Henry McCul-
loch sitting at the back of
the studio, head down over
his Gibson. Denny Seiwell,
the man who went for his
tom-toms, is barricaded be-
hind a sound screen in the
far left-hand corner. He's
a big bony fellah with a jut-
ting jaw. When he plays he
fills his cheeks with air.

Denny Laine, in jean top
and bottom, is helping shift
equipment. And there's Ian
Horne, roadie and back-
ground noises.

"Okay, let's try the end bit
again," says Paul. He picks
up his Fender bass and
settles on the far side of a
hinged screen that cuts off
the top third of the studio.
The others gather them-
selves in position - Denny
L. and Henry on the near
side, Denny S. in his for-
tress to the left and Linda
to their right on piano.

BACKING
"Give Ireland Back To

The Irish . . ." They're try-
ing for a backing track but
it's early days.

They run through the
piece once and Paul comes
over. "It's something I woke
up with this morning," he
tells me. "It'll be our next
single if it works out. If
people want it. It's all about
the mess in Ireland."

He does a little dance and

P
PAUL McCARTNEY . . ."Hello, you must be Donald Disc."

UL ON
THE WING

sings me a couple of bars
then heads off for the sound
room.

He moves so fast. Part of
the McCartney legend is to
do with his energy. Here,
there and everywhere, ad-
justing volume and tone on
amps, flicking buttons on
any one of a half -dozen key-
board instruments in the
studio, coercing just the
right sound out of the
machine. McCartney the
perfectionist. Ready for an-
other go while his sleepy
companions sup tea and
munch chocolate biscuits.

Many hours later there
was the debris of stoned,
sleep -hungry bodies strewn
over chairs in the sound
room. Linda was asleep
across her husband's back ;
Henry and the Denny's
could have used some
matchsticks to prop open

their eyes and Paul McCart-
ney was tapping out
rhythms and playing with
dials on the space-age con-
trol panel.

INTERVIEWS
He doesn't look very

Cuban - heeled fab these
days, dressed in a black
waistcoat and tee-shirt and
pale blue trousers. He also
wears basketball shoes.

Studio 3 was already
straining under Wings'
offensive. A three-foot pile
of amp and speaker box
covers had taken shape on
some tables. Plastic cups,
coke cans and cigarette butts
were all over the place and
Linda just poured a double
Scotch over an organ top-
Denny L's cup not being
where it should have been.

Ian asks me if I wouldn't

mind waiting in the sound
room as I'd probably get in
the way of things. But 15
minutes later I can see Paul
signalling me through the
booth's panoramic window:
"Mr. Disc. You can come
in here if you like."

They try a couple more
takes while Tony Clark, the
EMI engineer, tries for a
balance, listening in on each
instrument separately. It's a
simple, sing - along tune
using G, D and A7 chords
for the verse and a chorus
in a minor mode.

"Give Ireland back to the
Irish

Make Ireland Irish to-

Paul had been inspired by
"Bloody Sunday" and
Bernadette Devfin's attempts
to throttle Reg Maudling in
the Commons. "This one's
for Reggie," he kept saying

before takes.
They break for tea, Scotch

and joints. "How about an
interview?" I wondered.

"I'm not sure I really
want to sit and start answer-
ing all those questions. I
never did like talking into
a tape recorder. You say
one thing and by the time
it hits the media it becomes
so separate from what you
really meant. I suppose I
could drag you in and go
through the whole thing
. . . 'On drums we have,
blah, blah'. But I'd come
out sounding like Lovelace
Watkins."

TREMENDOUS

9.30 p.m. They relax with
a bit of Johnnny Cash corn.
Henry's ready for a take but
Tony in the sound room
isn't. "When You are in love
it's the loveliest night of the
Year." 10 p.m. Tony's ready
at last. They try a take but
listening in on the replay
sense they've lost something.

"We should have done it
this afternoon when it was
still fresh," says Denny L.
Paul agrees: "We've lost
some of the feel but it's a
better sound." He calls
through on the monitor to
Tony: "Couldn't you make
it sound more like a record.
Something more electric. It
sounds too much like a

band."
As the night wears thin

he wages a subtle battle to
arrest control of the sound
panel from Tony. Even-
tually he dominates as he
dominates every other situa-
tion. By this time Henry has
come through with a superb
guitar line for the intro and
verse. Denny supports with
a compact rhythm that
serves as a second lead and
Linda backs with choppy
chording on piano.

"Do you think I should
use organ or piano," she's
asking. "Whatever feels
best," says Paul. 11 p.m.
They decide on smaller
amps and more baffles and
Ian zooms away in the grey
Bedford van to collect
them. Linda settles for elec-
tric piano. More tea, dope
and things. The breaks are
coming more often as their
strength goes.

"Great Britain, you are
tremendous, nobody

knows like me
Meanwhile back in Ire-

land there's a man
who looks like me."

They sense they've found
a suitable backing track
among the half dozen takes,
and gather round a couple
of mikes at the far end of
the studio for vocals. But
no, it's a compromise. They
start the whole process
again. Bring on the big amps
again. Okay let's get going.

By 3 p.m. they've found a
good take and Paul, "head-
phones clamped over his
ears, doubles up on his origi-
nal vocals. The others form a
semi -circle around a second
mike and Denny L. conducts
them through the eehs, oohs,
ahs and hand claps. They
keep missing cues and gig-
gling. Henry contributes a
strangled howl.

But the replay sounds
great. Everyone is in the
sound room talking over
what's needed to fill the
gaps. They decide on a
bottleneck guitar intro from
Henry. He tries a dozen
takes with Paul at the panel
telling him over the moni-
tor: "A little more savage
. . . yeah that sort of thing
but leave out the end bit."
He whittles it down to four
or five notes.

The final touch. Paul
wants to add a few of his
own lead guitar lines to the
last few bars. Henry and
Denny back him with
straight rhythm guitar while
he rehearses his bit. He
takes 15 minutes to get it
right.

The time is 5.30 Wednes-
day morning. They've been
working on the song for
144 hours, 114 in the studio.
They'll be back for more
overdubs, maybe a penny
whistle for the chorus.

"All I can say is good-
night," says Paul, and he,
Linda and Denny drums
stride out of Studio 3,
Abbey Road.

Colin BlunstonesSay you don't mind
Hit single from his new album ONE YEAR'
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THERE are so
many polls now,
aren't there? Per-
haps too many

and it's difficult to know how
much of a barometer these
poll results are anyway.
Studying the "Disc" poll re-
sults during a long train ride
to Glasgow I came to two
conclusions.

The first-and more important
-is that they reflect the sort of
general musical taste that you
will hear catered for on isolated
programmes such as Noel Ed-
munds' rather than the sharp
polarisations of Tony Blackburn
on one hand and the "Sounds of
the 70s" on the other. The sec-
ond conclusion is that fan -clubs
and other lobbyists can still in-
fluence these results - hence,
surely, the appearance of Elvis,
Cliff, Cilla and others.

It would be absurd to pretend
that Noel's two hours a week
has any real influence on the
tastes of "Disc" readers. Tony
Blackburn with his massive audi-
ences and daily programme can-
not fail to have a much greater
influence. However, I do believe
that Noel does more accurately
reflect popular taste than anyone
else. It's quality stuff-sometimes
slightly denatured-but never the
arrogant, impertinent nonsense
that you hear much of the time
on the radio. I'm talking, of
course, as though "pop" music
were intended to be heard and
enjoyed-as I believe it should
be-rather than be provided as
a sort of shrill background to
the drab patterns of daily life.
So accept these comments as
being taken from that particular
standpoint.

You'll notice how few black
singers appear in the Inter-
national sections. In fact Aretha
Franklin is the only one.
know Diana Ross and Shirley
Bassey are physically black but
their music is usually gratingly
white. The more easily assimi-
lated singers dominate both the

ON THE POLLS
male and the female lists -
Carole King, Melanie, Joan
Baez, Joni Mitchell, Judy Col-
lins, James Taylor, Neil Dia-
mond and Cat Stevens-they're
all there.

Smooth, not particularly de-
manding and often very good
indeed. Meatier stuff creeps into
the male list with our Rod,
Robert Plant and John Lennon
and it's good to see them there.
Too much moody introspection
can't be good for us.

John Lennon comes top of
the best singer/songwriter cate-
gory-gratifying. He's followed
closely by four of the "smooth"
ones-the Noel Edmunds show
folk. Marc Bolan is there-just
after Paul McCartney-and will
probably be a deal higher next
time round. The T. Rex pheno-
menon is only just getting under
way. In a similar poll across the
Atlantic Elton John'd be a lot
higher-and I was surprised that
there was no sign of Neil Young
at all-and how about Rod
Stewart too?

I don't want to belabour seem-
ingly racial angles-I've men-
tioned in this column before
the lack of real "black" music
on the radio-but the appearance
of the Four Tops as the only
black group in the top Inter-
national Groups is sad as the
comments about Diana Ross and
Shirley Bassey could apply in

only slightly lesser degree to
them. The Beach Boys don't ap-
pear to be fashionable, yet they
appear regularly in these polls
-highest of the 'smoothies"-
and the Group poll is dominated
by the more powerful bands.
Zeppelin, the Who, the Stones,
Creedence, T. Rex-and, in sec-
ond place, the Faces. O000000
h000000.

The Faces dip a place in the
British group section and T. Rex
storm to the top-nothing very
startling there-but check the
list and see how many of them
are heard on the radio. I don't
personally enjoy the music of
ELP, the Moody Blues, Black
Sabbath and Deep Purple but I
know that a great many do and
it seems extraordinary that their
records are rarely, if ever, heard.
I don't believe that it is the job
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of the "Sounds of the '70s" to
accommodate them though-they
are hugely popular and should
be heard in the body of daily
radio output.

Good tunes and a measure of
hell raising are coming back-
and not before time. I expect to
see Lindisfarne in the Best Live
Group category next year. The
Who, Faces, Stones, Mungo
Jerry and Slade are all groups
which have a good time on
stage-or give the appearance of
having a good time. T. Rex are
recapturing the wholesome vul-
garity of the rock era and Led
Zeppelin aren't exactly delicate.
I've never seen the Four Tops
live.

The appearance of Hank Mar-
vin in second place in the Best
Musician category must surprise
everyone except those who voted
for him. Not because he isn't
a good musician but because his
music is so- far removed from
the music of the others in the
poll. There are seven guitarists,
one bass -player, an organist and
a pianist so those who see the
demise of the guitar hero are in
for a disappointment.

The last few years have been
poor years for solo lady singers
in this country and it would
seem that it is only the shortage
of solo singers of the Joni
Mitchell, Judy Collins genre and
the small numbers of ladies

working in groups that accounts
for the appearance of Dusty,
Lulu and Clodagh. It was a per-
sonal disappointment that Brid-
get St. John did not appear and
I can only assume that the same
people who voted Hank Marlin
into second place in the Musi-
cians category voted Olivia New-
ton -John into the same spot in
Top British Singer (Female). To
round the thing off Cliff himself
came second in the correspond-
ing category for menfolk. I'm
glad Rod Stewart came first.

Lindisfarne are a worthy
"Brightest Hope." The section
of the poll presented perhaps the
most diverse examples of musical
taste-all the way from the ex-
troversion of Rod Stewart and
Lindisfarne to the "Opportunity
Knocks" appeal of New World.
Olivia Newton -John does it again
-although only 5th this time.
Slade and Wishbone Ash are
both powerful and exciting bands
-no moodiness there-and the
fact that the first four in this
section are what could be called
"good time" performers bodes
well for the next twelve months.

Neither Hank Marvin, Cliff
nor Miss Newton -John in the
Best Single or Best LP sections.
T. Rex would presumably have
won if - like George Harrison
and Rod Stewart who topped
them-they had released but one
single in the past year. The LP
section makes, I think, more in-
teresting reading because it in-
cludes records which have not
been heard on Radio 1 at all,
several which will have been
heard only on the "Sounds of
the '70s" and the rest will have
been heard, perhaps, on Noel's
programme. Although I don't lis-
ten to Radio 1 as much as I
should. I would venture to sug-
gest that one of these LPs has
been widely featured during day-
time, weekday broadcasting des-
pite their very wide popularity.

In view of some of the pre-
vious results it came as a surprise
that the "It's Cliff" thing wasn't
the top TV programme. I assume
that many of the Cliff fans voted

for "Top of the Pops." It seems
that those responsible for TV
planning assume that the only
substitute for the breathtaking
banality of TOTP is something
very serious and solemn. Why
it's impossible to have a good
time without adolescent humour
and Pan's People is beyond me.

In view of what I've claimed
above it might seem to refute
my arguments that Noel Ed-
munds programme isn't the Top
Radio Show. However, the very
polarisation that I spoke of is re-
flected in the actual results and
if it were possible to take a sort
of musical average of those pro-
grammes that have been voted
for you'd come up with some-
thing like Noel's show. This may
all read like a hymn of praise
for Noel E. but really it's more
of a plea for more catholic pro-
gramming by Radio 1. I'm glad
to see that at least one non -
BBC programme has appeared
and congratulations are due to
Kid Jensen for being the only
person who consistently reminds
us that there are alternatives to
the Beeb.

Finally, we have the category
for the Top Film and I'm here
forced to admit that I haven't
seen a single one of them.

An interesting poll in many
ways-one that reflects a moder-
ate course musically and that,
by extension, forms a plea for
tolerance and acceptance of the
tastes of others. Captain Beef -
heart is no threat to anyone and
neither is Andy Williams.
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STRAWBS TOUR DATES
FEBRUARY
11 SOUTHPORT FLORAL HALL
12 MANCHESTER FREE TRADE HALL
13 BARNSLEY CIVIC HALL
14 LONDON ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
15 BIRMINGHAM TOWN HALL
17 QUEENS HALL BARNSTABLE
is GUILDHALL PORTSMOUTH
19 WESTON-SUPER-MARE

WINTER GARDENS
20 DARLINGTON CIVIC HALL
21 BRISTOL COLSTON HALL
22 SOUTHAMPTON GUILD HALL
23 NORWICH ST. ANDREWS HALL
24 NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE

CITY HALL

David Cousins with Richard Hudson, John Ford, Blue Weaver and Tony Hooper
have created a rare and joyful album of their songs and music.
"Grave New World" lifts above all the styles and transitory

catch -phrases used in music today.
Have a listen.

STRAWBS TOUR DATES
(CONTINUED)
25 HULL CITY HALL
27 SWINDON WYVERN

THEATRE
29 OXFORD TOWN HALL
MARCH
3 LUTON COLLEGE OF TECH.
9 DUBLIN, EIRE TRINITY

COLLEGE
10 DERRY, N. IRELAND MAGEE

COLLEGE
ii COLERAINE NEW

UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER
12 BELFAST QUEENS

UNIVERSITY

AM L H
68078
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LINDISFARNE (left go right)
Rod Clements, Ray Jackson,
Ray Laidlaw, Alan Hull, and
Simon Cowe.

Lindisfarne-born with
pickaxes in their

mouths
It is meet and right that our Brightest Hope award this year
should go to Lindisfarne, the most sincere, straightforward
and no-nonsense band to emerge out of 1971.

They made the final rung of the ladder to success in the latter
half of that year with "Fog On The Tyne" and the few months
leading up to it, but all through the early part of the year their
name cropped up here and there, whisper whisper, so you were
quite well aware of them creeping up behind your shoulder.

And from the very early days Lindisfarne stood out because of their
distinctive songs-polished Northern pub -folk songs. And they were
fiercely proud of their Newcastle roots, they didn't flounder and wallow
in the nostalgia of back -home as a lot of Liverpool musicians seem
to do, they were just very Geordie. As Alan Hull said to me when
I interviewed him last November:

"The kids in Newcastle have given us their support because we've
come down to London and shit on a lot groups that were born with
silver spoons in their mouths. We were born with pickaxes in ours
and we spat them right out at them."

Lindisfarne began ten years ago when Ray Laidlaw got a drum kit
from his grandfather for his 13th birthday. Guitarist Simon Cowe lived
down the road and they formed a group called the Aristokats which
lasted for about two years. Rod Clements (bass and violin) was at
school with Simon and then Ray met Ray Jackson (mandolin, har-
monica, vocals) at Art College. Alan Hull had been playing with other
Newcastle groups all this time and they asked him to join them. The
first gig wasn't very successful together, they gave it another go a few
months later and late in 1969 the current line-up of Lindisfarne was
on the road, known as the Bretheren.

Their first album "Nicely Out Of Tune" (so called becaule they
always seemed to do just that playing in sweaty little clubs) sold as
well as most first albums, perhaps a little better than some. In between
that and the second album, "Fog On The Tyne," they began to build
up a following. Bob Johnston was brought in to produce it and that
made a few people sit up and think. The result made almost every-
body sit up and think, because that made Lindisfarne. It outsold
the first album in a matter of weeks and was rated by many as the
album of 1971.

Their manager is Tony Stratton -Smith, who managed the Nice, and
also has Van der Graaf Generator and Genesis under his wing. He
first heard tapes of Lindisfarne in 1970 and found something haunting
about the music although everybody else in the office loathed them,
but he went ahead and signed them.

"When we first heard Lindisfarne the most important thing was the
songs, I thought they really shone. I signed them on the strength of
them, and then after that the next thing that convinced me we had an
outstanding band was their rare ability to get it on with an audience
very quickly."

Certainly he's a happy manager. In March Lindisfarne do their first
tour of America opening at Carnegie Hall with the Kinks. In May
they tour Europe, during the summer they record their next album and
possibly return to America and in September they do a national tour
here.

One only hopes that they manage to keep their isolated identity
throughout all this hustle and bustle. Their songs so plaintively reflect
the North, the whistle -down -the -wind solitariness of the island they
called themselves after.

Lindisfarne ought to be sent back to Newcastle for compulsory
refresher courses to keep their music so good, honest and true.

CAROLINE BOUCHER

LINDISFARNE

FOR THE CUP
IF THERE are any among you
who doubt that Lindisfarne
deserve their award there is one
sure way to dispel those doubts-
go and see them live.

I've raved about this group
ever since I first received "Clear
White Light Part 2" just before
Christmas 1970. Here was a sound
that lifted me, refreshed and de-
lighted. I played it for weeks on
end, but then forgot about them
-until "Lady Eleanor" which
revived all the earlier enthusiasm.
Since then they've become pro-
bably the only British group I've
really wanted to see on stage.

I was right. I left the Queen
Elizabeth Hall last Friday feeling
more exhilarated than by any
concert since the first visit of
Aretha Franklin. That's the feel-
ing Lindisfarne generate, maybe
not as exciting as a soul show
but every bit as lifting and
haPPY.

Theirs is Newcastle Brown
music-"commercial pub" music
as a colleague cryptically put it
recently. And in fact the one
item that scored with the packed
audience more than any other was
Ray Jackson's unaccompanied
rendition of a Tyne -Tees TV
Jingle for said ale.

Apart from a warm stage per -
y, Lindisfarne score on

two more major fronts. Firstly,
Ray, Alan Hull and Tiny Simon
Cowe are all exceptionally good
singers. Ray thethe rich deep fell
folkbaiiecr's voice, Alan's is
higher mil more sensitive and
Sinai, when be's given the
chance, belts out some quite
incredible sigh notes.

Smartly they are a good bet
not self-indulgent musicians.
Mandolins and open guitar are the
main instruments - well no, really
the voices are the main instru-
ments. Add to this an honest and
endearing attitude towards singles
(they like singles and they want
a hit) plus the desirable tendency
to make their songs too short
rather than too long and you
should need virtually no further
recommendation.

At the Elizabeth Hall, the five
were greeted with a football roar
of welcome. They announced
every number to get the applause
over with before starting, wasted
little time returning between
numbers, were interested only in
providing good entertainment and
not amusing themselves, and
played only 13 songs.

These included "Lady Eleanor,"
"Meet Me On The Corner," "Fog
On The Tyne" and as an amaz-
ing encore, "Clear White Light."
I say amazing for the penultimate
number, "We Can Swing To-
gether" did last almost 30
minutes, including a 10 minutes
solo contribution on harmonica
from Ray, comprising snatches
from many a shanty, folk stan-
dard, "Three German Officers
Crossed The Rhine," "Z Cars
Theme" (greeted with boos) and
others.

Two songs were brand new Alan
Hull compositions - "Poor Old
Ireland," which provided the only
serious moment of the evening,
and "Mandolin King," being
played in public for only the
second time.

By the time the evening was
over, a good hundred of the audi-
ence were arms linked in a joyous
hokey-cokey, support group
Genesis were on stage joining in
with tamborines and cow -bells
and the atmosphere was just as
if Newcastle United had won the
FA Cup. (though that's maybe an
unfortunate analogy).

Lindisfarne are off to America
soon, so you'll have to wait to
catch them. Make sure you do.-

DAVID HUGHES
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ROD STEWART has been showered with
awards of one sort and another these past

six or seven months. He's received gold,
platinum and silver discs, and been named
top male vocalist countless times.

In Holland the music industry nominated him International
Performer Of The Year. There are about 30 plaques,
scrolls, discs and wreaths in all-eight gold and one
platinum disc for "Every Picture Tells A Story" and
they all hang in his toilet.

It doesn't look like ending for a while yet. "A Nod's As Good
As A Wink To A Blind Horse," the Faces last album,
released just before Christmas, has already sold one million
copies in the US.

"He laves it all," says his
publicist Mike Gill, "The
awards, the present'ations and
the whole bit."

1971 has been good to Rod and
the Faces and he's been gen-
erous with his audiences. At a
recent American concert he
came on stage with 40 footballs
and countless bottles of wine,
which were passed among the
audience.

At the unforgettable Madison
Square Gardens gig last Nov-
ember (23,000 people paid up
to £50 for tickets) he forked
out $12,000 of his own money
for video screens so that the
people at the back could see
what was going on.

Then there was the Midlands date
the group twice missed. The
first time because they lost them-
selves and the second through,
illness. When they eventually
played the hall they gave away
400 albums to the first arrivals and Rod still has If years of
and reduced the entrance fee. his Mercury contract to run.

Rod is a flash, unpredictable The partnership began when
character with passion's for two Steve Marriott left what was
conflicting life styles. He'll move then the Small Faces in 1969.
heaven and earth for a boot Rod and guitarist Ron Wood
around with the Highgate Red- joined them from Jeff Beck.
wings on a Sunday morning and Their initial recording was "First
manages to keep in touch with Step" in March 1970. There
his old pals in N6. He still have been five more albums
enjoys a pint of bitter in the since then, two attributed to
local but his favourite drink Rod and the Faces and three
is port and brandy. He usually so'o efforts.
sups one or two before concerts His own albums have been "An
to soothe his throat. Old Raincoat Never Lets You

Then there's the white Lambor- Down," in March 1969; "Gaso-
ghini and Rolls. He lives alone, line Alley," in September 1970,
not counting gardeners and and the magnificent "Every
general help, in a 30 -room man- Picture Tells A Story" in July
sion on 17 acres of Windsor last year and still in the charts.
soil. He doesn't have a cook The Faces with Rod have also
since Dee Harrington, his lady delivered "Long Player," early
friend of five mon'hs is sup- 1971 and "A Nod's As Good
posedly superb in the kitchen. As A Wink To A Blind Horse,"

Rod and the Faces' recording his- re'eased just before Christmas.
tory has been a success from the "Maggie May," that phenome-
outset even though the group nally successful single, was co -
is signed to Warner Brothers written with classical guitarist

Stewart
OR

booze
and
Baldry

SOS message
is freedom
"SOUNDS Of The '70's" prob-
ably owes its success as top -
rated radio show to the series'
intelligent, straightforward for-
mat, basic freedom on content
and some of the more percep-
tive production men.

The show, of course, is ac-
tually week-nightly-two hours
before midnight, hosted by
those purveyors of progressive
type sounds-Bob Harris, John
Peel, Alan Black and Pete
Drummond; with a format
covering tape music, on -the -
spot studio recordings and rec-
ord reviews.

One of the series' more ex-
perienced producers is Jeff
Griffin (31), responsible for
Bob Harris's Monday stint and
currently in charge of Peel's
Saturday "In Concert" spot.
He says:

"The thing about the shows
is that we have a lot of variety,
few restrictions on what we
play, and relaxed working con-
ditions between musicians and
technicians.

"I believe that if you try
hard enough, get good, reliable
acts and produce good sessions
... people will listen, whatever
your transmission time. The
lack of nightly 'needle time'
(a ludicrous 40 -minutes limit)
need not necessarily be a

drawback.
"I find it interesting to put

on very contrasting acts and
provided they're good, you get
a lot of favourable response."

A typical Monday night
might, for instance, feature
hard-and-fast, mid -50's rock
through to a couple of charac-
ters rejoicing in the names of
Beaver & Krause, whose
claim -to -fame is a rather
splendid cathedral recording
done in the States.

"Bob Harris likes classical
music," says Jeff. "And there's
no reason why some of that
shouldn't be included. We try
and cater for the whole spec-
trum - acoustic stuff to the
really heavy bands. And the
artists themselves are allowed
to virtually play whatever they
like."

An example of Griffin's be-
lief that variety is the spice of
late -night listening is the com-
bination of little-known Island
folk girl Claire Hamill, a
bubbling 17 -year -old Geordie,
with Osibisa in a future pro-
gramme. "She has tremendous
potential," he says. "The two
should complement each other
very nicely."

One disappointment in the
"SOS" series, however, was the
failure during the final guar -

Martin Quittenton, a long-time
friend of Rod's. He's a serious
musician who has suddenly be-
come very wealthy as a result
of the single. It's a name that
might be emerging in the next
few months.

Another close friendship that
goes back many years is with
John Baldry. Rod is currently
finishing the production of one
side of Baldry's new album
"Everything Stops For Tea."
As with Baldry's earlier "It Aint
Easy," the other side is pro-
duced by Elton John.

Stewart and Baldry first teamed
up in the Hoochie Coochie Men
and later, with Brian Auger and
Julie Driscoll, in Steam Packet.
John, or Long John as he was
then known, later played with
Reggie Dwight (whom he des-
cribed as "his little fat pianist

D. J. ALAN BLACK

ter of last year of "Ear To The
Ground," Griffin's attempt to
present a more progressive
magazine programme. In his
experience on "Scene And
Heard," he'd discovered the
need for a show to take the
overspill-something to cater
for the other end of the musi-
cal spectrum.

"Unfortunately it bit the
dust," he says sadly. "Got lost
in all the programme changes.
But I'm still very interested in
resurrecting it. I'm convinced
there's still a market for a pro-
gressive magazine show."
"Sounds Of The '70's" has
been in its present form since
last September; before that it
went out earlier in the evening
with DJs like Stuart Henry
and Dave Symonds involved.

The new time -slot and pro-
fessional approach to the
series obviously appeals to the
progressive listeners enough to
have them religiously tuned to
the 10 -till -12 spot nightly.

M.L.

who wanted to sing") in a group
called Bluesology.

Of Rod, Baldry says: "He's not
the prettiest of young men with
that bleedin' great carrot on
his face." Stewart probably
gleened much of his stagecraft
from Baldry. They're both
flamboyant, energetic performers
with a flair for the unexpected.

Baldry, bored with his audience
at a recent concert in Rochester,
N.Y.. left the stage mid -act and
came back with a chair and a

paper cup full of brandy. He
sat for 15 minutes chatting and
joking, generally encouraging
them to "get off their fat back-
sides." He went straight into
"King Of Rock And Roll" and
the place erupted.

Stewart, at 27 is fast approaching
that unmagical age. But he's not
worried about losing touch with
his primarily youthful audience.
Says his publicist: "He just
doesn't worry about his age.
He's not that vain. He's vain

about his appearance and spends
a fortune on flashy clothes but
he's not into facelifts."

"Rod has worked hard over the
years," says Mike Gill, "he's
now in the position to do
exactly as he pleases. He can
be as ostentatious as he likes,
he can collect antiques and can
still go into a pub and ask for
a pint of bitter."

Andrew Tyler

LiDoiSFORIIC
New Maxi Single released in a special sleeve

'Meet Me On The Corner'
plus 'SCOTCH MIST'& 'NO TIME TO LOSE'

67 OVA

11 MARKETED BY I

IB&C RECORDS LTD.
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I AM DEEPLY TOUCHED BY THE HONOR BESTWOED UPON ME BEING SELECTED

DI SK AND MUSIC ECHOS /WORLDS LEADING FEMALE SINGER FOR 1971+

STOP BECAUSE I AM WIND! NG UP THE FILMING OF +LADY SINGS THE

BLUES+ I REGRET NOT

BEING ABLE TO ATTEND THE AWARDS PRESENTATION STOP YOU HAVE
MY SINCERE BEST WI SHES FOR A SUCCESSUFL AFFAIR STOP AFFCTI ON ATELY
YOURS

DI ANA ROSS.

IF THERE'S one thing
that's true about Diana

Ross it is that she never
does anything by halves.
Her win as World Top Fe-
male Singer proves that.

She had a lot of cynics to
contend with when she broke
away from Motown's top
female group, The Supremes,
back in January 1970, but
finally through artistry and
hard work she's silenced them
all and come out on top
again.

LEFT: The telegram from
Diana Ross following her
victory in the Top Female
Singer section of Disc's
music poll.

DIANA KNOCKS THE
KNOCKERS

"If you have aims on some-
thing," she says, "you should
always aim for the highest. That
way you're more likely to get
there."

It comes as something of a
shock when you realise that for
Diana it didn't begin just a couple
of years ago, rather she's been
working hard at achieving this

Stained with the blood
of the innocent

JOSEPH E. LEVINE presents an AVCO EMBASSY FILM A RALPH NELSON PICTURE

starring CANDICE BERGEN  PETER STRAUSS  DONALD PLEASENCE

JOHN ANDERSON  DANA ELCAR

From the novel Ancia in Us Sun' by THEODORE V. OLSEN Executiiie Producer JOSEPH E. LEVINE

Music by ROY BUDD Title song by BUFFY SAINTE- MARIE screenplay by JOHN GAY

Produced by HAROLD LOEB and GABRIEL KATZKA Directed by RALPH NELSON

Pnnts by MOVIELAB  TECHNICOLOR' PANAVISION°

AN AVCO EMBASSY RELEASE Aigninig

Ralph Nelson
Joseph E. Levine

and
Avco Embassy Pictures

thank the readers of Disc & Music Echo
for voting 'Soldier Blue'Top film

in their Annual Awards Poll

status for something like 12 years.
It was that long ago, 1960 to be
exact, that she first teamed up
with Mary Wilson and Florence
Ballard and went to Motown's
president Berry Gordy Jr for an
audition.

Since those days it hgs been
one long series of achievements for
Diana. .Even in the days when
she was just leader of the group
her name appeared in the Top
Female Singer sections of polls.
It was obvious then that sometime
in the future she'd have to branch
out alone.

Diana led the Supremes for
ten years through a dozen gold
records and record -breaking box
offices success everywhere, and
then she felt she'd done as much
as she could with a group. Of
course the fans bemoaned her
decision and sceptics predicted a
subsequent fall from favour, but
Diana was confident.

When initially things moved
very slowly for her she remained
cool and said: "I'm only a couple
of months old-I have to grow
again and it's going to take a long
time. But I'm not worried ; I've
got a lot of confidence."'

And it paid off. Her second
single "Ain't No Mountain High
Enough" more than made up for
the comparative failure of her
first "Reach Out And Touch,"
selling a million in America and
almost topping the chart here. But
she was only just beginning. 1971
was the big year for her and the
year everyone realised that she

DIANA ROSS .. . into films

was more than just the Supremes
former lead singer.

She was an entertainer capable
of capturing the imaginations of
everyone from 15-55. She did that
largely through her first TV spec-
tacular "Diana!" the first ever
given over by a major American
TV network to a black female.

The special showed Diana in
many lights; she emerged as not
only the top vocalist she is, but
also as a comedienne, an actress
and a fantastic mimic with her
hilarious impersonations of Charlie
Chaplin, Harpo Marx and W. C.
Fields. If up until now people
had been unable to see why she
had to go solo then this finally
illustrated her reasons properly.

Also that year, and contribut-
ing largely to her win, she had
great record success. She hit with
"Remember Me," "Surrender"
and "I'm Still Waiting" which
nestled in the No 1 position for
four weeks. Her first No 1 here
since "Baby Love" with the
Supremes way back in 1964.

At present Diana is exploring
yet another field of entertainment
--films. Work on "The Lady Sings
The Blues," a film based on the
life history of blues singer Billie
Holliday, is almost complete. She
is achieving her aim to venture
into every field of showbusiness.

So far she's succeeded in every-
thing she's attempted; there's no
reason why the film shouldn't go
the same way. And there's every
indication that this is only the
beginning rather than the peak of
her career. With her kind of
determination and talent her
achievements should be endless.

PHIL SYMES

The Ruth

about

Soldier Blue

A NEW style Western full
of explicit and bloody
violence. A story of the
Cavalry and Indians and
a young white girl. A film
with a title song written
and performed by Red
Indian songstress Buffy St
Marie that climbed well
into the top ten.

Soldier Blue is all this but is
all this enough to explain
its victory in the poll for
the top film.

Personally, I think not. The
thing that stands out above
all else, for me anyway, is
the fact that the film is
based on the truth.

Director Ralph Nelson
stresses the point. "Soldier
Blue is more than an ac-
tion film, more than a
Western. It is taken from
real history, shows the real
people, and if the truth
about U.S. Indian policy is
not always pleasant, the
time has come for the
truth to be told.

"It is a very modern film de-
spite its historical back-
ground. It's a story of war,
love, survival, escalation
and credibility."

Based 'an two of the blood-
iest battles in the Indian
wars, Soldier Blue tells the
story of the senseless
slaughtering of hundreds
of women and children by
the US cavalry and the
atrocities they committed.

The slaughter was based on
the Wounded Knee Battle
in 1889 when the Cheyenne
were the victims and the

commander responsible is
a fictitious colonel copied
from the officer at Sand
Creek massacre in 1864,
which caused a shock com-
parable to the recent My
Lai incident in Vietnam.

The Sand Creek incident
brought this reported
quote from famous
frontiersman Kit Carson:
"It was a cold blooded
massacre, no one but a
coward or a dog would
have had a Dart in it."
Over 600 Indians were
slaughtered there and near-
ly 200 more at Wounded
Knee.

This basis of truth more than
anything else seems to be
the reason why it ousted
such obvious music win-
ners as "Woodstock," the
Rolling Stones' "Gimme
Shelter," Presley's "That's
the Way It Is" and Leon
Russell's "Mad Dogs and
Englishmen," featuring Joe
Cocker.

Star of the film delectable
Candice Bergen sees it as a
modern film despite the
fact that the scene is 1875.
"It's not a William S. Hart
cowboys and Indians yarn,
but a fable on Vietnam.
The references are con-
temporary. The picture
looks for solutions to such
problems as racial integ-
rity, repression of a minor-
ity and armed might.

"We hope we've made a
significant movie, a film
for the young audience."

It appears they have.
BRIAN SOUTHALL

WHO IS USING?
THE POP POLL WINNERS ATT

16 PARK ROAD, KINGSTON -ON -THAMES
(Kingston end of Kingston Hill)

Tele .hone: 549 0252
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Marc and

the

monster

fume
"This whole fame thing is a

monster," says Marc Bolan,
of Top British Group, T. Rex,
"you have to be very careful
of it, the glam, fab world of
glitter and gold."

He looks earnestly into his glass of
wine for a moment and then grins be-
cause he hasn't changed-he's always
had a shrewd streak that has kept him
stable-and Bolan knows exactly
what's going on, there's no wide-eyed
innocence about him. He is talking at
his little Venice flat before setting off
for a tour of Scandinavia. He had 'flu
that morning which he is warding off
with white wine, his universal soother.

Nothing much has changed in the fiat
since I was last there, it is still rather
worn and shabby; there is no
sign that a well -on -the -way -to -
being -a -millionaire lives there,
except for his second-hand
white Rolls-Royce parked out-
side (ironically the registration
letters are TOF). More can't
drive, so his wife June ferries
him shunt in it

Marc has just heard that his
latest single-"Telegrare Sam"-
has sold 290,000 copies in four
days.

ffi find It phenomenal that we can
sell that many records in that many
days. It's lovely, and very flattering
that
concer

writhes of le are
ted about me. That es p

rum.. Fsvu°°'
,.eat op

me

how easily I could roll hack and
say 'screw you all, Fm going to be
a playwright,' I believe that you

4,
do it.

41:11eYv<rfrdeoakberd7 irr
been in this for so long -1 lost get
very hundred, goes tom hart

Mare has always umpiecelonahlY
been the leader, been T."yen

no Ares other thricet
It's my gig." And he is exy
hery
them to sound, and rehearsr, over
and over until they sound that way
(the band rehearses at least once a

jk

MARC BOLAN .

T %GNI>, Bk.

likes the T. Rex sound.

by CAROLINE BOUCHER

":14-:dffit't sun o, the

tan ,,o NsHhe d
ogres he

decodes where the hand

Amertirr:Ze7Ylery
harm'[

fril
hie,

they're clamouring for him over
here.

I just didt want to go there, I

hrit said, the don't need you

slOrge'd" Xirer'T 1::edp
juts

Ocayte

Mon

everything because if you don't you
get ripped off rotten. I'm not as
competent as Al. Klein and it's
not a cross I bear gladly but I'm
fortunate that I'm able to do that
because it totally freaks a lot of
people. But gen too Mary'
you just run off to Ireland Out we
did rest week."

G
are seo,hin¢ on a film ;n

L.,17e
that Ringo ;s maklna, and Iho,,

offers which Marc u (bluffing about.
In six weeks time a book of his
drawings is Swing blished-his
art is fairly rectrained and prima.

b..l,1711=tia Salvador Deli saw i

next athli sthiCIt'in=l'syrn
to put out soon on heels
Electric Warrior." It is not yet re-

corded, but Marc bas written mm
of the material.

" Warrior' was probably the got
album withw fonnat, and I was very
pleased itit. At the moment I'm
lop heavy with quieter songs. I'd
Hire to give the next album a simile
feel not In them ask but the wa

et

spared. I think Men em
nema slit heronsiderably Marren

were much tighter . a band now
than we were ' when we did
'Warrior'.

rery pleased with the band
now-I he a mssette of the Bos-
ton Mg the other day and was quite

YnoTrIc din ' tigs'47 way 7nlirpup=
really when you're running about
up there. With rock and roll

IrgorlysvitliVba7k1:gtx=
need a certain tightness You ran
only get with practise.

L.

Sure Ivy chanmd from the way
I used to be, but Ma., is very an-
portant to riimulate you. Being solo
and acoustic, and doine. electric

catita,c17; 1?datrhathIrry Letrnadwhat
mw -

I'm. doing nosy.IFIrty=ari
igt aretrigic t0 es

wan:Z:211:7c.lfze!°47,?te';:i7

and tape it as a roug
art the

h." He works
upstairs in a little redroom with the
floor littered with electric leads and

's tape machine, and the little iron
bedstead festooned with guitars.

He says the most difficult thing is
to,:rirfeer.the srangdo,ind.hells ..hgg

only rights that is why he could

tgr Inin Sam" though, he wrote
in the remMing studio-another
writing technique which has respired
a good many of his songsffieere
ster," "Gel It On," "Le. Woman
Blue"

Shortly, Bolan wih ll become a dual
prorty oWiler wen be bus a
houpsee in South London arid another

cer1:111.17,:17:;.°22.-

Kf
.

Townshend: I'm keeping

my mouth shut in future
DOWN by the River

Thames in Twickenham,
Pete Townshend surveys his
sparsely furnished fridge
and curses the day his wife
left for the country. There
is no milk-eggs, but he
doesn't like them-a bottle
of champagne, large jar of
mayonnaise and some celery
soup which Peter says he
can't eat because it's green
and makes him feel sick.

To ease his hunger he feeds
his tank of wafer snail, and
then phones his wife who is
staying up -river with the
children in a country cottage
they share with some friends.

It's a fine wintry day and
the sun filters under the blinds
into the open-plan ground
floor of the Georgian house. A
playpen, high chair and stack
of toys mark the presence of
children, but there are few
landmarks to signify the exig-
ence of a celebrated musan
in the house-just an acoustic
guitar hanging on the wall and
a very small pile of albums;

keeps in his studio further back
in thc house_

last year when the Who won
.111. Bent Li. Group award, Rose,

sonnet Y mid "Well we are;
and Pete reckons such a fine quote
should be left staading for another.
Year. -

The Who are busy and ham'
on the moment, but this year
Towashend has adopted a new
policy - not to talk about his

like
and ideas until they look

iike imprenlog. toothy past when
he's waxed enthusiastic about
future plans, they invariably
haven't come off or gone drasty

II

t red.Z.r.i'ZnA nh
it

mouth.
"And anyway it takes such a

long time between the idea and

Maybe
result. 'Tommy' was typical,

Maybe Mo years before it mme

pen, an ,.

ook
1211.1b,';.1,

rend I knew it woold be about
a deaf dumb and blind boy.

"MY inaltinure skimp up
in a sweat and linding Mot Penni

aanIrOf Tommy, and we
moment oder. to

turned bins down. It min. in lot,
tentatively on the card, that he
might be able to at it in romid
about Iffrer, and bemuse tthat
seemed au far ahead at the time
I said we'd make our own arranges

Ina happyned,
To;"i,,nart?away, and my
nighreare rec."

Pete also had high hopes hot

hootther
filin lag Year-the scrag

rote called "Lifeboure."
portion of which was to be filmed
on lomion at the Young Vic
and fell through. Then the sting
was taken out of the project when

harYdritteTeloyl, tnron irtoPtt
"Who's Next" album.

"Part of the at was about
what happened at a concert if it
w. run properly and sincerelY-
sort of kibbutz music. It sounds

re,itrerbigadita thug. sot the
big problem with it was that
Roger thought the audience would
have to be manipulated so mu.

it would be unrealistic.
"What in effece I wanted to do,

Avaa the best rock mecca in the
world - quadrojkonie

tows ds
tud, tape g,Ac`=°..-4

an autheme. Although it wouldn't
have been on the same scale as
Woodstock it would be bette,r be-

e o1where

t Pell ''d=i'sit'beca000use
that's

cen't just samn y 'we're doimt the

rebrins''ry ti':asthttosro"rMditiaT
giblc."

The Who have always managed
to a tactful Path between
the underground and commercial
overground. Pete doesn't think it
ta entirely possible to keep totally
in touch with the Underground
hecause their ideals change so
fast.

"I try to make sure that ea,
body who wants my telmhone

umbeer
,°;,,K,1metab.'uojr load'nes

and things. The trouble with that
is that like .sornebodji phoned me
the other day wrin underground
do a benefit for this

?Zed. Znad"I'peTetbef Phone'L' data'
and I thought I've heard of
them, what is all this?'

THE WHO, then (colour) and now.

"The thing about the under-
ground is that you an give them
the support of your presence and
backing by

of
with what

they're saying Or ,011 can give
Mem money therebY helping- to
antagonise the roots of recieffil
the first method you met do
anonymously, the second you can,

andsotimes
I give money to

rground organ.tions.
-The first method does mean

identifying yourself with things-
like Lennon does - and then
ran gct yourself into the hypo-
critical position of driving around

hoga
Mercedes and ling in e big

se in order tom aintain the
aura that's necessary to keep the
prestige Which the underground

"Anyway, ids terribly difficult
to get the ,Who to do a benefit;:7.1s`,07igi

1.5°,` Rogrroda
bit like Robert Plant, he really
wants to do son.hing. I don't
really, I think it's like all sem
in the light of 0 good mommt
at a rock concert - none of A
rmlly means anything in other
ords. The aro.= is that you

can't speed the evolution of
man and there's always going
to be a cross-section of wise and
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evil mode in any sad.,
'But rock is capable of sweep-

ing all that aside. At rock con-
certs you can achieve IN. Tote
moments where both group and
audience completely Imam them -
solves and become coMpiceela
mdere.

peopk sayd that toc,jt

Wshoe'd, letldeeanr darce
their trouOn the other hand

she for et

Moak ay
itsshould

be something
that stimulates and instructs. In
fact those looments of darn
are like moments of awareness of
something very infinite or very
powerful, and the. monsentS PA.

ength lb change. The most
precious moments of my life Ne
flame mordents on the stage when
all is one.'

LynT,y-te,1!'i,fral t4"lia
°Jose disciples of his Guru,
Maher Baba and to celebrate the
third anniversary a his dmth.

thel end res'vhl'Id=2"tre
'Tommy' cover. He and I were
lurking round at UFO taking
LSD and vretching the Pink
Floyd, and when I got om of that
alive I just latched on to the first
Ming that came along. That was

flying saucers, and then Bare. At
first I got into reading, then into
j. Puttied life to work for

Tese:Pdassrgla'd th:x0Vncr
of

goodenables me to enjoy life in a' or,
(ached sort of way.

it helps me to be arermr
ames of trouble. I wo hadn't

been for
as to my if it hadn't
Meher Baba 'Tommy'

Inn coed. I would
CvIdrilebdoovorPP
Me Malted. Tad then found
half way through he was a con."

There is still guile ffit of
enrolee. Who material in the

f.etc
.tat

tin
Feb gowg

hteo as4;-S

the songs are weak on their own
- they're the padding type songs
left after they'd extracted the
;,L.T'orager one to go on to "Who's

We're really much much more
disorganised than erow
we are, so is the We think

ment. On a man to man basis
the only time we're fully aware
of what we're doing is on Mur
together, so what the Who really
need in order to make fa use
of their talents is to farm a com-
mune which would drive us all
cnigy-me first." al

c#

44:

1",<"

V

sir* ,,,r,griwcw et, itAingTi 'tJtaArlrg.74,0jbj'
4 .11', r fAridwgza_
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G
are seo,hin¢ on a film ;n

L.,17e
that Ringo ;s maklna, and Iho,,

offers which Marc u (bluffing about.
In six weeks time a book of his
drawings is Swing blished-his
art is fairly rectrained and prima.

b..l,1711=tia Salvador Deli saw i

next athli sthiCIt'in=l'syrn
to put out soon on heels
Electric Warrior." It is not yet re-

corded, but Marc bas written mm
of the material.

" Warrior' was probably the got
album withw fonnat, and I was very
pleased itit. At the moment I'm
lop heavy with quieter songs. I'd
Hire to give the next album a simile
feel not In them ask but the wa

et

spared. I think Men em
nema slit heronsiderably Marren

were much tighter . a band now
than we were ' when we did
'Warrior'.

rery pleased with the band
now-I he a mssette of the Bos-
ton Mg the other day and was quite

YnoTrIc din ' tigs'47 way 7nlirpup=
really when you're running about
up there. With rock and roll

IrgorlysvitliVba7k1:gtx=
need a certain tightness You ran
only get with practise.

L.

Sure Ivy chanmd from the way
I used to be, but Ma., is very an-
portant to riimulate you. Being solo
and acoustic, and doine. electric

catita,c17; 1?datrhathIrry Letrnadwhat
mw -

I'm. doing nosy.IFIrty=ari
igt aretrigic t0 es

wan:Z:211:7c.lfze!°47,?te';:i7

and tape it as a roug
art the

h." He works
upstairs in a little redroom with the
floor littered with electric leads and

's tape machine, and the little iron
bedstead festooned with guitars.

He says the most difficult thing is
to,:rirfeer.the srangdo,ind.hells ..hgg

only rights that is why he could

tgr Inin Sam" though, he wrote
in the remMing studio-another
writing technique which has respired
a good many of his songsffieere
ster," "Gel It On," "Le. Woman
Blue"

Shortly, Bolan wih ll become a dual
prorty oWiler wen be bus a
houpsee in South London arid another

cer1:111.17,:17:;.°22.-

Kf
.

Townshend: I'm keeping

my mouth shut in future
DOWN by the River

Thames in Twickenham,
Pete Townshend surveys his
sparsely furnished fridge
and curses the day his wife
left for the country. There
is no milk-eggs, but he
doesn't like them-a bottle
of champagne, large jar of
mayonnaise and some celery
soup which Peter says he
can't eat because it's green
and makes him feel sick.

To ease his hunger he feeds
his tank of wafer snail, and
then phones his wife who is
staying up -river with the
children in a country cottage
they share with some friends.

It's a fine wintry day and
the sun filters under the blinds
into the open-plan ground
floor of the Georgian house. A
playpen, high chair and stack
of toys mark the presence of
children, but there are few
landmarks to signify the exig-
ence of a celebrated musan
in the house-just an acoustic
guitar hanging on the wall and
a very small pile of albums;

keeps in his studio further back
in thc house_

last year when the Who won
.111. Bent Li. Group award, Rose,

sonnet Y mid "Well we are;
and Pete reckons such a fine quote
should be left staading for another.
Year. -

The Who are busy and ham'
on the moment, but this year
Towashend has adopted a new
policy - not to talk about his

like
and ideas until they look

iike imprenlog. toothy past when
he's waxed enthusiastic about
future plans, they invariably
haven't come off or gone drasty

II

t red.Z.r.i'ZnA nh
it

mouth.
"And anyway it takes such a

long time between the idea and

Maybe
result. 'Tommy' was typical,

Maybe Mo years before it mme

pen, an ,.

ook
1211.1b,';.1,

rend I knew it woold be about
a deaf dumb and blind boy.

"MY inaltinure skimp up
in a sweat and linding Mot Penni

aanIrOf Tommy, and we
moment oder. to

turned bins down. It min. in lot,
tentatively on the card, that he
might be able to at it in romid
about Iffrer, and bemuse tthat
seemed au far ahead at the time
I said we'd make our own arranges

Ina happyned,
To;"i,,nart?away, and my
nighreare rec."

Pete also had high hopes hot

hootther
filin lag Year-the scrag

rote called "Lifeboure."
portion of which was to be filmed
on lomion at the Young Vic
and fell through. Then the sting
was taken out of the project when

harYdritteTeloyl, tnron irtoPtt
"Who's Next" album.

"Part of the at was about
what happened at a concert if it
w. run properly and sincerelY-
sort of kibbutz music. It sounds

re,itrerbigadita thug. sot the
big problem with it was that
Roger thought the audience would
have to be manipulated so mu.

it would be unrealistic.
"What in effece I wanted to do,

Avaa the best rock mecca in the
world - quadrojkonie

tows ds
tud, tape g,Ac`=°..-4

an autheme. Although it wouldn't
have been on the same scale as
Woodstock it would be bette,r be-

e o1where

t Pell ''d=i'sit'beca000use
that's

cen't just samn y 'we're doimt the

rebrins''ry ti':asthttosro"rMditiaT
giblc."

The Who have always managed
to a tactful Path between
the underground and commercial
overground. Pete doesn't think it
ta entirely possible to keep totally
in touch with the Underground
hecause their ideals change so
fast.

"I try to make sure that ea,
body who wants my telmhone

umbeer
,°;,,K,1metab.'uojr load'nes

and things. The trouble with that
is that like .sornebodji phoned me
the other day wrin underground
do a benefit for this

?Zed. Znad"I'peTetbef Phone'L' data'
and I thought I've heard of
them, what is all this?'

THE WHO, then (colour) and now.

"The thing about the under-
ground is that you an give them
the support of your presence and
backing by

of
with what

they're saying Or ,011 can give
Mem money therebY helping- to
antagonise the roots of recieffil
the first method you met do
anonymously, the second you can,

andsotimes
I give money to

rground organ.tions.
-The first method does mean

identifying yourself with things-
like Lennon does - and then
ran gct yourself into the hypo-
critical position of driving around

hoga
Mercedes and ling in e big

se in order tom aintain the
aura that's necessary to keep the
prestige Which the underground

"Anyway, ids terribly difficult
to get the ,Who to do a benefit;:7.1s`,07igi

1.5°,` Rogrroda
bit like Robert Plant, he really
wants to do son.hing. I don't
really, I think it's like all sem
in the light of 0 good mommt
at a rock concert - none of A
rmlly means anything in other
ords. The aro.= is that you

can't speed the evolution of
man and there's always going
to be a cross-section of wise and
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evil mode in any sad.,
'But rock is capable of sweep-

ing all that aside. At rock con-
certs you can achieve IN. Tote
moments where both group and
audience completely Imam them -
solves and become coMpiceela
mdere.

peopk sayd that toc,jt

Wshoe'd, letldeeanr darce
their trouOn the other hand

she for et

Moak ay
itsshould

be something
that stimulates and instructs. In
fact those looments of darn
are like moments of awareness of
something very infinite or very
powerful, and the. monsentS PA.

ength lb change. The most
precious moments of my life Ne
flame mordents on the stage when
all is one.'

LynT,y-te,1!'i,fral t4"lia
°Jose disciples of his Guru,
Maher Baba and to celebrate the
third anniversary a his dmth.

thel end res'vhl'Id=2"tre
'Tommy' cover. He and I were
lurking round at UFO taking
LSD and vretching the Pink
Floyd, and when I got om of that
alive I just latched on to the first
Ming that came along. That was

flying saucers, and then Bare. At
first I got into reading, then into
j. Puttied life to work for

Tese:Pdassrgla'd th:x0Vncr
of

goodenables me to enjoy life in a' or,
(ached sort of way.

it helps me to be arermr
ames of trouble. I wo hadn't

been for
as to my if it hadn't
Meher Baba 'Tommy'

Inn coed. I would
CvIdrilebdoovorPP
Me Malted. Tad then found
half way through he was a con."

There is still guile ffit of
enrolee. Who material in the

f.etc
.tat

tin
Feb gowg

hteo as4;-S

the songs are weak on their own
- they're the padding type songs
left after they'd extracted the
;,L.T'orager one to go on to "Who's

We're really much much more
disorganised than erow
we are, so is the We think

ment. On a man to man basis
the only time we're fully aware
of what we're doing is on Mur
together, so what the Who really
need in order to make fa use
of their talents is to farm a com-
mune which would drive us all
cnigy-me first." al

c#

44:

1",<"

V

sir* ,,,r,griwcw et, itAingTi 'tJtaArlrg.74,0jbj'
4 .11', r fAridwgza_
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hargain basementbargain basementbargainbasement bargain I*

SUPER UNISEX
VELVET LOON

CRUSHED

TROUSERS ...i..
.1

£4.80 p&p 20p .&pUnisex Crushed Velvet A..i ..ri ..,.
Trousers with approx 26 in. -:'')f 1,
flare. In five heavy colours: f ,-"'

LOON PANTS IND
BUTTON-FRONT
IAN EMBROIDERED

d

LI.50
15p p

Full
SleeveTrou-

- bot-

p&p 20p
Heavy duty Cotton
sera, 26 in. bell

Purple, Navy Blue. Black,
' ': /AP toms. Colours: Grey

Dk. Brown and Burgundy. ' -A it:. purple, black, navy blue,
When ordering boys state A dark green, and bur...,P1.9waist size; girls hip size, .or 4 gundy. ,.............4''
colour and alternative lr:titt".")
colour. When ordering boys Indian embroidered button -front, in fivestate waist size, girls colours: Red, black, green, purple and

INDIAN
state hip size, colour blue. When ordering state chest measure -

7f "? and alternative colour ments, colour and alternative colour.t EMBROIDERED

SCOOPNECK

Delivery by return
of post.

FADED BRUSHED
When ordering state measurements,
colours, alternative colours, goods re -
(wired and name and address in block

4,'Zii,;/.
£1.85

'',t P&P ISP

DENIM LOONS
£2.50 p&p 20p

capitals. Send s.a.e. for Free Catalogue,
etc.

.--' Thick brushed denim trousers with
Indian Embroidered $coopneck ill six
colours -Purple, Blue, Black, Green, Red

26 in. bell-bottoms. Ideal for cooler
weather. In faded blue, apple green POSTAI BOUTIQUE

and Khaki. When ordering state chest or salmon. When ordering boys Dept. D 137 Blenheim Road,
measurement,
colour.

colour and alternative state waist size, girls state hip sine,
colour and alternative colour. Walthamstow, London, E.17

26 Flair

VELVET
LOON PANTS

only

£4.30
(plus 15p p&p)

Colours: Plum, Brown, Lime,
Purple, Black, D/Green, Navy,
Copper. Please state second
choice.

Sizes 26, 28, 30, 32, 34.

COTTON LOONS

£2.20
(plus 15p p&p)

Black, Navy, Maroon, L/green,
D/green, Brown, White, Purple.
Please state second choice.
Sizes 27-34 (girls state hip size).
Money back guarantee within
seven days.
Send P.O. or cheque to

FANCYPANTS
185 Roman Road,

Mountnessing, Brentwood
Pssex.

LOON PANTS

State
also)

waist size (girls state tap size
and choice of three colours
in order of preference.

Full money back guarantee.
Send P.O. or cheque payable to:

SAMSARA
(Dept. OME)

THE SCHOOL HOUSE
ALLENSMORE, HEREFORD

£2.50
- 15p p. & p.

COTTON JEANS
28" FLARE

Sizes 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33. 34.
Colours: Black, Grey. Green,
Purple, Army Green, Brown, Navy.

Maroon, Khaki.

VELVET LOONS
SAME STYLE IN QUALITY VELVET

14.70 + 15p p. & p. 1

Sizes: 28, 30, 32, 34
Colours: Black, Maroon. Green,

Navy, Brown, Royal Blue.

CORD LOONS
I £3.80, 20p p. & p. I

SPLIT KNEE with 28" Flare
Sizes 26. 28, 30, 32, 34.

Colours: Black, Navy, Bottle Green.
Dark Brown, Rust, Pink, Purple.

Beige.

BRUSHED DENIM JEANS
E3.00 20p p. & p. I

FAMOUS 24" FLARE JEANS
in thick, warm, faded denim.

Sizes: 26, 28, 30. 32, 34.
Colours: Black, Maroon, Navy,
Brown, Light Blue, Khaki. Pink.

BARGAIN BAsEAIENT
a regular vveekl, Ieature.

For details and rates write to: The Advertcsentent
phone 01-353 5(111, ext. 452

Manager 01

OON PANTS!!
£2.25 plus 15p p & p

COTTON TROUSERS 28in. FLARE
WAIST SIZES: 271n. - 34in. (FIT GIRLS HIPS

33in. - 40in.)
COLOURS: BLACK, MAROON, NAVY, PURPLE,

BROWN, DARK GREEN, KHAKI, GREY,
ARMY GREEN.

VELVETS ! !
I £4.60 plus 15p p&p I

Tailored velvet trousers with wide flare (24M.-
26in.)

WAIST SIZES: 26in., 28in., 30In., 321n., 34in.
(FIT GIRLS HIPS 32in. - 401n.)

COLOURS: BLACK, MAROON, NAVY, PURPLE,
BROWN, DARK GREEN, LIGHT GREEN,
GREY, LILAC.

WHEN ORDERING STATE WAIST SIZE
(GIRLS STATE HIP SIZE ALSO) PLUS TWO
COLOURS IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE.

Your money returned if not satisfied.
SEND P.O. OR CHEQUE PAYABLE TO:
TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE STAR

DORRINGTON HOUSE, 23 RICHMOND
PLACE, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX.

BUDGIE SHIRTS!

TWO COLOUR
Blue -Green Trim
Blue -Orange Trim
Beige -Blue Trim
Beige -Orange Trim

HEAVY DUTY DENIM/COTTON

£2.85 plus (15p p.&p.)
Please state collar size S.M.L.

Fully tapered
ALSO IN PLAIN COLLARS

ROUND COLLARS
D. Brown, White, Red, Blue.
Maroon, Purple, Black, Yellow,
Green, Pink. Fully fitted.

Collar size S.M.L.

£2.20 plus (15p p.&p.)
Please state second colour choice.

C & D SUPPLIES
(Dept DME 1)

84 Princes Avenue
London, N13

Velvet & Cord Loon Pants with 28in. flare and Spilt Knee.
Colours: Brown, Dark Green, Maroon, Black and Dark
Blue. Waist sizes: Velvet 271n. to 33in. In Inches,
Cord 271n. to 34in.

VELVET only £4.55 CORD only £3.80
plus 15p P & P

Also available: Cotton Drill Loons with 28in. flare.
Colours as above. Waist sizes 27ln. to 341n. in inches.

COTTON DRILL only £2.25
plus 15p P & P

BRUSHED DENIM £2.80
plus 15p P & P in Brown. Blue, Charcoal, Olive and
Grey. Waist sizes 271n. to 34in. in inches. State colour
alternative.
When ordering Velvet. Cord or Drill state 3 colours in
order of preference. Girls please state hip sizes also.
Money back guarantee if returned unworn. within 7 days.
Mall order only, please.

Send P.O.s to:

"ASTERISK"
LP__ 17 Mies's,' Old Read. Coventry

LOON PANTS ipt

BRASS
WOODWIND
INSTRUMENTS
If it's made -we can
supply it! Trumpets,
Cornets, Trombones,
Horns, Saxophones -
Clarinets, Oboes, Flutes

-anything that's
blown -at keen prices.

SEND for CATALOGUE

Just off the press. All standard
and latest models. Bargains for
cash or H.P. terms. Call or write
today.
BELL MUSIC (DEPT. B.W.43)

157-9 Ewell Road,
SURBITON, Surrey.

Callers Welcome. Open all day Sat.

A

MAPOON 1611.10
BROWN,1011, PUPAE,.

0

Via.
2(s"2(3.1f32"ai"2.94)

U6KT13(1)E, PIP 20P
VY, C.0MagGREEN,

PAAROON

ATE WAIST SIZE GIRLS STALE WP
) PHD 01010 :OF WOE
°Flea -FUME. IOU- MONEY

PMAPArtf.E.S00n0.09.0tEGPET0'
tlEPT,0 Torn

:

NEW BOOTS FOR BOYS
BRETF
Height 11 in.
Inside zip, Bunn
Toe, Stacked Heel,
Last 6005.
Stacked Heel, Last
6004. Price
£8.75
plus 30p P.P.
Supplied in a wide
range of colours inc.
Black. Tan, Navy,
Red, White, Green,
etc. Also in coloured
Suede. 2"-3"
Block Gata
Heels.
A'n'D (MAIL ORDER Dept. DME)
1st Floor, 33 Oxford St. London WI
Also write for 1972 Boys & Girls
Catalogues plus Self -measure Chart

JOVAN SHOES LTD.

Men's fantastic
hand -made boots
with choice of
double or single
leather sole and
2+" leather built
heels. Full-length
inside zip. Sizes
from 5 to 11 with
half sizes.
Choice of five
great colours -
black, brown, wine
navy and green

MEN'S SHORTY BOOTS
ONLY £10 POST FREE

MEN'S HIGH BOOTS
ONLY £12 POST FREE

TRADE AND EXPORT
ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.

1111-MIMEO _11111111I111rs__l
FILL IN THIS COUPON TODAY.'TICK FOR STYLE AND
GIVE SIZE AND COLOUR REWIRED.

I NAME

IADDRESS.

ILONG BOOTS 0 SNORT( BOOTS 0 SINGLE SOLE 0 DOUBLE SOLE 0
COLOUR

SEND POSTAL ORDER OR CHEQUE TO JOVAN SHOES LTD.,
69 DRIFFIELD ROAD, BOW, LONDON, E3 SNE

NIIIIININ NUR NM NMI MIN NNW MIN INNENIMBI-Wi



TWO MUSICIANS TALK
ABOUT THE WINNING

SOLO EX-BEATLES

D SC

C .3OLL
AWARDS

1972

Whit
next
for
Lennon?

by Brian Southall
ON SIDE two of John Len -

non's award winning
"Imagine" album, the fourth
track asks: "How can I go
forward when I don't know
which way I'm facing." This
in many ways sums up John
Lennon, ex-Beatle, sometime
poet, one time actor, a man of
many causes and, above all,
full-time musician.

Musically, it is impossible
to decide on John's direction.
He has done his rock and roll
with the Plastic Ono Band,
worked with wife Yoko Ono
on her very personal record-
ings and written, performed
and produced "Imagine"-his
most commercial and un-
doubtedly his best offering in
his long and varied musical
career.

But where does he go from
here? The Plastic Ono Band
looks like being extended with
the addition of American band-
Crazy Elephant and there may
be Bangla flesh or even Irish
benefit concerts in the future.
Does all this mean that there
won't be another "Imagine" al-
bum? It's difficult to say but
even if there is, it will have to
be something to make us forget
his award winning, chart topping
LP.

One man who will certainly
never forget the album is session
guitarist Rod Lynton who was
featured on three of "Imagine's"
ten tracks on acoustic guitar and
alongside such "name" names as
Klaus Voormann, George Hani-
son, Alan White and Nicky Hop-
kins.

Lynton, now working in the
dual capacity as publicist and
session guitarist with a solo al-
bum planned, describes last
year's recording as "the high-
light of my career. Absolutely
amazing, very interesting and hn-
mensely satisfying."

The album was recorded at
John's Ascot mansion in his own
private studio with Phil Spector
as joint producer. Lynton was
used for three days during which
time he rushed from London en-
gagements to Ascot and back
again as and when he was needed.

"It was such a beautiful way to

record," said Lynton, "much bet-
ter than using Abbey Road. There
was this enormous L-shaped kit-
chen and leading off from that
was the control room and then
the studio itself. The kitchen
table was always well stocked
with food and drink and when-
ever we weren't needed we moved
upstairs to eat, drink and smoke.
I remember playing snooker for
one afternoon. It was really in-
formal, John would pop in with
George and then pop out again
back to the studio."

Lynton's introduction to Len-
non followed his beginnings with
Rupert's People and Stonefeather
and his progression into sessions.
He was friendly with Apple ex-
ecutive Mal Evans, and was used
by George Harrison for his work
with Ronnie Spector and recorded
with Ringo Starr. Then came the
introduction to Lennon.

"Mal came up and said John
was looking for a guitarist and I
went along. It was incredibly easy
going because although he knew
what he wanted from the begin-
ning, he never pushed and always
gave me a free hand, he just came
up and guided me along.

"He obviously had a frame-
work of what he wanted before
any of us got together, we all sat
and discussed chords and the
construction of each song while
the direct production came from
Phil Spector."

Lynton's admiration for the
Beatles, as a group and individ-
ually, has never wavered since
the early sixties when he, like
everybody else, was first intro-
duced to them.

CONFIDENCE
"After my initial influence

from Elvis, it was then the
Beatles whom I looked to and in
particular George Harrison,
whose guitar playing influenced
me greatly. I think he has the
edge with songs at the moment.
He's much smoother than John
who's raw and basic."

Although he's never played
with Paul it's not a case of not
wanting to and he recalls being
involved in the early stages of
the controversial "How Do You
Sleep" with its McCartney refer-
ences.

"I was listening to the guide
track, memorising the chords
and not listening to the words.
Then I sat and took them in and
suddenly realised that there I was
sitting with John putting down
Paul, and that was an uncomfort-
able feeling as I had no axe to
grind.

"But I don't think he felt that
strongly about Paul when the al-
bum was issued or even when it
was recorded. It was a song he
put down earlier when it ex-
pressed what he felt and that's
probably the mark of a true art-
ist, doing something and not
changing it even if your thoughts
have changed and letting the pub-
lic hear it."

"Imagine" didn't just give Lyn -
ton a chance to record with Len-
non, it also did a lot to restore
his confidence as a musician.
"When you are not playing full-
time, there is a psychological loss

of confidence. To work with
these people gave me back my
confidence."

Lynton, d espite being a
musician of long standing, learnt
a lot from the "Imagine" sessions
and quotes ex -Spooky Tooth
Gary Wright, also used on Beatle
solo recordings, to describe his
feelings. "If you play with guys
of their calibre then you have to
rise to them because they aren't
coming down to you."

"You just feel that you daren't
make any mistakes and that bit
of extra effort makes sure you
don't. Really it was all just sheer
professionalism-despite being so
easy going."

Yes, where do you go from
here John? It it's forward then
I can't wait to hear it.

Billy's
soul
brother
George
WHEN it comes to musical
mutual admiration, George
Harrison, Britain's best
musician, and Billy Preston,
one-time Beatles protégé,
are certain soul brothers.

The deep respect for each
other's tremendous talent and
knowledge is cemented by a
firm personal friendship which
has evolved between them
since that day 10 years ago
when they found themselves
sharing the same bill in Ham-
burg.

"When George makes up
his mind about something
there's no stopping his en-
thusiasm," explains press
agent Les Perrin, on the sub-
ject of the "Bangla Desh"
bonanza-the money -spinning
all-star charity staged in the
States last summer, and of
which Harrison was instiga-
tor and Preston a participant.

George's determination and
organising ability was ably
demonstrated one day in '69
when he spotted Billy Preston
guesting on a Ray Charles
TV show, recalled the col-
oured keyboard/singer from

the hectic nights in Hamburg.
The ultimate outcome, of

course, was Preston's inclu-
sion on the "Get Back" single
and subsequent recordings.

"George is very good ; I
rate him very highly," says
Billy. "He's extremely musi-
cally -inclined. His melodies
are great and his chord
changes nice. But mostly I
admire him as a person . . .

he's a human being."
Although he'd worked ex-

tensively with stars like Sam
Cooke, Little Richard and
Ray Charles over the years-
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Getting it on
during the re-
cording of the
"Imagine" al-
bum John
Lennon plays
while wife
Yoko searches
the floor (for
the lost
chord?)The
mysterious man
with his back
to the camera
is ace "session
man" George
Harrison. Rod
Lynton, w h o
discusses Len -
non's work on
this page, is
pictured ex-
treme right.

it wasn't until the Beatles
"adopted" Billy that world-
wide fame arrived.

Harrison both produced
and played on his first Apple
release-the hit "That's The
Way God Planned It." Re-
members Billy: "All the
Beatles were quite interested
in me at that time - but
George had the most free
time. They planned an album
which Paul was to produce,
but George subsequently took
over."

"There is a very real mutual
admiration between George

and me," addS Preston.
"We're pretty much in touch
with each other all the time.
When he's in Los Angeles I

'see him quite a bit."
The Harrison/Preston part-

nership has also extended to
songwriting. "He has great
feeling for words and we've
done several things together ;
nothing you'd know, because
we haven't got round to re-
cording any of them yet. I'd
like to put them on my next
album though."

Mike Ledgerwood
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Cilia
Black
bounds
buck
VILLA BLACK is gener-

ally accepted as Britain's
foremost female singer these
days largely because she
appears to devote more
time to home audiences
than her colleagues. Her
domestic responsibilities
doubtless account for this.

She recently completed yet
another successful TV series,
and at the same time scored
a hit with "Something Tells
Me," specially written for her
by the jolly Rogers, Cook and
Greenaway. The hat -trick was
achieved by winning a Silver
Disc for it. (Incredibly, only
her SECOND ever!)

All this, plus her super per-
sonality, an infectious sense 'of
fun and universal family appeal,
finds her kicking off '72 voted
No. 1 singer-the title lost last
year to Mary Hopkin.

Over the years, I've probably
interviewed Cilia more times
than most - ranging from a
snatched pub lunch in a break
from TV rehearsals to a rush-
hour taxi ride across town. in-
evitably, one runs dry of ques-
tions AND answers; particularly
as Cilia has expounded on al-
most every subject under the
sun. Sometimes it seems every-
thing's been said. How does she
view interviews?

"It does become a bore," she
admits. "Sometimes I think
'God, I've got to go in and talk
me head off again!' I try and
do them all in one go; invari-
ably they all ask the same ques-
tions.

"Mostly, people want to talk
to me about why I'm so natural.
How come I can talk on tele-
vision to ordinary people? Actu-
ally, it's so logical to me that
I can't understand why people
can't see it. I like talking to
people because they make up the
world; I find them interesting.
I don't care who you are. In
fact, I prefer people out of the
business.

"I loved interviews at the be-
ginning. I was a real ham! I used
to do anything. Have me photo
taken. I loved it all. I was never
out of me publicist's office. I was
a permanent fixture.

"I loved being photographed
with the other stars and talking
about the Beatles. Now, though,
if people ask me about the early
Beatles' days-apart from the
fact that I can't really remember
a lot-I get annoyed. I know
about as much as the everyday
person who buys a pop paper.

"I don't know Paul, John and
George. I know Ringo. I could
talk about him because we've
been on two holidays together.

CILLA BLACK ...hates interviews

I go to his parties and we go out
to dinner. I know him very well.
I knew Ringo first; he was me
friend."

Cilia, now 28, proud mum of
Robert John, is a young woman
without worries; either personal
or professional.

MARRIAGE
"I think about getting old,

but the consolation 'is seeing
Robbie growing up. If I hadn't
been married I would be wor-
ried. I have a couple of single
girlfriends who go on about their
looks and put creams on their
face at night. I can't be bothered
with all that!"

She laughed. "I remember
when I was a kid I was going to
do away with meself if I wasn't
married by the time I was 18!

"I could have married Bobby
(husband/manager, Bobby Willis)
within the first six months of
meeting him, when I was 19 or
20. I thought he was incredible,
but he didn't want to get mar-
ried. Then I knocked it on the
head when me career started.
Now, when I look back I'm
pleased I didn't get married
young. I've always thought mar-
riage and children went together,
and I would have probably have
had a child of, say, seven by
now."

Had she ever worried about
mixing marriage and the music
business? "It never affected me,
because I thought that all people
in showbiz were old-fashioned
and the wrong type anyway. The
revolution came when people
like meself and the Beatles, and
ordinary people, got fame and
fortune.

ONLY 60p DOWN any 4 LPs
Balance 60p weekly. * The 4 LPs, fresh from the makers, are posted to you, anywhere
in G.B. Just send 60p P.O. (no cheques or cash) with a list of LPs and S.A.E.
for receipt. PRINT your full name, address and age. * (Approved orders).

Any popular or classical LPs including:
LENNON, McCARTNEY, HARRISON, LED ZEPPELIN,
T. REX, ROD STEWART, DEEP PURPLE, WHO, SAN-

TANA, MOTOWN STARS and all the latest groups.

THE G. A. LONG PLAY CENTRE
(Dept. D56), 42 GT. CAMBRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, N.I7.

"Before that, you only read
about showbiz folk whose fathers
were either 'millionaires' or
'doctors.' Never ordinary people
as such. Then, all of a sudden,
the Beatles said they came from
the working class-and you had
incredible people owning up that
they'd had a very poor child-
hood. It was a very phoney busi-
ness before we came into it. I
wasn't worried because 1 knew
I wasn't that type. I didn't have
any illusions that 1 was going
to marry some famous film
star!"

Who, I wondered, WERE her
idols in those days?

"You mean, who I had a
crush on? Oh, Cliff Richard. 1

adored him. 1 really did. I re-
member I'd been in showbiz nine
months and was doing the Royal
Command show; so was he.
He came into our dressing -room
because he knew Millie Martin,
with whom I was sharing. I'd
never experienced anything like
it, because he was always UP
THERE . . . and I was always
outside waiting for him at the
stage -door!

"To see this bloke come in
and Millie Martin fling her arms
round him, and he was kissing
her and giving all the big cuddles
and everything! I was very puri-
tanical at the time and to see
THIS . . . I thought: 'He's a
bit flash!' Nobody did that in
Liverpool. I got really em-
barrassed.

"Then he turned round and
asked ME for me autograph for
his niece or friend or some-
thing!"

Cilia went on to recount how
she'd met Cliff at a party a few
nights earlier ... and put her
foot in it over religion!

"I mentioned how I thought
Sundays were a drag," she ex-
plained. "I watch the afternoon
film. Then when I bath Robert
and put him to bed all I can
hear is all this choir music! I
said I thought 'Stars On Sun-
day' was the best thing that's
happened ... But he didn't like
it, didn't think it was any use
front a religious point of view.
And that led into a big discus-
sion that lasted until four in the
morning. He loved it! Said we
should do it more often."

Mike Ledgerwood

Rock's
'old' man
still at
the top
IS THERE anything left to say about

Elvis Presley? A mere 17 years
after his initial American success and
he's still voted World's Top Male
Singer. It's a crown he's held virtually
every year since 1957, toppled only
spasmodically by Tom Jones when the
Welsh wonder was at his peak a couple
of years ago.

But isn't it strange that in this new hip
era of Robert Plants, Ian Andersons,
James Taylors, Neil Diamonds, Marc
Bolans and Rod Stewarts-top in the
world is a man who this year celebrated
his 37th birthday? Yes, THIRTY-
SEVEN.

This guy's no chicken-in fact he's a
middle-aged man. Yet every Sunday until
the end of March, hundreds of thousands
of people glue themselves to the radio to
hear in 13 parts, the life story of this man;
a story that lacks one major con-
tributor, Presley himself, but
which, apart from that, has man-
aged to locate just about every
living soul who ever passed the
time of day with the great man.

The answer must lie still in the
fact that to Britain Elvis remains
a myth. He's the one entertainer
in the world that Britain has never
seen. And there's nothing the
British like more than a tale of
mystery and suspense.

CLASSY
We revel in it. Look at the

space the current Howard Hughes
saga gets in the papers; look at the
constant attraction of the Loch
Ness Monster, the Abominable
Snowman, the UFO's and Ronald
Biggs.

Elvis Presley belongs on that list.
True, he lives and breathes, and
we've even been allowed to see
him working via the "That's The
Way It Is" film. But we've never
been allowed to know what he's
really like, never allowed to talk
to him or touch him.

And now, 17 years later, do we
perpetuate or destroy that myth?
Let's face it, if Elvis did
ever come to Britain you'd be
disappointed. After all, where
could he play? The Rainbow?-
too trendy; the Albert Hall, Fes-
tival Hall Empire Pool, Trafalgar
Square, Hyle Park?

Nowhere is big enough or classy
enough to accommodate a man
like Elvis Presley. In fact if he
ever did condescend to meet his
British public, the only place that
seems suited is the Batley Variety
Club or another of those chintzy
Northern night palaces.

So while Elvis continues not to
visit Britain and not to speak to
the British press, how do the
legions of Presley admirers keep
themselves satisfied?

Well, there's the Official Elvis
Presley Fan Club of Britain and
the Conunonwealth run in imma-
culate style by Todd Slaughter
from P.O. Box 4, Leicester. Todd's
a lovely lad, pessimistic as a Bri-
tish winter but loyal to the King
in a true objective way,

He bemoans the lack of appre-
ciation British fans get, curses Tom
Parker for his almost deliberate
non -co-operation, is the first to
complain when a substandard
album or single is released, yet
comes out with a fine monthly
magazine, goes to inordinate
lengths to prepare the annual Con-
vention and occasionally comes up
with a real gem for the clan!

This year it's "DESTINATION

 ELVIS (above)-almost in
camera-pictured in 1956 out-
side his Tupelo home. Pic-
tured at foot of page Elvis
in action also in 1956.

USA," 14 days in letmerica for
£175 all in. Listen to the way he
sells it to the fans: "This isn't
just the big one-this is the ulti-
mate. A 'tour,' a 'holiday,' a
`pilgrimage,'-call it what you will,
but without doubt this will be the
journey of a lifetime."

On the holiday (from August 28
to September 10) you fly direct to
Nashville, your ears ringing to
Presley discs spun en route by DJ
Tony Prince; visit "Grand Old
Opry," Memphis (including Hume
High School, Presley's real home,
the hospital where his daughter
was born), Tupelo to see where
he was born.

One thing however, is missing.
There's no guarantee whatever of
seeing Elvis. Perhaps if one of his
Las Vegas seasons coincides with
your visit you may be lucky. But
not to worry. The holiday will
surely be fully booked, with people
dwelling on the myth. Who knows,
if they actually see their idol they
could be disappointed.

Todd Slaughter, however, isn't
the only man in Britain dedicated
to Elvis. At Garden Flat, 57
Prestbury Road, Cheltenham, is
Rex Martin, editor of Elvis Today
Weekly and the Official Elvis
Presley Fan Club News Service.
His tightly typed bulletins contain
a real hotch-potch of facts, figures
and tit -bits. Rex reports on Elvis
Auctions, visits he or his friends
round the world have made to
Ehis meetings, concerts, films, etc.
You can buy from him tapes of
various Presley Vegas seasons,
photos and even 8mm films of
Presley's wedding, "Elvis quits the
Army," 'Elvis arrives in Germany"
and others.

NEWSREELS

You want more? There's Peter
C. Wilson, a regular Disc corres-
pondent and another fanatic. Next
Saturday (February 19) he's pre-
senting an Elvis Filmorama at
Hurlingham Hall, Peterborough
Road, London, SW6, with a non-
stop session of SIX movies plus
the British Elvis, Dave Kaye and
the Dykons.

In Coventry on March 4 there's
another "four film programme
with trailers, newsreels and the
usual party extras," while Man-
chester had a similar event last
week.

And so it goes on. And so it
will go on, either until a new pop
god emerges (and let's say here
and now that neither Marc Bolan
or Rod Stewart are even starters
in that race) or until the great man
arrives on Heathrow tarmac to
explode his own myth.

David Hughes
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JOHN PEEL . . . given to eating free range porridge.

The private life of
John Ravenscroft . . .

JOHN Robert Parker
Ravenscroft was born

some 30 odd summers ago
and after a conventional
middle - class upbringing,
public school, cold showers,
frequent corporal punish-
ment and two years in the
army, became the man we
know today, John Peel thus
disproving the popular
theory that such a back-
ground is in some way
character building.

Six years at a leading pub-
lic school left him fitted for
almost nothing of course, and
I am sure that he feels it
when we are in company and
the assembled are applauding
my observations about Wilde
or witty asides in some for-
eign tongue. Still, most people
are kind enough not to draw
him too deeply into conversa-
tion, and I am lending him
my illustrated classics. His
repartee is usually confined
to obscure responses like "so
was Hitler."

Physically, he is hardly a
fine specimen but this is not
through lack of self interest.
He examines himself regu-
larly, fearing the worst, and
once, when waking up with
indigestion which he assumed
to be cancer, woke me up to
say goodbye. He subscribes to

by Peel's radio producer
John Waters-the man they

most fashionable health food
theories and while pouring
scorn on my draught Bass
and chips slimming diet
(which I feel sure is approach-
ing the turning point) lives on
things like nettle soup and
free range porridge and be-
comes less healthy by the
hour.

I have seen him consume
a whole packet of chocolate
biscuits while assuring me
that they are rich in nitrates
or some such thing. Most of
his exercise is taken on the
football field where his eager-
ness to avoid physical contact
and a marked ability to jump
out of the way of any ball
above knee height he calls
"finding space" ---a phrase he
heard on Match of the Day.

To his friends he can 'be
very generous-buying gifts
simply because they might
like them and, last year pay-
ing for a large party of
people to go to Coventry to
see Monty Python and share
his enjoyment. There are,
however, times usually when
the moon is full and villagers
wear crucifixes while scatter-
ing garlic flowers on their
thresholds, that he is visited

can't gag

JOHN WATERS
by a condition known as the
"curse of the Ravenscrofts."

The symptoms are shorten-
ing of the arms coupled with
lowering of the pockets and
finding at the port and cigars
end of an expensive meal that
he has left his money on the
mantelpiece.

His generosity has of course
made him the prey of most of
the free -loaders on the cur-
rent scene and he has prob-
ably financed more groups
than the average HP com-
pany.

His naive eagerness to
found a better world extends
even to the animal kingdom
where his approach is posi-
tively anthropomorphic. This
means that he thinks that
squirrels wear trousers and
watch little tellies. When Bis-
cuit the Wonder Hamster
passed away we had to re-
strain him from giving the
kiss of life as a good puff
might have sent the poor wee
beastie wizzing round the
room like a small furry
balloon.

I could, of course, point out
the stars who would not have
existed without him or the
key figures on today's pro-
gressive scene who fell about
at the early Perfumed Garden
and Top Gear shows. I could
remind you that through
years of devoted listening he
has forgotten more about The
Good Music than most of his
fellow DJs will ever know. I
could say that he is my best
friend but I will simply point
out how lucky he is to.have
found the love of a good Pig
and to 'be assisted and advised
by such an upstanding and
reliable being as myself.

"So was Hitler" mumbles a
voice from the back of the
hall.

4.voistaii

1%4

RAY DORSET
Also on Cassette and Cartridge

maw .1b

COLD BLUE EXCURSION
DNLS 3033

single

COLD BLUE EXCURSION
DNS 1018

Pye Records (Sales) Ltd.. A.T.V. House. Great Cumberland Place, London W.1
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THE
FACT that "Top Of

The Pops" has once again
been voted No. 1 TV show-
a title jealously held since the
award's foundation five years
ago-possibly reflects the sad
state of television pop enter-
tainment.

True, the programme is un-
rivalled in its particular realm
-with 12 million viewers, it
revolves around what's happen-
ing in the hit parade, and
doesn't pretend to be anything
else but a mirror of the current
chart mood-but, by this alone,
it's also painfully predictable.

One might even list each week's
line-up in advance, simply by
scrutinising movement in the
chart, personally assessing the
prospects of new releases from
reviews, and then making a cal-
culated guess at the rank outsiders
like Dick Emery-whose chances
are enhanced if they happen to
have a BBC series at the same
time.

Stars like Cilia, Cliff, Lulu
and Olivia, plus the "untouch-
ables" such as McCartney, Len-
non, Stones and T. Rex, are as-
sured of this valued platform.
While "bubbling under" new-
comers find it harder; often hav-
ing to pander to producers' pre-
ferences, hustling their hopeful
hits via promotion teams at the
all-important "BBC Club," TV
Centre, London, hub of hype,
each Wednesday evening.

The weekly Wednesday around
the sprawling TV bars on the
fourth floor at the Centre is truly
a sight to be savoured. Important
production people are beseiged by

Top Of The Pops' Pan's People in action.

STILL AT THE TOP IT'S
TOP OF THE POPS

"plugger?' (record promotion
men) plying alcoholic encourage-
ment to include their "smashes"
in the show. Competition is fierce;
with less than 10 record slots to
be filled on the show.

Men like Johnnie Stewart,
Vernon Lawrence and Stan Appel
are the key figures; the "TOTP"
front fine, with the power to
make or break a new record.
While frequently there's a bonus
in the form of "In Concert" and
colour "king" Stan Dorfman,
Mel Cornish (currently working
on a pilot programme with the
Kinks), or even big boss Bill
Cotton.

Security at the studios has been
tightened since last year's Sunday
newspaper scandal, but group -
hungry girls still slip through the
net and sit themselves somewhere
strategic in the bar - their age
concealed by make-up and

mature -looking figures.
On the door of the BBC Club

-entry strictly membership card
only, or admission as a "guest"
-the duty commissionaires find
themselves somewhat overworked
on Wednesdays. Phone messages
come thick and fast over the
tannoy. If you can't find some-
one you want at their office -
chances are they've checked in at
"Top Of The Pops."

"TOTP" is rehearsed all day
Wednesday, with the final run-
through around five and actual
taping (when the dancing doles
are admitted) about 7.30 p.m.

And when the final segment
has been filmed about 50 minutes
later and the team adjourns to
the bar again-the hustle and
hype for next week's show starts
all over again.

MIKE LEDGERWOOD

No.1

Top British Ma e Singer
3est 1971 Sinde
Maggie May

3est 1971 AlbumNlo. 4. Every picture tells a story

IT IS three years now since Jimmy Page and his
manager, Peter Grant, got together to create the
ultimate group. Both gentlemen had been in the music

business long enough to know the basic ingredients of what
they wanted, and both were shrewd enough to know what
would appeal.

They scoured the country for musicians and came up with
a bass player from session work, a drummer from a Birming-
ham group, who was nonetheless well experienced, and the
singer they found singing in a draughty village hall on the
outskirts of Birmingham. They founded Led Zeppelin, and
it worked.

This year they've won our Top Group (International)
award, for the second year running, and two days after the
presentation set off for their first tour of Australia.

Led Zeppelin's success is phenomenal in that they never
seem to reach a pinnacle ; they continue to get more and
more successful. Their career has never got out of control,
never run away with them. They've always been up there com-
pletely in control. Part of the reason for this is that Zeppelin
are a second generation group.

Jimmy Page had exper-
ienced life at the top with
the Yardbirds, so knew most
of the pitfalls. John Bon-
ham had been on tour with
Tim Rose, etc., so wasn't
totally naive. John Paul
Jones had done a lot of
session work and had also
been out on the road so
could cope. Robert Plant
was probably least exper-
ienced, but being of a fairly
calm and practical turn of
mind, was able to cope
equally well.

The reason for their suc-
cess was excitement. At a
time when groups were turn-
ing out self-indulgent eyes -
on -the -floor blues, when
Cream had folded and there
were too many cheap imita-
tors and no replacements
for them, there was a gaping
hole in the market.

Their music was interest-
ing, had recognisable form,
numbers were reasonably
short, mainly fast rock, and
their stage act was good,
varied and exciting.

To begin with Britain
was completely indifferent to
their talents. They were
billed as "The New Yard -
birds" although Jimmy was
the only one who had ever
been in that group, and so
they went to America where
they gradually took off.

Eventually Britain sat up
as the rave notices filtered
back across the Atlantic, and
demanded to know why it
wasn't on British soil and
by British audiences Led
Zeppelin hadn't been ac-
claimed.

As Zeppelin went back to
tour America time and time
again, this sort of backbit-
ing continued-unjustly in
that Zeppelin have always
served this country faith-
fully and well, touring at
least once a year and mak-
ing sure they visit all parts
of the country, when it is
well known that because of
the smaller venues available
here, touring can be un-
economical for big groups.

MILLIONAIRES
Nowadays Zeppelin are

entitled to take things a
little easier. They have no
plans to visit America so far
this year, and are organis-
ing their tours so that the
travelling becomes more in-
teresting.

They're going to Austra-
lia via India, because they
were so impressed with it
on their last visit. They ap-
plied to stop off at Singa-
pore but were told that it
would lie pointless ; men
with hair below shoulder

LED ZEPPELIN (left to
right) John Paul Jones, Robert
Plant, Jimmy Page and
drummer John Bonham.

ZEPPELIN
rising to

new heights
length were not allowed
through customs. At the
moment they're working on
organising a tour through
South Asia to places they've
always wanted to Visit.

They're all dollar million-
aires, and probably pound
ones as well by now. Their
records have sold in their
millions ; they have gold and
platinum awards, and re-
ceive an annual pat on the
back for their contribution
towards British exports.

Zeppelin have always
managed to sell their albums
by word of mouth and live
appearances rather than
plugs on radio or television.
Even now for their fourth
album, they didn't get many
radio plays, and to this day
they've never done more
than a couple of TV ap-
pearances.

To me, their second album
is still the best-capturing
their magical stage excite-
ment so well on album, but
there is a definite line of
progression through the
albums. The first one was
recorded only weeks after
they'd formed ; the second

is charged with emotion and
excitement ; the third is
probably the bridge album
into their newer softer style ;
the fourth is the most dar-
ing, varied and most
thoughtful thing they've
done.

Musically they get better.
Page has always been ac-
claimed for his guitar -work
(he played that wicked work
on Joe Cocker's "With A
Little Help From My
Friends"), although he ad-
mits he has to practise very
hard at keeping his hand in.

Bonham is one of the best
British drummers around ;
John Paul Jones, a steady,
inventive bass player who is
getting more into keyboards
and synthesisers every day
and Plant's vocals mature
and improve with every
album.

There are few clouds on
Zeppelin's horizon. They are
all sufficiently rational,
shrewd and in control to
steer their careers success-
fully for a good many years
to come.

CAROLINE BOUCHER
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UNDISPUTED TRUTH

BACK IN THE USA ...
SISTERS Love, who've come
up with some mighty fine soul
records for A & M over the
last year, including "The
Bigger You Love (The
Harder You Fall)" have left
the company to join Motown.
Group will record in Los
Angeles for Motown's newly -
formed Mowest label ...

James Brown has formed
another new record label-To-
gethemess. First artist he's pro-
ducing for it is a new girl singer
Lynn Collins . .

Atlantic Records have re-
packaged Isaac Hayes' first
album "Blue Haze" as "In The
Beginning" ...

Aretha's "Young, Gifted And
Black" album is ready to go out
to the shops. It includes: "Didn't
I Blow Your Mind This Time,"
"A Brand New Me," "Long
And Winding Road," "Border
Song," "Rock Steady" and a
few originals .. .

New Undisputed Truth single
will be "What It Is," a song
also featured on new Tempta-
tions' album and was rumoured
to be their next release. Word
has it their next will now be
"Take A Look Around" . .

Dramatics getting heavy air
play with "In The Rain" from
their "Whatcha See Is Whatcha
Get" album. Looks like this will
be a single and a huge hit

Michael Jackson's first solo
album includes his versions of
"Ain't No Sunshine," "Love Is
Here and Now You're Gone"
and "You've Got A Friend"

The new Ike and Tina Turner
single is "Up Here In Heah."

Another Holland -Dozier -Hol-
land revival: this time it's Jac-
kie Moore whose new single is
her version of their Elgins hit
tune "Darling Baby" . . .

Al Green's "Let's Stay To-
gether" album, which has great
advance orders and should be a
gold album for him, contains a
six -minute version of "How
Can You Mend A Brokenheart,"
a version of Eddie Floyd's "I've
Never Found A Girl" and eight
original tunes . . .

Sad: death this week of Big
Maybelle, soul veteran much
loved and remembered for "96
Tears," "Mellow Yellow," and
"The Egg Plant That Ate Chi-
cago" . . .

New US releases: Archie Bell
and the Drells "I Can't Face
You Baby," Honey Cone "The
Day I Found Myself," Barbara
and the Browns "You Don't
Love Me."

 IN this year's US Grammy
Awards nominations Isaac
Hayes up for best single and
album with "Shaft"; Marvin
Gaye's "Inner City Blues,"
Stevie Wonder's "We Can Work
It Out" and Isaac Hayes' "Never
Can Say Goodbye" competing
for best Male R&B vocal per-
formance. And best R&B female
section nominations include
A retha's "Bridge Over Troubled
Water," Jean Knight's "Mr
Big Stuff," Freda Payne's "Con-
tact" album, and very curiously,

Diana Ross with "(I Love You)
Call Me." Quite extraordinary
that one, as she's only sung it
once-in her TV spectacular.

 THE Four Tops maxi -single,
first of a series planned by Mo-
town, is issued next Friday (18).
Three tracks contained on the
record are "Bernadette"/It's The
Same Old Song"/"I Got A Feel-
ing." The company has plans to
put out similar issues by most of
their artists. How about the next
being three old Diana Ross and
the Supremes tracks? For in-
stance "I Her A Symphony"/
"You Keep Me Hanging Oa"/
"Reflections." Everyone else is
having hits with covers of their
songs, so why not them?

 DONNIE Elbert's current US
hit, "I Can't Help Myself," rush
released on Avco next week (18).
Seems a little soon for a follow
up to me but then who can
blame his new record company
for cashing in on the success
of "Where Did Our Love Go."
As for the record itself, I find
it just a little disappointing. It
has all the dance quality of his
current biggie but sounds too
much like it. The really despair-
ing thing about it is the B side
-would you believe his version
of "Love Is Here And Now
You're Gone," and even that
sounds like "Where Did Our
Love Go." Oh well.

MADELINE
BELL -FED UP
WITH TRYING
TO BE A STAR
"I TRIED to be a star but I didn't get there. The nearest I
came was Blue Mink which wasn't really what I wanted any-
way. But it's too late now. I'm 30 this year and too old to be
a pop star."

After being one of the haidest triers in the business for quite
a few years Madeline Bell has finally given up.

Or at least that's the way it
seemed talking to her last week.
Considering Blue Mink were at
the time doing great business
at London's prestigious Talk
Of The Town she looked sur-
prisingly down in the mouth.

"I'm just pissed off because I

want a bigger house and I can't
afford one," she explained some-
what disenchantedly. "My house
is much too small. I like space-
all Americans are brought up in
lots of space ; they might not have
anything else but they have lots
of room. The house seems to get
smaller and smaller but there's
no way I can afford to move
and it's really getting me down.

It sounds strange to hear a
member of a regular chart -making
group talking about being finan-
cially insecure but Blue Mink has
never made much money for
Madeline as she explains: "The
group doesn't make money be-
cause we don't work a lot. This
Talk Of The Town season is the
first we've done in a long time.

The guys don't need it, they make
their money from sessions or, in
Roger's case, songwriting. But
we've been offered quite a bit of
work during the next few months
and I hope the guys take it-I
need the money."

But Madeline's at the stage
where she wants to work and
make money so much she's even
thinking about going out and do-
ing cabaret on her own. "The
only problem is l'd have to have
a band. I would want a seven -
piece band and would need to
earn £1,000 a week to keep them
which I'm not likely to earn any-
where here. I wouldn't want to
take a band out on the road with
me if I couldn't pay them what

"People think because I'm do- they deserve."
ing this and that I must be earn- What she does plan to do dur-
ing a fortune. No one can earn a ing the coming months is "work
fortune in this country. One way as much as possible abroad. There
I used to earn a lot was sessions, they pay you in cash-most times
but there aren't that many any before you go on. I don't mind
more because groups are doing doing cabaret on the Continent
their own backing." because most people don't under-

stand what you're singing and
have to be interested.

"In England they understand
you so they don't have to look
at you. I'd like to do cabaret on
the ski -resorts in Switzerland but
if I did the club circuit over here
then I'd be going full circle."

She's even prepared to take on
a long-term backing job. "Some-
one told me the other night that

PHIL SYMES
SOUL SURVEY!

MADELINE BELL . . . too old at 30
Tom Jones was looking for a
couple of singers to back him on
a seven -month tour of the States.
I'd like to do that. When you're
working with a superstar every-
thing is so well organised. And
imagine seven months money!"

Last year she spent ten weeks
backing Johnny Halliday on the
Continent. "People say to me 'you
shouldn't be doing that-haven't

you got any pride'-but I have.
All that's important surely is that
I enjoy myself on stage.

"Anyway I don't want to be a
pop star any more-I don't think
I could cope with the responaliV-
ity. As long as I'm earning an
honest living that's enough for
me. AM nothing falls harder than
a big star."

DOUBLE LP SET
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER RSVIVAL

SHRINKWRAPPED PACKAGE CONTAINS
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"I can only think of the song
as a doodle; I didn't think
about it when I was writing it.
I didn't think about writing
something cute and catchy, I
just wrote it for Peter and me
and the people around us."

But Melanie was here for a
rest and really didn't want to
talk too much about business.
Instead, with eyes sparkling,
she talked mainly about her
new home, a fairy -story house
she's having built in New
Jersey, and about her pets.

"I got a goat for Christmas,"
she said excitedly. "I always
wanted a goat. I love goat's
milk and I figured the best way
to get it was get a goat. She's
a really great goat. She's sandy -
coloured and has these white
lines going from the tips of her
ears down to her eyes. I don't
have to tie her up or anything
because she won't leave the
house-she knows it's hers. She
comes to the door and hoofs at
it and I let her in. And she's
very clean."

CANDY HOUSE

Her complete animal family
is made up of the goat, a St
Bernard, a German sheepdog
and two sheep. "I wanted just
a baby sheep but the guy I got
it from brought it over with its
mother, a huge monster sheep
that's really ugly. It's got these
big, black, fierce eyes. But the
baby is beautiful, it's black and
all woolly."

She says her neighbours are
beginning to wonder what's
going on. "It's a fairly residen-
tial area and we've got all these
animals walking around the
garden. The people next door
don't know what to make of it."

The house being constructed
for Melanie has amazed the
neighbours as well. "I asked
the builder to make me a
ginger -bread house, with lots
of candy!" It's being built
around the style of a fairy-tale
cottage with low beams, brick
floors, and she even wanted a
thatch roof. But snags have
arisen.

"I think the construction
man didn't know what he was
taking on and it overwhelmed
him because he's become an
alcoholic! I keep finding empty

"I thought about importing
some English craftsmen to
finish it. But probably if I got
the men from England they
wouldn't be able to find the
materials they would want.

"But when it is finished it
will be a lovely house. The
kitchen is fantastic. It's warm
and has one big giant window
that looks out to some woods.
Out front there are 12 beauti-
ful pine trees and when spring
comes it will be very pretty."

Sorting out her home is one
reason Melanie has been de-
tached from the music scene for
a while. She stopped working
in December, just after the re-
lease of her "Gather Me"
album and has been off since.

"It was also to get ready for
Christmas," she admits. "It
takes me an awful long time to
prepare for it, what with decor-
ating and wrapping presents. I
know some people say Christ-
mas presents aren't so impor-
tant but to me they are. It's
the surprise of opening the
presents. I love to watch people
open them. We really get into
Christmas. This year it lasted
for at least 12 days."

Melanie's decided that each
year she wants to play a lot of
concerts together and then have
a few months off. "I hate doing
concerts that are spread out be-
cause it means that you just
begin to relax then have to get
into it again. It's better to do
a lot at once then have a while
to relax. Anyway I want to
spend more time at home. Now
that I have the house I wanted
I'd like to be there to enjoy it."

breakfast at

melanie's
SOMEHOW even breakfast seems a special occasion when you share it with Melanie.

Melanie and a dog to be precise. A dog with big sad -filled eyes, huge clumsy paws
and a sorry face; the kind to bring out all the maternal instinct in Melanie. It sat

on her lap at the breakfast table looking out at the hustle and bustle of Mayfair and
trembled. When you're from the country your first trip to the big city can be pretty
frightening.

"He's going to have to get used to cities," said Melanie, "I'm going to take him out on the
road with me." And there and then we decided his name would be Roadie.

"I'll get up in the mornings and take him for long walks. It will be so nice-it gets lonely
sometimes when you're touring."

Roadie was a present to Melanie from a friend she made while here for a week's holiday. The
fact that "Brand New Key" was sitting high in the chart had nothing to do with her being here. In
fact when she arrived she had no idea that she had a huge hit on her hands.

"I really don't understand it," she said when she found out, "like I didn't understand the success
of 'What Have They Done To My Song'. It's weird, those two songs only took about two minutes to MELANIE . . building a. ginger -bread housewrite-they were no effort at all-just like doodles.
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Phil Symes
bottles around the place and he
doesn't show up for work much
any more. I feel I did it to
him.

"So at the moment I'm living
in a half -finished house. The After "That's The Way God
fireplaces aren't finished; none Planned It" two years ago,
of the things you need to be nothing seemed to go right for
comfortable. It seems like an Billy, but now his new album
overwhelming thing to me. I'm "I Wrote A Simple Song" and
sitting in a draughty, windy the single of the same name are
house, and I don't know what in the shops.
to do about it. Five years ago he was standing

in for Ray Charles during re-
hearsals for a Shindig television
show and the word got back to
Charles that here was a man to
watch. Charles took him under
his wing and gave him a spot
in his revue between 1967 and
1969.

"He's the young man I want to
take over what I started," was the
way Charles introduced him one
night. "That's the greatest com-
pliment from any artist I've ever
had," Billy says almost bashfully.
"1 nearly fell out backstage when
he said that."

QUESTIONS
Billy is not unused to being

annointed by the music world's
mightiest characters. He started
his musical career at three with a
one -fingered version of "Mary
Had A Little Lamb," and seven
years later was accompanying the
world's finest gospel artists-people
like Mahalia Jackson and James
Cleveland, and later with Sam
Cooke.

He's worked sessions with,
among others, Aretha Franklin,
Carole King, Barbra Streisand,
Stephen Stills and Quincy Jones,
who arranged the strings and
horns on his new album.

When he was 15 he joined Little
Richard's European gospel tour
that found Itself doing rock -n -roll,
since that was what the audiences
wanted.

"We went to Hamburg," says
Billy, "and the Beatles were on
the show. They used to come
backstage and ask me a lot of
questions about Little Richard, the
States and things and we would
jam some in the rehearsals. That's
how we got tight."

Billy and the "fab four"
together for parties and the
during the Beatles '64 and
American tours and then
touch until George spotted

got
like
'65
lost
him

WATCHING Billy Preston in action the other night at
Ronnie Scott's you just know something special is

about to happen. A & M had laid on ham salads, drinks,
Julie Ege, Dionne Warwicke and Doris Troy. Billy
bounded on stage, boned through a series of acoustic
troubles that would have disqualified a lesser man, and
gave off a brilliant, joyful performance.

Preston, it seems, is out of the wilderness. He's severed
his ties with Apple and signed with A & M in Los Angeles,
which makes things handy since Los Angeles happens to be
his home town. And A & M are not about to sit on this
bundle of black energy.

Billy's a hit
just the way

God planned it

BILLY PRESTON .. . wants to be the greatest.

on stage at a Ray Charles concert.
He sent word out and Billy
arrived at the Apple offices one
day and ended up playing on "Let
It Be," "Get Back" and "Abbey
Road."

He likes his Beatles friends and
wants no part of the surrounding
controversy. "Me and George hit
it off best and we hung out more.
He plays really nice. He's got good
rhythm and lead and he's getting
better all the time now that he's
playing more. Paul is very soul-
ful . . . his voice, the range and
the things he can do with it. I
like his writing, too. I haven't
heard the new band or the album.
I've heard people say they didn't
like it but it's going to take a
while to find his groove again.

It's hard getting the right people
and the right atmosphere and
everything to go around it.

"John is a very good cat. lie
tickles me. He can just sit there
and make faces, or whatever he
does, and I just start laughing.
And Ringo he's sweet, man. He's
such a great cat. He's humble and
just likes to have a good time.
We used to go out dancing and
learning different steps. He likes
to enjoy himself. He doesn't hide
as much as the rest of them."

Billy hasn't wandered far from
the Halleluja Trail since those
early gospel days and still con-
siders religion, the non -denomina-
tional kind, as the backbone of his
whole existence.

"I don't want to build my

career and have to leave it be-
hind to go and worship so I take
it with me. I can pray anywhere."

He manages to combine a God-
fearing innocence with an almost
clawing ambition. He wants to be
the greatest-"as big as the people
I've worked for." There doesn't
seem to be much to stop him.
Chart his progress and an
irreversible pattern emerges.

Billy's played with the world's
greatest artists and on occasions
has blown them off stage. His
appearance at the Madison Square
Garden Bangla Desh benefit con-
cert being one example.

But the real Billy Preston has
been repressed for so long that a
distinct style hasn't quite emerged.
He often sounds uncannily like
Ray Charles (listen to "Without
A Song" on the new album) and
his writing draws on Lennon and
McCartney (you can hear "A
Little Help From My Friends" in
his "Outa-Space" and "Get Back"
in "The Loaner Tune").

RESPONSIBILITY
He's just written a movie score

for a Paramount picture set for
spring release and called "The
Legend Of Nigger Charlie." It's
the story of an African baby
taken, by the slave traders, to the
American south. He grows up on
a plantation but moves west,
when he's given his freedom, to
become "a heavy gunman."

"This new film score is going to
be the funkiest ever. Shaft was
funky but this is going to be funky
all the way through. Shaft was aB
right but it was the first of its
kind and that's probably why it
sold so well."

He's well pleased with his new
band, a young and enthusiastic
quartet. George Johnson, just 18,
is on guitar; Grady Manning,
bass; Robert Sam, electric piano;
and Manuel Keilog on drums.

"They're just young guys but
they're so good," he says. "They
haven't been out here before and
and it's sort of thrilling for me
to see the freshness and excite-
ment.

ANDREW TYLER
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KRIS KRISTOFFERSON -
"Me And Bobby McGee"
(Monument 64631, £2.29). He
can't sing but listen to the
words. Kristofferson, appar-
ently something of a reluc-
tant performer, has recorded
12 poems and packaged them
in country corn. He doesn't
waste his time worryin"bout
all them notes and things,
satisfying himself with
simple three or four chord
tunes and strwnalong ar-
rangements.

It's an intelligent ploy since,
like early Dylan, the listener
can concentrate on what's being
said. His "Me And Bobby Mc-
Gee"-already tackled by Gor-
don Lightfoot, Janis Joplin,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Bill Haley and
others-is a mournful version
with beautiful harp
playing (and that's
what it was all
about).
Then there's

"Blame It On The
Stones," a cutting
piece aimed at those
who are ready to harness
Jagger and Co. with re-
sponsibility for all that's
wrong in the world. "The Best
Of All Possible Worlds" is a
wry piece about a run through
the summer rain with a bottle
of vino and the inevitable con-
frontation with the law.

"Help Me Make It Through
The Night" is such an attractive
love ballad that it doesn't mat-
ter that we find him struggling
for every other note. On
"Casey's Last Ride" he uses a
more ambitious arrangement-
strings, fuller drums and elec-
tric bass instead of acoustic. It
tells of a man imprisoned in the
frigid isolation of a city. And
there are more tales of love,

ris forgets the notes
travelling and drinking ***
AT

AL STEWART - "Orange"
(CBS 64730, £2.29). The thought
of Al Stewart going electric is
enough to bring his most ardent
fans out in a cold sweat. But
fear not for Al, with a little
help from Quiver and Brinsley
Schwartz musicians and Rick
Wakeman, has produced an al-
bum well up to his remarkable
"Love Chronicles."

His voice still has that fey
quality and his guitar playing
has improved noticeably espec-
ially on the one instrumental
track 'Once An Orange, Always
An Orange," a beautiful classic-
ally oriented piece.

Al's strongpoint has always
been his lyrics and like his other
albums this is full of tales of
love; tales which can be related
to anyone's life.

With the exception of Bob
Dylan's "I Don't Believe You"
all the tracks were written by
Al, the most instantly commer-
cial being -Amsterdam."

This is an album which really
does grow on you the more you
hear it. **** BK
CHICKEN SHACK - "Imagi-
nation Lady" (Deram SDL 5,
£2.39). This is the fifth album
from Stan Webb's Chicken
Shack. He uses two young but
proficient sidemen - John Glas-
cock on bass and Paul Hancox,

drums.
The new line-up began a Bri-

tish tour yesterday (Wednesday)
at Birmingham's Town Hall and
Stan, renowned for his clown-
ing on and off stage, promises
a facelift to this image. He
won't be abandoning the stage
act but plans to tone it down
so that the music isn't over-
whelmed.

-Imagination Lady" amounts
to a vehicle for Stan's pulverising
guitar style. With few exceptions
the songs move at express train
pace with little to distinguish
one track from another. Four
are Stan's own compositions:
"The Loser," "Telling Your For-
tune," "Poor Boy" and "Daugh-
ter Of The Hillside." He also
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includes Tim Hardin's "If I
Were A Carpenter." It starts
with an unadorned downbeat
guitar and vocal intro and after
a couple of verses bass and
drums join in. Together they
wax and wain building and drop-
ping the tension.

They are, much the same
mood for the rest of the album.
"The Loser," the closing track,
provides some welcome vocal
harmony relief. ***AT

NINA SIMONE-"This Is . . .

Nina Simone" (Philips Interna-
tional Series 6336 202, £1.25).
Miraculous value for money at
£1.25. It's the sort of record
you. leave on the turntable over-
night so that st's available first
thing next morning. Nina is part-
nered by producer and arran-
ger Hal Mooney with whom
she's worked consistently and
profitably for many years.

On most tracks he supports
with strings and horns but stays
well back on "Come Ye," Nina's
own composition, featuring a
simple percussive backing.
Mostly he lays on old-fashioned
intros and the sort of climactic
finishes that are perfect for
Nina's vocals.

After about 30 plays, I've set-
tled for "I Hold No Grudge"
as my favourite track. It's Nina
at her best with shades of "I
Put A Spell On You."

And listen Ito how she links
"Take Me To The Water" with
"I'm Going Back Home." They
are songs of love won and lost,
plus a couple of modem -day
spirituals. There's also a flash
of humour with the inclusion of
"Brown Eyed Handsome Man,"
who's bedevilled women since
time began. ****AT
THE WOODS BAND - "The
Woods Band" (Greenwich GSLP
1004, £2.39). Well known in folk

circles is one Terry Woods who
together with Gay Woods and
friends go to make up the
Woods Band. They're a lively
outfit not unlike Steeleye Span
at times, which is not surprising
as Terry together with Tyger
Hutchins founded Steeleye.

But on this album it is hard
to judge their true ability. Much
of the album is unadventurous,
sticking largely to traditional
Irish music with the now accep-
ted soft rock accompaniment.

When they try modern material
as on Terry's "Dreams," the
group seem to come to life
and the effect is more listenable.
A good if not inspired album.
* * *BK.

LAURA NYRO AND
LABELLE "Gonna Take A
Miracle" (CBS 64770, £2.29).
Here's a funny thing. The
mysterious Miss Nyro, whose
composing credits include such
gems as "Wedding Bell Blues"
and "And When I Die," sud-
denly freaking out in company
with Labelle and belting out un-
commonly uptempo tunes-and
making a real meal of them.

Perhaps she's out of her some-
what depressive period, pre-
ferring to turn her vocal talent
towards something more lively
and exciting. A curious choice,
even so, of three numbers popu-
larised by Martha Reeves and
the Vandellas-"Dancing T.i The
Street," "Jimmy Mack" and
"Nowhere To Run," sticking to
the arrangement but managing to
lift the melodies above the
Motown versions.

Disappointing, in a way, that
she's seemingly forsaken her own
songwriting in this new set-up
with Labelle, but it's an in-
triguing departure all the same.

Not an immediately enthrall-
ing album, but it will grow on
you. *** ML

TITANIC
-SEA WOLF-CBS 64791

Four Norwegian musicians meeting with
an English lead singer resulted in the
launching of one of Europe's most successful
groups-Titanic. Last year they invaded
Britain taking the Marquee by storm and
conquering the hit parade with an amazing
instrumental. Here is
a great record of their
exploits which includes
their hit single 'Sultana'.

SLY AND THE FAMILY STONE
--THERE'S A RIOT GOIN' ON-
EPIC 64613

"I wouldn't trade my group for all the tea
in Mexico." That's Sly Stone talking about
his "Family" for whom the modern word
'funky' seems to have been invented. A new
more mellow Sly has emerged from his
musical exile to put
together a very personal
set of compositions,
using his incredibly
funky rhythm section
and wah wah guitar, but
at a slower, more spaced
out pace.

THERE'S A MOT COW ON
MIA ME FAMILY SION
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Music to beg,
borrow, steafor
even buy.

JEFF BECK
-ROUGH AND READY-EPC 64619

After two years Jeff Beck. ex Yardbird,
has finally joined forces with Cozy Powell
on drums, Bob Tench-vocals, Clive
Chaman on bass, Max Middleton on piano,
and produced an album which is being
treated as one of the
major U.K. releases this
month. Working with
truly fine musicians
again the brilliant, Beck
is back at his best.

row,
Imnian

POCO
-FROM THE INSIDE-EPC 64543

Sometimes Poco music is a steel guitar
being played through a Leslie and sounding
like an organ. Sometimes Poco music is an
exuberant, impulsive scream of joy.
Sometimes Poco music is the melodic web
of two guitars or the
eliptical meshing of two
voices. Always Poco
music is people music
seen from the inside.
This album features
their recent hit single
"Just For Me And
You".

POLO
from the inside
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG
-THE GENIUM OF LOUIS
ARMSTRONG-CBS 66225

"The man loved his horn and lived his
horn. All his expression was in his music.
Louis was a natural. The Man Upstairs
intended him to be that. The world lost a
champion when it lost Louis Armstrong.
And I mean the world,
not just the United
States. He had an awful
lot of soul ... an awful
lot of soul."

Earl Hines.

BOZ SCAGGS
-BOZ SCAGGS & BAND-
CBS 64431

If you've ever been in a Boz Scaggs
audience, you already believe that music
can heal the sick and drive the timid wild. If
you haven't, this album will convince you.
It combines the energy
of a Boz Scaggs
performance and the
subtle, lovely music Boz
creates. Hard, blasting,
driving, horn -band rock
blended with rolling,
gentle, fluid lyricism.

THE BYRDS
-FARTHER ALONG-CBS 64676

This is the first album Roger, Clarence,
Gene and Skip have produced themselves.
It's bursting with new ideas contributed by
all members of the group-their most
energetic album since "Fifth Dimension"
All facets of Byrds music are explored-
from the bombastic 12 -string boogie on
Roger McGuinn's "Tiffany Queen", to the
rollicking irony of
"America's Great
National Pastime", to
Clarence White's banjo
wizardry on "Bristol
Steam Convention
Blues", to the gentle
country balladry of
"Lazy Waters".

I/tea/ads
gad/rel./Woof

BILL EVANS
-THE BILL EVANS ALBUM-
CBS 64533

Since his last album, the music of Bill
Evans, master pianist and brilliant
composer, has evolved, strengthened
matured, and solidified. There's a difference
in the rhythm; the linear movement and the
melodic construction have an inner dynamic
feeling that hasn't been
emphasised for some
time. This album has
been eagerly awaited by
musicians, critics, other
pianists and you -name -
it. That if fulfils those
expectations surprises
only Bill. Someone
ought to tell him.

THE Ell. EVANS ALBUM
FtnlainniTte Two a., Plc.*
Sow Rfin/VIMEt Far Debby/ rrt
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ALBUM
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RICHARD HARRIS "My Boy"
(Probe SPBA 6263, £2.40). It's
reported that Richard rehearsed
solidly for 16 hours before em-
barking on his current British
tour, on which songs from this
superb album will be previewed.
Such dedication to detail is
similarly reflected in the effort
and feeling that's obviously gone
into the production of this col-
lection of concept songs -each
one of which has an amazing
magic and meaning.

As it was essentially Richard's
brainchild -and a brave move
for someone not especially rated
as a singer -one gets the feeling
that much of the sentiment is
self -reflected; him being some-
what a lonely person. Although
he was only responsible per-
sonally for two numbers -the
moving "Why Did You Leave
Me" and the sad '"All The
Broken Children" -contributions
from Jimmy Webb and the
amazing Martin and Coulter,
men behind the beautiful "My
Boy" title ballad, have married
magnificently with the all-round
mood of the album.

Richard sings with sensational
style; his big, bold voice en-
hanced by excellent arrangements
and some of the finest production
work I've heard in a long while.
I rate the "My Boy" single
among our modern "standards";
the LP a veritable gem. ****
ML

RICHIE HAVENS -The Great
Blind Degree (Polydor Super
2480 049, £2.15). The title also
marks the first published writings
of Richie Havens, shortly
arriving in what seems to be a
book of his personal philoso-
phies. That will make interesting
reading, for Havens is without
doubt one of the deepest, most
interesting and complex charac-
ters on today's music scene.

It will also be interesting to
read HIS thoughts, for this, like
most of his earlier albums, con-
tains no original material, but
more of his unique interpreta-
tions of others' hits. No com-
plaints, for Havens manages to
take familiar songs and transform
them into something that is all
his own. This time he takes "Fire
And Rain," Townshend's "See
Me, Feel Me," Bobby Scott's
"Think About The Children,"
Cat Stevens' "Father And Son
(strangely "pluralised" here), and
Graham Nash's "Teach Your
Children" plus others. ****
DU

ARRIVAL -Arrival (CBS 64733,
2.29). Really they should now be
renamed Return, for this is the
second coming of this fine vocal
outfit. The first time round I

seemed to lead the cheering,
praising (justifiably!) their singles
and first album. But things didn't
go the way they were planned,
and only now after too long a
resting period are 'they working
again.

I tread softly but will still
maintain that this group will
achieve great things; they have
more originality and talent in
them than most of their con-
temporaries, and Dyan Birch re-
mains one of the finest, most
sensitive and touching voices to
emerge in recent years.

The band is now reshaped, but
Dyan and fellow voices Frank
Collins and Paddy McHugh re-
main with original keyboard man
Tony O'Malley. With the excep-
tion of "Family Tree," their last
single, all the songs here are
original, written mainly by
Frank, and they encompass a
variety of moods. "Glory Be"
continues his earlier love of
gospel music, "So It Is Written"
is soft and gentle with strings
and lovely voice, "You, Love
And Me" is a tremendous vocal
harmony exercise, full of rich
chords and a cathedral atmos-
phere. Listen, too, for Dyan's
own song, "Not Preconceived"
with its good conga rhythms and
flute passages.

Only scar is O'Malley's self-
indulgent item, "Understanding."
Apart from being the longest
track on the album it is badly
sung, with Tony suffering from

Ray Charles illusions, and be-
comes very boring. The rest is
so good, though, that I'll even
excuse them that! *** DH

RAY STEVENS-Turn Your
Radio On (CBS 64760, £2.29).
Ray Stevens is one of pop's
most unpredictable characters.
He can score with amazing
novelties like "Bridget The
Midget" and then turn on to
strong social comment with
"Business Man." Here are more
sides to Ray Stevens, mainly the
sacred side. Of the 11 numbers
eight could be construed as
having religious connotations,
from the traditional "All My
Trials" to gospel things like
"Why Don't You Lead Me To
That Rock" and "Love Lifted
Me." It's not altogether a satis-
factory mixture -the slow songs
tend to drag a little, and it's
hard to accept the change.
Vocally and musically 'there are
several highlights, notably the
two secular fast numbers, "Turn
Your 'Radio On" and "Have A
Little Talk With Myself." ***
DH

"THE BEST OF TOMMY
JAMES AND THE SHON-
DELLS"-(Roulette Select 2432
002, £1.95). Tommy James is one
of America's best and most in-
ventive pop merchants, yet with
the exception of the pounding
"Mony Mony," he's totally
escaped British attention. Surely
there must be some connoisseurs
ready to appreciate songs like
"Sweet Cherry Wine," "I Think
We're Alone Now," "Hanky
Panky" and "Love's Closing In
On Me." The joy of James is
that everything he does is
different; everything has some-
thing special about it. There are
14 good songs here and you
should catch up on them. ***
DH

DAVE VAN RONK-"V an
Ronk" (Polydor 24 4052, £2.15).
Whatever Van Ronk lacks in his
voice he makes up for it in his
feeling for the numbers he does.
He obviously will have nothing
to do with a song unless the
lyrics (or messages) appeal to
him. Like Rod McKuen, Van
Ronk makes no pretence about
being a balladeer, in fact he
makes up the notes as he goes
along, but there's something
about it -the appeal of a busker
who just belts it out for the hell
of it. Dave Woods' arrangements
do a lot for Van Ronk's sing-
ing. Don't dismiss this set at
first listening, you've got to sit
down and listen, then something
grows on you. *** BS

DAVID BEDFORD - "Nurses
Song With Elephants" (Dan-
delion 2310 165, £0.00). With all
due respect to David Bedford
(he's not the star athlete for a
kick-off) why did you bother?
This strange album of five
obviously very personal pieces
would have been best left on
your own personal 'tapes. It is
probably what you have been
dying to do for years but really
the public has got along quite
well without and will continue
to do so. Tracks for descant re-
corders, ten acoustic guitars,
girls' voices and plastic pipe
twirlers are not the answer to
anybody's prayer. It may mean
something to David Bedford
and even to the Arts Council
who offered funds for the com-
mission of one track but it goes
either above, below or around
me . . . or all three perhaps.
* BS

FLASH (Sovereign SVNA 7251,
£2.40). When all the double en-
tendres about Flash have died
down we can get into the real
thing -the music. And it's not
at all bad (there's no reason why
it should be, of course). Led by
ex -Yes man Peter Banks, assisted
by Colin Carter, Ray Bennett and
Mike Hough and just for the
album another ex -Yes man Tony
Kaye, Flash offer just five tracks
of mainly long instrumental
pieces showing the capabilities
of the line-up but rather too
easily dismissed by the ear.
Although it goes on much too
long, the opening number "Small
Beginnings" is certainly the best.
It's Yes influenced, not un-
pleasant with some splendid
solo flashes (?) but just a bit
boring. ** BS

BARKING

PROGRESSIVE

TOP

10
List Our
Price Price

1. Bangla Desh £5.50 £4.95
2. A Nod Is As

Good As A
Wink --Faces £2.49 £2.25

3. In The West-
Jimi Hendrix £2.35 £1.85

4. American Pie- Don Mc-
Lean £2.15 £1.90

5. Teaser and The
Firecat - Cat
Stevens £2.30

6. Killer - Alice
Cooper £2.29

7. New Led Zep-
pelin £2.35

8. 'Fog On The
Tyne - Lindis-
farne £2.30 £2.05

9. America by
America £2.30 £2.05

10. Imagination
Lady - Chick-
en Shack £2.39 £2.15

£2.05

£2.05

£2.10

EXPECTED VERY SOON
Harvest, Niel Young

£2.49 £2.15
Thick As A Brick
Jethro Tull £2.30 £2.05
I Can't Get No
Satisfaction, Roll-
ing Stones £2.17 £2.00
New Free LP £2.30 £2.05

THE FASTEST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

!SIMONS
16 Ripple Road, Barking, Essex. 10

01-594 1632

50p OFF ANY OF THESE ALBUMS

List Our.
Price Price

1. Mud Slide Slim - James
Taylor £2.29 £1.79

2. Fragile - Yes £2.35 £1.85
3. Blue - Joni Mitchell £2.29 £1.79
4. Mothers Live at Fillmore

East £2.29 £1.79
5. Islands - King Crimson £2.30 £1.80
6. Hendrix in the West £2.35 £1.85
7. Sweet Baby James £2.29 £1.79
8. Clouds - Joni Mitchell £2.29 £1.79
9. Madman -Elton John £2.49 £1.99

10. Ladies of Canyon -Joni
Mitchell £2.29 £1.79

Due to popular demand these albums
have been added to the offer

11. Tarkus - Emerson, Lake
and Palmer £2.30 £1.80

12. Fearless by The Family £2.49 £1 99
13. Wild Life -Wings £2.15 £1.65
14. Collectors - Colosseum £2.30 £1.80
15. Saturday Morning

Pictures - Stray £2.15 £1.65
All orders exceeding £1.75 free of post
and packing.

(if under please add 15p)
Any LP available with reduction as
follows: £2.49, £2.25; £2.40, £2.15; £2.29,
£2.30, £2.05; £2.17, £2.00; £2.15, £2.09,
£1.99, £1.90; 99p, 92fp.

SOUL & TAMLA
TOP

List Our
Price Price

1. Black Moses -
Isaac Hayes £4.50 £4.00

2. There's A Riot
-Sly and The
Family Stone £2.29 £2.05

3. Shaft - Isaac
Hayes £3.45 £3.20

4. Hits Vol. 2 -
Stevie Wonder £2.15 £1.90

5. Motown Vol. 6 £2.15 £1.90
6. Aretha Hits £2.15 £1.90
7. I'm Still Waiting

-Diana Ross £2.15 £1.90
8. Woyaya - Osi-

bisa £2.19 £2.00
9. What's Going On

-Marvin Gaye £2.15 £1.90
10. Non Stop Tam -

la Hits £2.15 £1.90

Brand New Tamla Motown
Singles -5 for £1.00

List now available at 5p

Plain Cassettes 40p for 1 hour

Also available cut-price music
Cassettes and 8 -track cart-
ridges.

BASILDON

KELLEYS
foe Ait

RECORDS
GEORGE HARRISON-Bangla Desh

Concert. Should Retail £5.50,
Selling for £5.00 Special Offer.

BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST -Other
Short Stories, £2.40.

EAST OF EDEN -New Leaf, £2.40.
FACES (THE) -A Nod's As Good

As A Wink To A Blind Horse,
£2.29.

THE FAMILY -Fearless, £2.29.
VAN MORRISON-Tupelo Honey,

£2.29.
JOHN SEBASTIAN -The Four Of

Us, f2.29.
REDBONE-Witch Queen of New

Orleans, £2.29.
THE BYRDS-Greatest Hits Volume

2, £2.29.
MOTT THE HOOPLE-Brain Capers,

£2.25.
CAROLE KING -Music, £2.30.
CHICAGO -Live At Carnegie Hall

(4 Record Set), £6.49.

Maxi Singles 48p & 50p

Singles Still Only 46p

82 Town Square, Basildon
Telephone 21638

BIRKENHEAD

BIRMINGHAM

BEV BEVANS

HEAVYHEAD
RECORDS

803 Stratford Road,
Birmingham 11
021-777 3498

Reductions on most albums

BIRMINGHAM

61

RECORDS
(H. S. & F. D. Jackson Ltd.)

11 The Grosvenor
Shopping Centre

NORTHFIELD
021476 3973

16 St. Mary's Row
MOSELEY
021-449 2974

BIRMINGHAM
10% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS

EDINBURGH

BRUCE'S RECORD SHOP
The Life & Times Of Country Joe

& The Fish (Double Import).
£4.50.

Greenhouse - Leo Kottke (Import),
£2.99.

Best Of Buffy Sainte -Marie (Double
Import), £4.50.

Happy Christmas/The War Is Over
John Lennon (Import Single),
75p.
Cash with order post free U.K.

79 Rose St., Edinburgh 031 226
2804; 1 Sauchiehall St., Glasgow,

041 332 3210.

LEEDS

R. S. KITCHEN
22 KING EDWARD STREET

LEEDS 1
For all EPs, LPs contact one of
Leeds Leading Record Shops.
Full postal service provided. For
further information, contact:

LEEDS 22222

LONDON

PAUL
FOR MUSIC

All collectors meet at our Record
Stall outside Whitechapel Under-
ground Station (Fridays and Satur-
days). Bargains in LPs and singles
173p). Shops at

24 Cambridge Heath Road. El
(790 1074) and

67 Leather Lane, EC1 (405 1270)
Have permanent Sale of LPs re-
duced to 621p.
Shop at
4 Station Place, Finsbury Park, N4

(272 0455)
Specialise In Reggae and Soul

LONDON

HARRY HAYES
RECORD SHOPS

203 North End Road, W14
FUL 1481

(50 yards West Kensington
station).

847 Fulham Road, SW6
REN 4597

(80 yards from Munster
Road).

We have in stock the most
popular of the new releases
and previous releases. We
accept your unwanted
records in part exchange
for records of your choice.

LONDON

SPECIAL OFFER
While Stocks Last

THE WHO "DIRECT HITS" £1.50
ARTHUR BROWN "THE CRAZY

WORLD OF ARTHUR BROWN" 75p
BEATLES "LET IT BE" SINGLE
25p.
Cash with order plus 10p for postage

POP INN
28 High Rd., South Woodford, E.18

01-989 1515

LONDON

ONE STOP RECORDS

40 SOUTH MOULTON

STREET, W. I

97-99 DEAN ST., W. I

NOTTINGHAM

CRUISIN'
The famous series of American
oldies albums. Cruisin' 1956, 57.
58, 59, 60, 61, 62, now back in
stock. Price £2 each or £12 per set.
Post free. Full list of tracks now

available.
SELECTA DISC

92 ARKWRIGHT STREET
NOTTINGHAM

NOTTINGHAM

Papworths offer
FLASH "FLASH," £2.16
OSIBISA "WOYAYA," £2.16
POCO "FROM THE INSIDE," £2.06
BADFINGER "STRAIGHT UP."

£1.94
JETHRO TULL "THICK AS A

BRICK," £2.07
KOSSOFF & KIRK, £2.07
NILLSON SCHMILLSON, £2.07
STRAWBS "GRAVE NEW WORLD,"

£2.07
DON McCLEAN "AMERICAN PIE,"

£1.94
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS, £2.07

THESE ALBUMS AVAILABLE
THROUGH MAIL ORDER ONLY.

All orders sent posit free.

Papworth of Nottingham
32 Alfreton Road, Nottingham

NG7 3NL

OLDHAM

DISCLAND
MARKET AVENUE

OLDHAM
TEL.: MAIN 4094

Also:

THE SHOPPING
PRECINCT

BOLTON ROAD

WALKDEN
"The Record Shop with the

Record Stock."

PORTSMOUTH

CO-OPERATIVE
HOUSE

FRATTON ROAD
For all the latest releases

PORTSEA ISLAND MUTUAL
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD.

f24444441V64144.14W~444

SOUTHEND

BUBBLE & SQUEAK
RECORDS

Specialists in
Progressive Music

All albums at discount
Mall order (post free) service

13 QUEENS ROAD,
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
Tel.: 0702 - 44797

WELLINGBOROUGH

WORLD WIDE RECORD SERVICE
Laura Nyro "Gonna Take A

Miracle" LP. £2.29.
Arrival "Arrival" LP. £2.29.
Ashton, Gardner and Dyke "What

A Bloody Long Day It's Been"
LP, £2.40.

It's A Beautiful Day "Choice
Quality Stuff" LP, E2.29.

Burning Red Ivanhoe "W.W.W."
LP, £2.15.

The Hollies LP, 77p.
Manfred Mann "Earth Band" LP,

£2.15p.
Amon Duul II "Phallus Dei" LP.

£1.10.
Brinsely Schwarz "Silver Pistol"

LP, £2.15.
Beatles "Magical Mystery Tour"

(Import) LP. £3.15.
Beatles "Early Years" LP, 83p.

Special Offer:
"Bangle Desh Concert" George

Harrison, 3 -LP set £5.50. Bar-
gain price £5.

Paul McCartney/Wings LP. £2.15.
Bargain price £1.95.

Ready Soon:
Jethro Tull "As Thick As A Brick"

LP, £2.30.
Neil Young "Harvest" LP. £2.49.
Large stocks of Musicassettes and
8 -track cartridges.' UK custoMere
please add lOp P. & D. All Orders
over £3 sent post free In UK Only.
All overseas orders sent tree et UK
tax. Details of postage charges on
request. From:
JORDANS MUSIC CENTRE LTD.
17 Victoria Road, Wellingborough

Telephone 2689
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RUFUS 'S BIG
HANG-UP
WOW, RUFUS Thomas really
has a hang-up about his skin
(Disc 22.1.72). Look at the
whole wave of black artists
in the American chart: Isaac
Hayes, Sly and the Family
Stone, Supremes, Stevie Won-
der, Temptations, Smokey
Robinson, Martha and the
Vandellas, does he expect us
to believe any of these people
aren't black?

Take a look at the real facts
-who would choose to promote
a 55 -year -old, bald-headed solo
act over the Jackson 5? Careers
are started with youth not skin
colour -get off it. -P. A. Jones,
Ermine Street, Little Stukeley,
Hunts.

WAKEY, WAKEY!
WE FEEL we must apologise
to the wonderful Kinks for the
dopey audience they had at their
Rainbow gig last Monday.
What is the matter with Lon-
don audiences? They just sit in
their seats, looking like butter
wouldn't melt in their mouths,
not only must it be frustrating
for the group, but also for those
in the audience who do look
like they are enjoying themselves.
Why is it that in the North,
the audience nearly brings the
house down for the group, and
yet the dozy infuriating Lon-
doners won't even clap their
hands.

If we hear the cry "why don't
more groups play in London"
we'll know what the answer is.
Until London audiences wake
up and learn how to really en-
joy themselves at concerts we
wouldn't blame any groups for
never wanting to play there
again.

Getting back to the Kinks
though - many thanks for a
wonderful performance. You
really are the greatest. - Two
happy Kink fans, Luke House,
Bigland Street, London, E.1.

TONY'S "JOKES"
I FEEL moved to express my
annoyance at the comments
Tony Blackburn makes with
monotonous regularity each time
he plays a T. Rex single. He
always remarks that every T.
Rex single sounds the same.

Might I suggest that Mr.
Blackburn listens to himself
coming out with the same old
phrases and "jokes" every
morning before passing com-
ment? - Lin Charman, Elm
Grove, Horsham, Sussex.

CRYOGENICS AND

RADIO
STEPHEN ROBINSON has
some of his facts wrong in his
witty letter headed "Radio On
Ice" (Pop Post 29.1.72).

Firstly, the Free Radio Asso-
ciation has never made a profit.
Also, I have not received a
salary at any time during the
five years it has been running.

Secondly (much as I hate to
spoil the pun), the FRA has not
gone into "cold store." Every
week in Disc the Association
advertises its free associate mem-
bership.

Thirdly, my work for the Bri-

Sarah and P.J.
the bare facts
I AM disgusted by the way some very good stars and artists are
treated. Some of them get booted off the stage and are told not
to appear again without being given the chance to explain. While
other stars can do just what they like and get away with it!

A few years ago, P. J. Proby did a show and his trousers acci-
dentally split. Because of this he was banned from a lot of dates.
Now, to' my disgust, I read that a certain Sarah Gordon did a show
and finished up half naked. But she will be allowed to do more
shows. Is everyone a fool not to notice what is happening. Get lost
Sarah. Bring back P.1. -Mr. S. Lee, Tyldesley Road, Blackpool.

POST
Write to Pop Post, Disc and
Music Echo, 161 Fleet
Street, London, EC4P 4AA

tish Cryogenic Society is also
voluntary.

Far from "cashing in" on any-
thing, the British Cryogenic
Society has brought to Britain
a new hope for people who are
incurably ill. They can now, if
they wish, be frozen (immediately
after clinical death) by a method
which provides the possibility
of future resuscitation.

The British Cryogenic Society
and FRA Share the same ad-
dress, but the two organisations
are completely separate. -Geof-
frey Pearl, Eastwood Road,
Rayleigh, Essex.

HOLLIES' TROUBLE
IN MSC's "Scene" (29.1.72)
you said that Tony Hicks and
Bobby Elliott were the only
original members of the Hol-
lies, this is not so, as Don Rath -
bone was the group's drummer
right up till their second single,

rchin' " and Bobby Elliott
did not join the group until
their third single, "Stay." This
leaving only Tony Hicks the
original member. - Alan Cregg,
Meaford Avenue, Stone,
 Apologies for a total brain-
storm. You're all doubtless aware
that gremlins got at our Hollies'
captions too.

I TAKE my courage in both hands and pronounce my pop verdict.
The accused -T. Rex. The charge -producing the most inane,
tuneless garbage to hit the chart -in the form of their new single.
I'd like to know how much longer T. Rex think they can survive.
My guess is -no longer. "Telegram Sam" is the absolute limit.

I urge all the teenyboppers to invest their fifty pence on worth-
while music. Marc Bolan is an "unimaginative" freak. He must
not be allowed to take us, the public, for a ride ever again. It's
up to us to ignore T. Rex and hopefully they'll go away. -A Ian
Bowyer, Moor Lane, Southport, Lancs.

1
CLUES ACROSS

1. He's a song (so sing him)! (4, 6)
8. High ones on sneakers (5)
9. Season of '42 (6)

10. Osibisa album (6)
12. Change sides by mistake (6)
13. Eager type with Krause (6)
15. "- Me" (Price and Fame) (6)
18. Primeval Kinky creature? (6)
20. Poetry on at your local cinema? (5)
21. Instructions from the Marvels (4, 6)

CLUES DOWN
2. "- - I Have to Cry" (5, 3)
3. Vigorous and having great desires? (5)
4. The trouble with Sam and Dave? (6)
5. Miss Weston (3)
6. What one monkey doesn't. stop (4)
7. There's this goin' on for Sly and the Family

Stone (1, 4)
11. Singer for whom Dr. Spooner would have

had a real need! (4, 4)
13. Marc makes Diddley start languidly (5)
14. Get on by bringing me up with a Jefferson

Airplane disc (6)
16. Where Commander Cody gets losit (5)
17. Cast your fate to it- (4)
19. The Move in new guise, initially (3)

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION AND WINNERS
ACROSS: 1. McLaughlin. 7. One -din. 8. Move. 10.
Stray. 11. George. 14. Ruffin. 16. Brigs(BrIggs). 17.
Greg. 18. Leslie. 19. Persuaders
DOWN: 2. Cherry. 3. Amity. 4. Hammer. 5. I Ever.
6. Low Spark. 9. Jeepster. 12. MIngus. 13. Killer.
15. Forte. 16. Bread.
G. Hargan, 60 Premier Road, PallIster Park, Middles-
brough, Teesside. S. R. Gillingham, 4 Hunt Road,
Somerford, Christchurch, Hants. Pauline Warder. 52
Manor Road, Lake, Sandown, Isle of Wight. A. N.
Price, 99 Downton Avenue, Streatham Hill, London,
SW2. Andrew Townshend, 12 Kennedy Crescent, Gos-
port, Hants. David Miller, 26a Lucy Hail Drive, Bail -
don, Shipley, Yorks.
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MiFilirst six correct entries win FREE LPs. Send
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answers by first post Monday to: `Discword,'
DISC, 161 Fleet Street, London, EC4P 4AA
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LIVE MUSIC REVIEWS

ELTON JOHN . . . entertainment all the way

ELTON JOHN
LAST Saturday Elton John followed
through on his success with London
Weekend's "Aquarius," ITV's token
gesture to BBC -2, by having a massive
concert taped at London's Royal Fes-
tival Hall. The programme is to be
split into two parts.

For me, the first half with Elton.
Nigel Olssen, Dee Murray and guitarist
Davey Johnstone on his first gig with
them, was the more enjoyable.

The second half, with the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, Paul Buck -
master, modern percussion, guitars and
a line-up of back-up vocalists that reads
like a who's who of session singers,
Elton has done before and very success-
fully, too. Last time it was just for
the hell of doing it. This time there
must have been a lot of bread riding
on It which could account for the
slightest bit of atmosphere missing from
the whole thing.

Songs like "Your Song," "Come
Down In Time," "Madman Across The
Water" and especially "Tiny Dancer"
were magnificently successful. But
songs that rely on improvisation of de-
livery, length, etc, like "Take Me To
The Pilot," "Burn Down The Mission"
and "Indian Sunset" are hindered by
sheer weight of numbers of the
orchestra.

Nevertheless, the good outweighed
the bad and Paul Buckmaster's ar-
rangements are powerful, if they tend
not to utilise the whole orchestra, show-
ing his favouritism for strings, and he
certainly holds the orchestra together
well.

The good did outweigh the bad in
this half and it was certainly success-
ful -but above all highly entertaining,
something which Elton John always
seems to have to the fore of his mind.

The first half previewed Elton's next
album, "Honky Chateau," which was
made in France and is due out in
June of this year. After the dive
"Madman" took as far as record sales
in this country go, this must have
been quite important to him. As far
as I am concerned from hearing this
preview, he can relax, June just can't
come quickly enough for me.

Davey Johnstone slips quite neatly
into the EJ line-up, playing banjo,
acoustic guitar and electric mandolin
as well as electric guitar. As yet his
guitar style doesn't quite seem to be-
long to the Elton John style. It may
be because we're not used to hearing
a guitar so prominent or it may take
him some time to rethink and re-
adjust.

Tracks previewed in this first half
were:

Pretty Little Black Eyed Suzy: A very
funky number, holding back on piano
in favour of lead and bass work.

Salvation: Border Song type of intro.
One of his slower melodic songs, with
guitar using finger style.

Mellow: An Elton John type of soul
with those dramatic if minute pauses
delivering the vocals in a really heart-
felt style.

Arnie: Jean Luc Ponty plays violin
on this on the album. It's a rolling,
rocking song with dramatic EJ chords.

Mona Lisa's And Mad Hatters: An
EJ ballad that builds up. Davey John-
stone plays electric mandolin.

Honky Cat: A fun honky-tonk song
with Davey Johnstone on banjo. An
overriding "Chinese Laundry Blues"
like a Chinese Rolling Stones.

Rocket Man: This is to be released
as a single. It's a ballad with highs
and lows. Davey Johnstone on acoustic
guitar makes it almost like a James
Taylor song, but with more guts.

Hercules: Gutsy rocker that really
drives. It has echoes of a 50s rocker
with all the best qualities on 70s pre-
sentation and musicianship. The guitar
really works on this.

Fashion Note: Elton John's first half
attire was a short silvery sequinned
jacket, with three quarter length red
trousers with turn -ups, under which he
wore knee-length silver boots, In the
second half, as a note of deference to
the orchestra, no doubt, he wore a
subdued pure white evening suit with
matching top hat.

It's entertainment all the way with
EJ!-GAVIN PETRIE

BILLY PRESTON
IT SHOULDN'T be too long before we
see Billy Preston headlining his own
Rainbow concert. For one hour on
Friday night he filled that vacuous.
foreboding hall with enough good spirit
to last until his return.

He faced a not inconsiderable test
of character wedged, as he was, be-
tween Gallagher and Lyle and Poco,
but he left the audience on their feet
begging for more.

He tried out his new single. "I Wrote
A Simple Song," plus "The Bus Is
Coming" from his new A & M album
and a few surprises like "Soulful
Symphony," where he jokes around on
piano with some classical pieces. Also
on piano there were straight and funk
versions of "There's A Place" from
"West Side Story."

He even enlivened that old chestnut
"Summertime." "Dig it cos I've got
a few surprises," said Billy. His sur-
prises were impersonations of Bach
and Ray Charles. Billy worked between
1967 and 1969 on the Charles revue
and his impression of the master was
so fine it was astonishing.

Billy and his God Squad, a quartet
of very capable Los Angeles musicians,
officially rounded off with "My Sweet
Lord" and Billy, in fiery leather suit,
danced his way off stage. He danced
back on again a few moments later for
the "thank you" song where he thanks
his audience, his band and The Lord
for coming along and helping out. -

ANDREW TYLER

FREE

Free's PAUL RODGERS
ALL THOSE of us who dug Free and
thought we would never see them
again together, duly trooped happily
along to Newcastle's City Hall expect-
ing to hear all the old Free favourites.
And that is precisely what we got.

Those of us who thought custom
might have staled their infinite variety
(to coin a phrase) were pleasantly
surprised. From the moment Paul
Rodgers burst into "Travelling Man"
the night belonged to Free.

All the old things one associates
with the band -obscenely girating Paul,
driving beat, all too occasional flashes
of guitar magic from Kossoff, even the
teeny girls hurling themselves head-
long at the stage -all of it just as we
remembered it.

"We're back together because we
like to play," said Paul Rodgers. The
audience needed no more than that.
Their own Free were back. It was a
time to forget carping questions like
"where do they go now?" It was a
time to just listen to "Fire And
Water," "The Hunter" and "Mr Big"
(surely the best they ever did).

The average age of the audience
seemed to be even younger than for
Led Zep, it made some of us feel a
bit like interlopers in a kindergarten.
Until, that is, the atmosphere took
over. The Zep gig was marred by a
lot of shouting but whenever Paul spoke,
which wasn't often, the kids shut up.
Such is the charisma of Free.

"Free have sold out" -remember
the old cry? If the group's split has
done nothing else it has silenced
that old chestnut.

Free are alive and well, at least
for a short time . . and last Tues-
day they were certainly "living" In
Newcastle. STU BENNETT
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SITUATIONS VACANT, MUSICIANS WANTED, INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE.
INSTRUMENTS WANTED. GROUPS, GROUPS WANTED, RECORDS FOR
SALE AND WANTED. RECORD PLAYERS FOR SALE AND WANTED

and other ordinary announcements the rate is
5p per word

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED. Rate4p per word (minimum 14p)
TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS under any heading 8p per word

All words in black capitals after first two. 3p per word extra.
Box numbers: 20p

Advertisers are requested to supply one bank and two trade references should the ad. contain a request for money.
All classified advertisements must be prepaid and should arrive not later than first post Friday for insertion in the following week's issue-Address communications

to Classified Ad. Dept., "DISC AND MUSIC ECHO". 161.166 Fleet Street, London, EC4P 4AA. Phone 01-353 5011, Ext. 92.
Replies to a Box Number must be addressed to the "DISC AND MUSIC ECHO" offices. Please make all remittances payable to "DISC AND MUSIC ECHO". Cheques
and P.O.s to be crossed /&Co. / The management reserves the right to refuse to insert any Advertisement-even though accepted and paid for-and to makealterations

necessary to the maintenance of its standards.

SPECIAL NOTICES, PUBLIC NOTICES. PERSONAL. TUITION, PRINTING
RECORDINGS. DEMO -DISCS, FAN CLUBS, DANCES, CONCERTS,

VOCALISTS, ETC.

the rate is 8p per word

PERSONAL

FREE LISTS. DETAILS.
Friendships, Romances. World-
wide Contacts. All ages. - Jeans,
Exeter, Devon.

WORLD WIDE PEN PALS.-
Details and 150 photos free:
Herms, Berlin 11, Box 17/E, Ger-
many.

D
COMPUTER DATING

The Dateline computer eliminates
chance as a way of choosing dates.
It scientifically rejects unsuitable
partners and can fix you up with as
many compatible dates as you can
handle. Common sense! Certainly
and made possible by Dateline
Britain's greatest match -maker.
WHY WAIT
Post the coupon or phone for full
details:
DATELINE COMPUTER DATING
SERVICE. 23 ABINGDON ROAD,
LONDON, W8. Tel.: 01-937 0102.
Please send me my Dateline ap-
plication form and full details:

Name

Address

DMT

ROMANCE or Pen Friends.
England/Abroad. Thousands of
members.-Details: World Friend-
ship Enterprises, SC74, Amhurst
Park, N16

AO
The computer for lively people.
Operation Match is Britain's least
expensive computer dating system
run by young people for young
people.
It's the easy way to find what you
want-your perfect match_

OPERATION MATCH, 70 Pembroke
Road, London, W8. 01-937 2517
Please send me free details of
Operation Match without obligation.

NAME

ADDRESS

DB1.1

DATES ARRANGED by post.
Age 16 upwards, everywhere. For
free brochure write stating age.
Mayfair Introductions (Dept 10),
291 Finchley Road, London, NW3
6ND.

UNUSUAL PEN FRIENDS.
Excitingly different. Stamped en-
velope for reply: De8 Bureau
Britannia, 13 Sycamore Grove,
Rugby, Warwickshire, England.

- PERSONAL

MAKE NEW FRIENDS, Mar-
raige Partners.-Scamp to: Miss
Chidgey, (Dept. A32), Postal
Friendship Club, 124 Keys
Avenue, Bristol BS7 OHL.

POEMS WANTED NOW.
£1,200 IN PRIZES. Send poems
for free opinion and subscription
details. Atlantic Press (CA), 122
Grand Buildings, London WC2N
SEP.

FRENCH Pen Friends; all ages.
-S.a.e. for details: Anglo-French
Correspondence Club, Falcon
House, Burnley, Lancs.

TEENAGERS! Pen Friends any-
where! S.a.e. brings details. -
Teenage Club, Falcon House,
Burnley, Lancs.

QUIET MALE, 19, likes good
pop music, cinema, TV, seeks
sincere girlfriend 14/17 years with
same interests. Genuine replies
please.-Box DE.2021.

BLUSHING, Shyness, Nerves,
quickly mastered by my well -tried
remedy.-Details free from: Henry
Rivers (D.C.24), 2 St. Mary's
Street, Huntingdon, PE18 6PE.

MALE 21 seeks girl friend 17-
21. Photo appreciated. - Chris
Bray, 32 King Henry's Road,
London, N.W.3.

GAY MAGS!! FREE!!! (s.a.e.)
Box DE2012.

YOUNG MAN, 24, would like
attractive girl friend in London
area aged 19-27.=Box DE.2017.

GEMINI MALE, 24, seeks
Taurus girl to write to. Photo
appreciated.-Box DE.2019.

FOR WORLD WIDE PEN -
FRIENDS apply with full particu-
lars and self-addressed envelope
to: The International Correspon-
dence Bureau, A. M. Braun, D-8
Miinchen 15, Lindwurmstrasse
126-A, W. Germany (DME)
(founded in 1945).

LONDON GUY, 22, seeks nice
girl friend. Photo please.-
Box DE.2016.

FREE DATES !

Whilst many leading computer
dating firms charge you as much
as 5.5 far lust 6 dates, FREEDATES
supply unlimited dates. free
parties, free friendship magazines
and a whole host of other facilities
all for ONLY £3. Just send a 3p
stamp for our questionnaire and
receive it By RETURN. Complete
the form and we will send you
SCIENTIFICALLY MATCHED dates,
within 48 hours --no waiting a week
or more! IT'S FUN! AND RE-
MEMBER. you get a fully confi-
dential discreet service from FREE -
DATES (the people who have
REVOLUTIONISED computer
dating). If you have tried other
'computer' dating firms, now is

the time to try the best! (and
cheapest!). SEND NOW TO:
FREEDATES, Dept. (D1), 130
Godwin Road, Forest Gate, London.
E7 (Tel. 01-534 5732).

Disc Classified Order

Number of insertions required

Please insert my Advertisement under heading

I Cheque. Sign Here
I enclose .{

LPostal Order No

Name

Address

sae

PERSONAL

MARGARET'S Scottish Pen
Club. Many members wish new
friends. S.a.e. 135 Links Street,
Kirkcaldy, Fife.

MAKE NEW FRIENDS of the
opposite sex, in the most reliable,
inexpensive way available.-Free
details from: S.I.M. (DM/2), Brae-
mar House, Queens Road, Read-
ing.

LONELINFSS DEPRESSES -
Lift it through us. Stamp to
B/GM Apollo (personal), 13
Trenewydd, Ebbw Vale, Mon.

JUNE BRIDE? Attractive,
romantic, fashionable male (27),
seeks steady, 17-24, Manchester
(photo). Box DE.2018.

PEN FRIENDS at home and
abroad. Stamped envelope for
details. - European Friendships
Society, Burnley, Lancs.

JANE SCOTT for genuine
friends, introductions opposite sex
with sincerity and thoughtfulness.
Details free.-Stamp to: Jane
Scott, 50/D1, Maddox Street,
London, Wl.

SINCERE MALE, 23, seeks
slim, gay, lovable, romantic girl-
friend, Rochdale, Shaw, Manches-
ter areas.-Box DE.2020.

MARY BLAIR CORRESPON-
DENCE BUREAU. Introductions
everywhere.-S.a.e. to: 43/21 Llan-
fair D.O., Ruthin, Derbyshire.

FAN CLUB

Special Pre -Publication Offer

Annual 'From Cliff to You'
Send 60P postal order and stamped
addressed envelope to: Rochelle
& Maria, B.C.M-Cliff, London,
we'.

FOR

AMERICAN JINGLES: Broad-
cast material from hundreds of
radio stations throughout the
world; our library houses over 200
tapes all of studio quality.-Send
large SAE, East Anglian Produc-
tions, 7 Horsey Road, Kirby-Le-
Soken, Frinton, Essex.

POP T-SHIRTS! Illustrated:
Bolan, Stewart, Stade, Elvis,
Olivia. 88p (size, 3 col. prefs.).
Fantastic new 44ft cqlour Elvis
poster £1.10, also brand new
38 x 25 (85p each) Marc Bolan
(yellow vest), Rod Stewart (purple
jacket) (p. & p. included).-
Cards & Posters, 22 Moor Street,
Birmingham 4.

MUSICAL SERVICESmmmmmimi
FREE, FREE, Free, advice, in-

formation and help to lyric/song-
writers. - S.a.e.: Dee Music, 67
Duke Street, Stoke-on-Trent.

SONGWRITERS. Send your
songs (Words and Music or Words
only) and s.a.e. - JANAY
MUSIC, Dept. DM, 81A North
Street, Chichester.

SONG AND LYRIC writers
wanted. Send s.a.e. for FREE
copy of "From Song Lytic to
Commercial Record."-Sylvanbury
Records (Dept. D2), 30 Craven
Street, London, WC2N 5NT.

LYRIC WRITERS required by
recording company. Details (s.a.e.)
Robert Noakes, 3 Coalway Road,
Bloxwich, Staffordshire.

LYRICS WANTED. Free re-
cording of your songs when suc-
cessful. 11 St. Albans Avenue,
London, W.4.

z

RECORDS FOR SALEimimmomommis
RECORD

EXPORT SERVICE
to all parts of the World (except
U.K.) FREE OF BRITISH PUR-
CHASE TAX. Send for lists. Speedy
return service. All records supplied
POST FREE.

Libby's Export Service
283 Soho Road. Birmingham 21

SOUL COLLECTION. Auction
of 700 singles. Soul packs from
£1. Albums from MT.-Large
S.A.E., 72 Corston View, Bath
BA2 2PQ.

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
supplied with Records and Musi-
cal Instruments free of British
purchase tax. Cheaper for quanti-
ties. Orders over £10.00 post free.
All British orders post free. -
RON'S MUSIC SHOP (EXPORT)
LTD., 25 ILFORD LANE, IL -
FORD, Essex, England.

TEN MIXED soul singles for
only £1 plus 15p p&p. Artists in-
clude: Earl -Van -Dyke, Marvin
Gaye, Four Tops, Supremes, etc.
Cash with order to: Bostock's
Records, 172 Wilson Road, Brad-
ford, Yorkshire.

25 PER CENT OFF ALL LPs.
-01-889 4038.

RECORDS FOR SALEsimummommoms
RECORDS 50,000 Irons 10p.-

Send 5p for lists of 45s and LPs to
-1142/6 Argyle Street, Glasgow.

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST
mail order export service for ALL
readers living in NORWAY,
SWEDEN, FINLAND, DEN-
MARK, GERMANY, HOL-
LAND, BELGIUM etc. Now you
can obtain all your records quickly
- Tax free and post free from
TANDY'S famous mail order
export service. Write today for full
details plus TANDY'S famous
listing of Best Selling LP's and
new releases, from:- TANDY'S
(D), 18/20 Wolverhampton Road,
Warley, Worcestershire.

BRITISH AND OVERSEAS
READERS-all new LPs avail-
able at large discounts. Overseas
cnstomers also supplied free of
British purchase tax, low postal
charges, efficient service, quick de-
livery. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Free details and catalogues from
--Cob Record Center (Dept. 13),
Portmadoc, Caerns., N. Wales
(Tel. 0766 2170).

BORROW LPs by post and save
money; latest sounds.-Send s.a.e.
for details to: 17(D) Park View
Court, Fulham High St., London
SW6 LP3.

RED HOT ROCKING R & B
SOUNDS. Rush a large s.a.e. for
the latest and greatest in Disco
Sounds to Dan Reddington at 20
Moor Street Ring, Bull Ring,
Birmingham 4. Special offer whilst
stocks last. 'Soul Packs' 15 for £1.

RECORD COLLECTORS!
World-wide service. Best sellers
stocked. Discontinued records spe-
cialists. 1000's available. Disco's
delight! Thousands listings! Hours
browsing.-Send 13p current issue.
The Record Collector (D), Heanor,
Derbys.

GIGANTIC SALE!!! Free 80
page list 1950-1971 rarities!!
RnR, RnB, CnW, Pops! Large
64p s.a.e. 26 Airedale Road, South
Ealing, London W5 4SD. (No
callers)

RECORDS FOR SALE

SOMETHING FOR EVERY-
ONE. Pop galore ranging from
progressive to recent hits to Mum's
favourites. Hundreds of unplayed
items at 15p. Rare items un-
earthed on request. Super large
s.a.e. Music Makers, 11 St. Mary's
Grove, Chiswick, London W4 3LL.

SEND 10p today for our 24
page Oldies Catalogue of Pop,
Rock, Soul 45s.-F. L. Moore
(Records) Ltd., 167a Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds.

EX -JUKEBOX RECORDS. For
lists send s.a.e. to 46 Ahven
Avenue, Birkby, Huddersfield,
Yorkshire.

TAMLAS FROM 15p. Soul
and Pop Singles from 5p.-S.A.E.
4 Cavendish Ave., St. Leonards-
on-Sea, Sussex.

MOBILEgamma
CLODHOPPER for best sounds.

Ring 01-540-2930 evenings £12.
MOOD MOSAIC from £10. -

01-886 9359.
ATLANTA S.S. Music Power

plus Light Show. -01-886 2956.
DAVE'S DISCO with Go -Go

girls.-South Ockendon 4540 even-
ings.

PROPERTY FOR SALE
MARBELLA / TORREMO-

LINOS / MALAGA. Apartments
for sale/rent. Inspection flights
now. Lists G & L Property Care
Co., 26 Ashurst Drive, Box Hill,
Surrey.

SPECIAL NOTICES

FOR F.R.A. Associate Member-
ship, send S.A.E. to Free Radio
Association, 339 'Eastwood Road,
Rayleigh, Essex.

JINGLES. Pams, Peppers, Nab,
TM, Personel and Pirates. Send
s.a.e. now-Steve Wright Jingles,
70 Clarence Road, Rayleigh,
Essex.

4W1` POP THE QUESTION

Geronimo
Could
be
back!

Are there any plans for Radio Geronimo
to start broadcasting again ?-B. Harvey,
77 Harefield Road, Forest Row, Sussex.

Says a Radio Geronimo spokesman: "I
can't see anything happening in this
country because of the restrictions on
commercial radio. We shall have to wait
and see what happens to the local radio
thing. No one is really sure whether the
system is going to work. It's a matter of
keeping the commercial radio project in
cold storage for the time being.

Whatever happened to the American
folk duo, Danny Zager and Rick Evans,
who had an enormous hit with "In The

Year 2525" a couple of years ago ?-P. Nelson-
Blyth, 91 Cortsway, Greasby, Wirral, Cheshire.
Says a spokesman for RCA -Victor: "They
may be recording again, but we have had
nothing from them for ages. There are no
records scheduled for release at the time
being."

Does Joan Baez have an official fan
club, or where can I write to her?-
Marian Zancjaz, Lodz 14, U1. Prebacka

38/4, Poland.
Write to Joan c/o Manny Greenhill, Folk-
lore Productions Inc., 176 Federal Street,
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

When is the album "Machine Head" by
Deep Purple to be released ?-P. Clare,
Thames Ditton, Surrey.

The album may be released at the begin-
ning of March, but no firm date has been
set.

JOAN BAEZ . fan club? See question
left.

Have the Association (if they still exist)
any plans for a new album ?-K. Robinson,
London, S.W.7.

Says a spokesman for Warner Bros.
Records. "We have nothing new
scheduled by the Association. And
unfortunately all their previous albums

now been deleted."have

II II 
by

We welcome your
questions, but they

must be accompanied
by one of these seals

Paste it on a postcard
only, please, to Pop the

Question, Disc,161 Fleet
Street, London, EC4 P4AA

Readers questions can only be
answered on this page.   a nil
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E. C. RYDER in "Opportunity Rocks"
THANK YOU TREMENDOUSLY, FRIENDS! WELL, HOW
pip TIOU, THE TIE4)ERS AT HOME ,THE 805515,
VOTE LAST EJEEK?E)Eu..1 'ANNA TILL You,
FRIENDS!

iocruRESPI
ANUOMITIOK
RECORDED
Ov VARIOUS

ARTISTS?

THIS IS E.c.RYDER,A, Pop COMPOSER WHO '5
DOWN ON 1415 LUCK. IF YOU LIKE HIS SONGS
I THOUGHT. YOU MIGHT GIVE HIM A JOE.

/NAT'S EXTREMELY
INTERESTING, FRIENDS
I REALLY LAN1 YOU
TO KNOW THAT. LET'S
SEE WHAT HE CAN A2.

IN THIRD PLACE ,YOU, THE VIEWERS Al HOME,volED
JOHN PEEE,umo SHOWED us Now TO FILL TWO
ENTIRE POP COEOMNS WITH NOTHING BUT A
1101 OF OLD SINGLES.
IN SECOND PLACE, you
VOTED THOSE TALENTED
NEWCOMERS. RINGO,
JORN,GEOROE AND PAVE,
WHO ARE ALREADY
BEING HAILED AS
THE FOUR -MAN
Env/TOWS!

'Moon River'
Is a Silly tune,
'Cos there's no water
On the moon.

'
-At11.4e7

1.*"nourtivismoimvsectutlili11111t .rolpa.II
**if LOVE AFFAIR JOINED WILY titan
FIAG.I1OU WOULD 667 aIRReir AFFAIRS.

0 57
POP PUN CONTEST JOKES MARKED 4.111N ASTERISKS WERE SUBMITTED BY THIS WEEK'S WT-Noo wiNtiois.* PETER RoCHFORP NERO. OESmorso RoAo.c ROSSAL RES. WVINENSHAWE.MAN CHESTER ,AHD *RP JoIJI11, HEATH CLOSE. WIRRAL .CHESHI RE. JOKES NOT MARKED Wick ASTERISKS WEREN'T. JOKES??)(

Next week: E. C. Ryder invents a new dance to be performed in an oil -stained mink coat . . . the Oily Fur Twist!

tut IN FIRST Puce,
YoU.THE VIEWERS Al
HOME, HAVE BROUNIr
BACK THAT EXCITING

ANIMAL IMPERSONATCR,

MHO OXO, amo
(JAILS LIKE A CAT,
MINS CONCERT HALLS
!HTO A BEAR -GARDEN,
AND GIVES THE
IMPRESSION OF

BEING A
LCIJCKOO!

=
OH.WELL-- I DIDN'T
WANT TO WORK
FOR HIM ANYWAY.

--WHO WANTS 10
BE PAID IN "MILES

OF TRAVEL"??

(BUT NOW LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT NixT WEEKS\
SHOW. OUR CONTESTAKIS WILL ATTEND A TEA
PARTY AT FORT KNOX, WHERE A ROOM WILL BE
SET ASIDE FOR THEM To WORK ON MODERN
PAINTING, OR TO PREPARE THEIR INSTRUMENTS.

,

t

ACTUALLY, I'VE FOUND
A wAY of ENJOYING
'OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS'.

ALL YOU HAVE TO
Do 15 SWITCH
Off THE SOUND

-AND CLOSE
YOUR EYES,'

by J. EDWARD OLIVER
YES, FRIENDS-- DON'T MISS NEXT WEE/C5
OP -ART TONE -IT TEA, KNOX!

BUT HERE WE HAVE THE
PERSON C,Nio IS GOING
TO SPONSOR THE NEXT
CONTESTANT WHO
WANTS TO PLAY
DOUBLE fVC4 -.1.VAM-.

SRYS TYE- ER..

OH, HELL--WHO CAN
TELL THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN MY SHOWS

ANYWAY?

BUT I MUST CONTINUE MY SEARCH FOR THE
DRAGON WHO IS HOLDING THE LOST CORD /HAT
HAS THE POWER TO HELP THE PEOPLE OF
ATLANTIS. IF ONLY I COULD FIND SOME

CC LIE -- SOME SIGN--

EvER°°hIoriN7:4

SAY, FAGEND -
PO WE HAVE 10

60 THROL)614 ALL
THIS EVERY
TIME I BRING
SOMEONE 10
VISIT YOU?

--SOME INDICATION
THAI THE DRAGON
EVEN EX/STS-

A 274
ITHE DRAGON 1440

IS HOL D111.5 THE

LOS) CORD THAT
HAS THE POWER
TO HELP THE -
PEOPLE Of ArlAmis

5 muis

MISERY is SEEING
YOUR NEW RELEASE
IN DAVID riuGHEs'
"ALSO RECEIVED"

SECTION.

SCENE
Remember? Disc

February 11, 1967
Monkees Dolenz and Nesmith arrive

and hit back at their many critics-
"we're not manipulated puppets,"
they say.

Beatles renew their EMI Record con-
tract for a further NINE years,
now to expire in 1976. Meanwhile
the group themselves turn down
"Juke Box Jury" and have their
new single banned by Radio Caro-
line whose boss Philip Solomon
alleges "strong anti -pirate attitude"
by EMI.

On the subject, Caroline this week
admits records can be bought on
to their air time-for £100 a week.

Joe Meek, man behind the Tornados
hit "Telstar" and hits for John
Leyton and Honeycombs was
found dead in his flat with shotgun
wounds last Friday.

Released this week: Troggs-Give It
To Me; Marianne Faith full-Is
This What I Get For Loving You;
Seekers-Georgy Girl; Tom Jones
-Detroit City; Love Affair-She
Smiled Sweetly.

In the chart Petula Clark leaps
straight in at 7 with "This Is My

' Song:" Engelbert Humperdinck's
"Release Me" up to 8, Marvin
Gaye and Kim Weston's "It Takes
Two" up to 12 and Tremeloes'
"Here Comes My Baby" up to 15.

IT'S ALL TRUE
 Despite earlier denials, Disc's exclusive on
Terry Wogan "fighting" Tony Blackburn
turns out to be true . . . but then, aren't they
all?

Strange tales we hear of Rock -n -Roll All
Stars posing nude for "Curious" magazine?

Those who know have been anticipating
Marmalade Pat Fairley's move for years.

Great original version of "The Sun 'Has Got
His Hat On" by Henry Hall played on "Junior
Choice" at the weekend. Shows Jonathan
King's to be a complete crib, and is also bet-
ter. Bring back the Bop!

Great Poco were received so well at the Rain-
bow on Saturday. It gives us renewed faith.

Surprised more musicians haven't followed
Rory Gallagher's lead and played special con-
certs in Ulster.

Lindisfarne manager Tony Stratton -Smith off
on crash health farm "dehydration" course
this week. Which we will let pass without com-
ment.

'Hollies advertisement for new single "My
Baby" features photo of 16 -month -old Abbey,
daughter of (Polydor promotion boss Adrian
Rudge.

Stevie Wonder made unexpected appearance
on drums during Osiliisa's set at London's Im-
perial College last weekend.

Billy Preston says another "Bangla Dash"
concert involving George 'Harrison not out of
the question. And this would seemingly en-
dorse Harrison's hopes of staging regular fund-
raising benefits.

Stuart Henry late AGAIN on Saturday
morning-yet Radio 1 being strangely tolerant.
Must be "Friends to foreigners" week!!

Rosko spotted an elderly lady loaded down
with suitcases on the motorway between Bris-

This merry -looking band of minstrels are among artists taking part in a new "ritual-
istic spectacle" at London's Roundhouse, entitled "Lila-The Divine Game." Part
presented by the Rolling Stones, the evening incorporates Tantric concepts, yoga,
music and Kathakali dance. The pictured gentlemen appear under the collective
name The Bauls Of Bengal. Er, yes!

tal and London and learning that her car had
broken down, drove her to lawn, entertained
her to tea, and paid for a taxi to her destina-
tion. A fine example of -how to win friends and
influence listeners!

Chris Hutchins phoned from America to say
that he was NOT the Move's publicity man at
the time of the group's publicity postcard stunt
in which Harold Wilson was involved. Sorry
Chris.

EXCITING FORMAT
 Exciting format for Kinks pilot being final-
ised for new BBC -TV series by Mel Cornish.

Never was there such chart confusion-"Day
After Day" and "Day By Day," and just out-
side The 30 Nilsson's "Without You," not to
be confused with Nilsson's "Without Her."

Alan Freeman suffering from apparent
schizophrenia. After his "chat and mush"
show "After Seven" on Radio 2, "Fluff" now
bounces back with the Radio 1 afternoon strip.

Christie/Edison Lighthouse pop college lour
going a bomb. Good luck.

New single from David Ballantyne, "Roof

Above Our Head," produced for Shelter's
National Campaign for the Homeless.

Keith Emerson spotted in audience for
Genesis last Friday, but absent for Lindis-
farne. Still, everyone else stayed.

RNI (remember them?) now planning to re-
launch their English service on 270 metres
medium wave as from February 28.

Leslie West currently sporting a shirt made
by Elvis's tailors. Cost: 500 dollars. lit is decor-
ated with gold guitars, outlined in mock
diamonds, with Leslie's name written down the
guitar necks.

Doors rumoured to be touring soon.
Marc Bolan mourning that Elton John's al-

bum "Madman Across The Water" never sold
more over here. They're at the "playing -on -
each -other's -records" stage.

A group with a future: Roxy, raved about
on "Sounds Of The Seventies" a couple of
weeks ago, and whose line-up includes ex -Nice
man Dave O'List.

Third Ear Band and lots of their friends at-
tended the "Macbeth" film premiere last week
to hear their music and see themselves in medi-
eval gear in the minstrel's gallery.

REMEMBER, FRIENDS:Of NAME IS (CRYLIER
IF YOU WANT 10 Oft FOR 4,oRRY
IF YOU CAN'T SPELL trVDER"--)US1 put'
"STEAMING GREAT 1141c: AND WE'LL
KNOW EXAM' WHO YOU MEAN.

FINN
TALES

 FEBRUARY looks like being a good
month for folk singers on radio and
television. There is a distinct possibility
that, the EFDSS will be reported to the
Monopolies Commission if any more air
time is allotted to folk song.

 This week's edition of Radio 2's "Folk
On Sunday" has Jackie and Bridie as the
main guests, with "Ripley Wayfarers" filling
the club singers spot. There is also a feature
on Ralph McTell. The programme's pro-
ducer Frances Line and the indispensable
Jim Lloyd, are delighted with the amount
of encouraging correspondence they have
received since the programme's welcome
return four weeks ago.'

 Toni Arthur, who appears regularly in B.B.C.
TV's "Playschool," is the female presenter of
B.B.C. 2's "Playaway" on Saturday afternoon.
The series finishes in a couple of weeks, but
all programmes are due to be repeated almost
immediately. Toni Arthur and Dave Arthur
also supply the title music for a new children's
TV series called "Unsolved Mysteries."

 On the 19th of February Canadian singer
Bonnie Dobson is recording an edition of
Jimmy Saville's "Speakeasy" from a frigate in
the Thames. Also on the show is the Rev.
Donald Soper, whose pacifist views are well
known, together with about a hundred sailors,
who presumably are not pacifists. Should be
interesting!

 Elton John, with his new accompanist Davy
Johnson (ex -Magna Carta), has just completed
a new L.P. at "Strawberry Studios" in Paris.
The record, due for release around June, was
produced by Gus Dudgeon. Elton John and
Davy are on London Weekend TV's "Aquarius"
on Saturday, February 19.

 Since Davy Johnson's departure from "Magna
Carta," the remaining "Magna's," Chris and
Glen, have been doing some work with Colds
Scot's ex -drummer and cellist. Colin is now
working as a duo with Davy Johnson's brother-
in-law, guitarist, Joe Partridge.

 Towersey Village in Oxfordshire is holding
its annual folk festival on September 8, 9 and
10. An added bonus, if one were needed, is the
addition of a traction engine rally. Two of the
guests at this year's festival are the "Yetties"
and "Dave and Toni Arthur and John Harri-
son." The Yetties are recording a "Crackerjack"
programme on February 15 to go out later
that week.

 The McCalmans are recording a spot for
TV's "Sing High Sing Low" on February 23/24.

 A. L. Lloyds radio 3 series is still being
broadcast in the middle of the night (11.40 p.m.
Wednesdays), but for those that can't get to
sleep it's well worth tuning in to.

 New records this week include three from
Leadersound. A record of Dulcimer music by
Roger Nicholson, called "Nonsuch for
Dulcimer;" Keith Roberts, (the "Wigan Bard"),
first L.P. "Pier of the Realm;" and "North
Carolina Boys," a further selection of American
Country Music taken from Janet Kerr's field
recordings.

by Dave Arthur
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IF EVER a guitarist and bass player were destined to play
'IL together it was Leslie West and Jack Bruce. Both leaders
of their field, with Felix Pappalardi as a common fink, it was
perhaps inevitable that they should form a band.

"And anyway," says Jack half jokingly, "this will be the best
band in the world." And after hearing the tapes of their first
rehearsals together I'll go along with that.

West, Bruce and Laing, as they flunk they'll probably be called, were
gathered at Lesley West's enormous West End flat which he has rented
while here-for around £80 a week. Although they're all bursting with
enthusiasm about the band, the fact that Leslie and Corky are still gig-
ging with Mountain on their tour over
here makes things slightly awkward; the
strain shows most on Leslie who is hesi-
tant about quite how much to say. The
situation was not helped when the news
of the new band leaked out too early
and when Felix Pappalardi stepped off
the aircraft at London airport to start
the Mountain tour to be greeted with
a front page story about his guitarist
and drummer leaving.

"Before we came over here," says
Leslie, "Felix decided he didn't want to
go on the road any more because he was
getting tired; he never had any time to
spend at his farm or to produce other
people. He decided to stay off the road,
so Corky and I were coming over here
to look for a band because we couldn't
stay off the road, we have a lot of energy
to work off."

They had both met Jack before; ironi-
cally, Mountain had been the local band
in Montreal who opened the show when
Cream played there and they had given
Cream a lift to the gig in their car. So
Lesley rang Jack and asked him if he'd
like to play a little; Jack agreed, and
with Corky on drums, they went along
to Island studios to have a jam. The first
number they did the Stones' "Play

The group that
could become the major
attraction during 1972. Left
to right they are Leslie West,
Jack Bruce and Corky Laing.
First recordings made by the
group suggest they might
become even bigger than their
"root" groups Mountain and
Cream.

BRUCE SKIMS OFF THE
CREAM OF MOUNTAIN

With Fire" which lasted eleven minutes
and convinced them they were fated to
play together. It was natural, it was
brilliant.

All three of them are still rather dazed
by the whole thing, by this supernatural
force that seems to have taken them over.
Jack immediately disbanded the band
he'd been playing with in Germany.

"Oh they were fine, we did some good
gigs but THIS is different," he says. And
for Jack to cancel all his other commit-
ments and concentrate on just one pro-
ject is phenomenal. Now they do a tour
of America starting in mid -March, which
has already been so booked out they had
to add more dates, and they record as
and when their contracts are sorted out.
Mountain still exists as a recording band.

Corky takes up the tale, fairly elated
seeing it was his birthday the other day
and Jack gave him his custom built
Probe car as a present.

"We want what we do to be so right.
Leslie has never been in charge before
so he's worried and nervous. Before, he
had no responsibilities except to play the
guitar.

"And it's so good to play with Jack,
he's a great musician and the music we
play is exciting and we enjoy it. You tend
to get arrogant in one position for a long
time, and that's a very bad thing, you
need change."

It is inevitable that the band will get
the tag "New Cream." They're a three-
piece, Jack is in it, Leslie plays the odd
Clapton guitar lick and they generate

the same excitement. And, of course,
there's Felix.

The name Cream has always cropped
up in connection with Mountain, because
to begin with when they were little
known, Felix was the tag because he had
produced Cream and was known for that.
And especially on "Mountain Climbing"
he did use some very similar sound tech-
niques as he had on Cream numbers.

"Sure," says Jack, "it always happens,
Cream is always dragged into it, but
Leslie was influenced by Eric the same as
any other guitarist of his age."

Carla Bley, the New York jazz com-
poser, with whom Jack worked on her
opera "Escalator Over The Hill" has been
staying with Jack for a couple of days,
heard the rehearsal tapes of the new

band, and was completely knocked out.
She said their music was true jazz.

"So far we've been playing Mountain
and Cream things-anything that all three
of us know," says Corky. "It doesn't
mean we're going to do them onstage
though, we've just used them as a starting
point. It was funny, it was nostalgic in
both directions and yet looking forward
to a lot of new things.

"We've written things together already
just from playing and going back over
them."

Without a doubt, if everything runs
smoothly, the West -Bruce -Laing band
will be the biggest and most refreshing
galeforce to storm through our lacka-
daisical music business in a couple of
years. The very fact that they could play
so naturally and easily together from the
very first number, shows there is some-
thing special about them. Each one of
them brings out the other and perfectly
complements them.

They should have a mighty future, and
could be touring here by the end of the
year.

BOUCHER

JE ngelbert
liumperdirick

his great new single
TOO BEAUTIFUL
TO LAST
(Theme from the Film
'Nicholas and Alexandra')

45 rpm
F 13281
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